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L U M N E W S
CLASP ON TO THE MEMORIES

CLASP MEMBERSHIP
FORM ENCLOSED

If you were here in the 5O’s, 60’s, 70’s or 80’s, please 
read carefully!! A great celebration is planned in January 
the 17th and 18th at Horseshoe Bay! We would love to 
have you come celebrate with us and would suggest you 
sign up soon if you are planning on coming! We have a 
great roster already signed up! The plans are . . .

Friday, that night is for visiting and visiting and more 
visiting! Our hospitality room will be open and a great 
meeting place for those of you coming in different direc-
tions. 

Saturday is a day for “playing” at the camps and a light 
lunch is planned at both camps . . Saturday, noonish. And 
after a full day of fun, fun, fun with lots of tall tales and 
funny jokes of past it’s back to the hotel for a great dinner 
and a wonderful “campfi re” by JOHN MILLER and cast!

We have a block of rooms on hold (and we think there 
are not many left) if you think you can join us. The price 
is right (and this price includes dinner, Campfi re Saturday 
night and also the Resort Fee. A great, simple package!) . . 
Please take advantage of it soon!

Two night stay with one dinner - $464.92
Two night stay with two dinners - $550.36
Saturday only stay with one dinner - $275.18
Saturday only stay with two dinners - $360.62

For those of you who will not be staying at the hotel but 
will be driving in for dinner on Saturday night, the cost 
of the meal will be $87.05 including tax & service and 
should be sent to the Alumni Offi ce at Camp Longhorn 
.. no later than seven (7) days before arrival! CHECK or 
CASH ONLY! To CLASP! .. #1 Camp Longhorn Road . . 
.Burnet, TX 78611

Here is how it works! THE NUMBER TO CALL for 
room/package reservations at Horseshoe Bay Resort is 
877-611-0112. Just say you are calling about the Camp 
Longhorn Reunion. If you have any problems calling the 
resort, please let us know! Reservations must be made on 
or before Friday, January 3rd, 2020 to get the special CLH 
rates (if there are rooms left!). There is a 72 hour cancella-
tion notice prior to arrival.

IT’S PLAN, PLAN, PLAN to come and have FUN, 
FUN, FUN! And remember, this goes for a year towards 
your CLH ring if you are saving for that!

See you Jan. 17th & 18th at HSB for CLH’s 80th B-Day 
celebration!

Happy 80th Birthday
Camp Longhorn!
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CLASP (Camp Longhorn Alumni and Special Parents)
has started a “forever walkway” at both Inks and Indian 

Springs.

At Inks, it’s between the CLASP offi  ce and the Offi  ce
and at Springs it’s between the Chow Hall and the Offi  ce!

Please join us by adding your name on a brick
and be included in this special path!

What a great way to be remembered
or have someone remembered “forever”!

All bricks are $100.00 each!

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: CLASP and include with your information!

CLASP
#1 Camp Longhorn Rd.

Burnet, TX 78611

CLASP
1000 Indian Springs Rd.

Burnet, TX 78611
OR

C . L . A . S . P

Name (please print)

Address (including State & Zip

Phone No. (Home)               Work             

PLEASE FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING. EACH LINE MAY CONTAIN UP TO 14
CHARACTERS, PERIODS, COMMAS & BLANKS COUNT. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Dear Friends,
What a great day this is! 

Perfect for a fall day! So 
many weather changes! No 
rain most of the summer af-
ter the fi rst couple of weeks 
. . warm, warm! .. and this 
is the beginning of Novem-
ber and we have already 
had a hard freeze! Guess 
that’s just Texas weather! 
This is such a pretty time 
of the year . . the grass is 
green and the trees are turn-
ing into fall colors and we 
had some beautiful plants 
to admire until the freeze!

Camp is busy, busy, 
busy! I think most of the an-
nuals have been delivered 
and the others have been 
mailed. Great, great annu-
als and we thank ANGELA 
MOORE at Inks, MARTHA 
FIELD at Springs and JEN-
NIFER ROBERTSON at 
C3 for their beautiful, cre-
ative books. AND, we have 
already started the CLH 
Carnival season with NEW 
YORK, CONNECTICUT, 
SAN FRANCISCO and 
ATLANTA already fi n-
ished! Our Alumni and 
Special Parents are great 
help at these gatherings 
along with lots of laughter 
and much fun.

If you can help at a Camp 
Longhorn Carnival please 
e-mail HELEN at helen@
camplonghorn.com or call 
her (512-793-2811) and she 
will sign you up! And, to all 
of you who help year after 
year, WE THANK YOU 
SO VERY MUCH!

What a busy year this 
has been! We have, I think 
just under 7,000 (Camp 
Longhorn Alumni and Spe-
cial Parents) members in 
our fi les after taking out 
those that had never paid 
any dues! We are still look-
ing for those thousands 
we have yet to reach. This 
loosely knit organization is 
enjoyed by many .. It’s your 
e-mails, telephone calls pic-
tures and letters that make 
it so much fun.

Dues paying CLASP 
members enjoy their V-Day 
special parking places! 

There are several ways to 
pay CLASP dues! Can go 
on line, use the form in this 
newspaper or sign up at a 
Camp Carnival! It’s easy 
and to those that worry 
about their “pass,” all will 
be sent to up-to-date dues 
paying members around the 
fi rst of May! There is lots 
of time between now and 
when camp starts so please 
don’t wait until the last 
minute to pay your dues .. 
For those that mostly wait 
until the last minute any-
way, sign up on line and 
show your phone as you en-
ter the camps that you have 
paid your dues! It’s still a 
bargain .. $15.00 SINGLE 
and $20.00 for MARRIED 
COUPLES. We also have 
a very popular LIFETIME 
MEMBERSHIP .. $200.00 
AND ADD A SPOUSE, 
$250.00.

Our up-to-date dues 
paying members will come 
from the airstrips and into 
camp fi rst! If grandparents 
are involved, they will need 
a pass also, or park in an-
other area! If it’s a must 
that the cars stay together 
.. one with a “tag” and the 
other without, then the two 
cars will go to the area that 
“passes” are not required! 
All of this is mentioned be-
cause in the past there was 
confusion with cars parking 
together!

CLASP mailings are 
separate from regular camp 
mailings and “parking pass-
es” will not be in the camp-
er information. If your dues 
are up-to-date, look for 
your “pass” around the fi rst 
of May.

The CLASP tables on 
V-Days are always popular 
with many questions and 
lots of fun stories and tall 
tales! We always have so 
many wonderful volunteers 
and V-Days are no excep-
tion .. to answer questions 
and do just about anything 
asked of them! At Inks lake 
we have great group of 
young adults that help park 
cars on the airstrip! And, 
they come the night be-

fore to be up and about and 
ready for duty at 5 a.m.!! 
Couldn’t do it without 
them and we thank them so 
much!

Our “memory bricks” at 
both camps are still sooo 
popular! What a wonderful 
place to have your name(s) 
or to remember a loved one. 
At Indian springs the bricks 
are located between the 
chow hall and offi ce and 
at Inks Lake they are in the 
pavilion, a special place to 
honor TEX and four found-
ers of CLH .. BOB TARL-
TON, ZARK WITHERS, 
DR. JOE SHEPPERD and 
BOB HUDSON. If you 
wish to purchase a brick, 
the cost is still $100. A 
form is included in this 
newspaper or call or e-mail 
the CLASP offi ces at either 
camp for more information.

We had two special tree 
ceremonies at camp this 
past summer. ASHLEY 
BALCH MacKENNA, our 
fall recipient, was honored 
at Indian Springs during 
camp and was attended by 
her sister and friends with 
many, many excited camp-
ers! LINCOLN ROSE, our 
2019 recipient at Inks Lake, 
was honored during 2nd 
Term at camp this past sum-
mer and had many friends 
and campers in attendance. 
These wonderful alumni 
were remembered for their 
many, many accomplish-
ments through the years.

We missed our mini-
camps this past August. We 
love our Alumni and appre-
ciate Camp Longhorn for 
allowing us to host mini-
camp off and on through 
the years. We have these 
camps to experience a little 
piece of Attawaytogo spirit, 
bring back memories, meet 
up with old friends and to 
meet new ones.

Mini-camp is supposed 
to be alcohol free and it has 
become diffi cult for us to 
get the point across to some 
of our Alumni. So, after the 
BOARD OF MANAGERS 

CLH getting ready for summer

Continued Page 3
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ATTTAWAYTOGO PHIL SIROIS . . . . 
Congratulations to our 

newest inductee into the 
CLASP Hall of Honor, 
PHIL SIROIS!  

This summer will be 
PHIL’s 20th summer at 
Camp!  Since 1999 PHIL 
has come every summer as 
camp’s videographer.  He 
started fi lming at Indian 
Springs but now covers 
all three camps which is a 
huge job.  His talents are 
amazing as a photographer 
and  videographer as he 
captures  the fun and hap-
piness with a passion.  

PHIL grew up in Brown-
wood, Texas.  He played 
every sport imaginable 
which stoked his passion 
for competition, which 
eventually led to his 
livelihood as a coach and 
teacher.  

He was mentored by 
the great football coach, 
GORDON WOOD,  and 
his wife, KATIE, which 
had a great impact on  his 
life.  PHIL graduated from 
Brownwood High School 
and  played on a district 
champs basketball team.  
PHIL went to Howard 
Payne University where 
he became the youngest 
college head coach in the 

PHIL SIROIS
2018

country coaching basket-
ball.  This became the be-
ginning of a 42 year career 
of coaching.

He and his wife LEE 
were married in 1984.  
They had a daughter 
WHITNEY and a son 
ANDY.  After many years 
of coaching high school 
basketball, he fi nished his 
career in Mesquite and the 
family settled in Sunny-
vale.  His relationships 
with his fellow coaches 
and his players is beyond 
words to describe.  PHIL 
became the mentor, friend 
and role model to so many!

He started his work with 
camping in 1976 at Camp 
Champions and then went 
back as a staff member 
with LEE in the early 80s.  
He also did their slide 
show which started his ca-
reer in photography.  This 
side career would take him 
to work with Camp TV for 
32 years, photographer for 
The Texas High School 
Coaches Association for 34 
years, and recently Mayes 
Media Group. 

 
LEE and PHIL’s son, 

ANDY, came to camp and 

met after the August 2018 
mini-camp at Inks Lake, 
decided to suspend mini-
camp at least two years to 
give them time to think thru 
the situation.

This past year we have 
had lots of ideas. And, 
we thank our Alumni for 
giving this some serious 
thought with some inter-
esting suggestions. We are 
working on it and hope we 
can come up with a solution 
by next summer?! With all 
of the wonderful people 
and minds that love camp 
Longhorn I just know we 
can have many more years 

of fun, fun, fun at Inks Lake 
and Indian Springs mini-
camps!

If you are not already 
a member of CLASP and 
would like to join or you 
are a member and would 
like to pay your dues, our 
Camp Carnivals in Dec., 
Jan. and Feb., on-line on 
the CLH website or sign-up 
sheet in this newspaper are 
all easy ways to pay your 
dues! Again, it’s a bargain 
.. $20 Married Couples 
and $15 Singles. CLASP 
(Camp Longhorn Alum-
ni and Special Parents) is 
made up of former campers 

and counselors who are at 
least 23 years old and also 
any parent(s) who have or 
have had children at camp 
for at least two years and 
signed for a 3rd year! OUR 
CLASP ‘YEAR’ IS FROM 
SEPTEMBER TO SEP-
TEMBER!

SEE YOU SOON AT 
A CLH CARNIVAL AND 
IF YOU WERE HERE IN 
THE 5O’S, 60’S, 70’S OR 
80’S I WILL SEE YOU 
FOR SURE AT THE 80TH 
Birthday Bash for CLH at 
Horseshoe Bay January 
17th and 18th, 2020!!

Continued from Page 2Dear Friends

their daughter,  WHITNEY 
was a camper, counselor 
and staff member until 
2015.  PHIL says it is a 
great honor for him  and 
his family…..They love 
Camp Longhorn and what 
it has done for his family!  
It  actually is an honor 
being able to recognize 
PHIL with a tree in his 
honor during 1st term this 
summer!  He inspires us 
all….MARTHA, all the 
photographers, staff and 
campers!  

Attawaytogo Phil !!!!!
PHIL SIROIS

2006

PHIL SIROIS
2006

CORRESPONDENCE
A NOTE FROM A HAPPY MOM . .
Subject: NAN MANNING DELIVERING THE CLH ANNUAL
Kim,
  Will you please pass along a note of huge thanks from my son, BLAKE BLOSSMAN,
Indian Springs 4th Term? He was blown away when he answered the door and NAN 
was standing there. The Annual is on the side of his bed and it’s been a couple of weeks 
and I have heard the story 100 times. I love it, too. Thank you so much CLH. You are 
the best!
MICHELLE LEWIS
(This is in Houston, 2019)

A JC’s POSITIVE EXPERIENCE AT CAMP
Subject: V-Day
To: KERI MANNING WEAVER & NAN MANNING
Hello! Catherine has had a great experience as a JC! She has mentioned more than once 
that CLH treats their counselors so well. Thank you for helping make this a fun experi-
ence for her. We dropped her off, so will need to be picking her up. I know V-day ends 
10:30/11:00, so what time would be best to pick her up? We don’t want to be in the way 
of the well oiled machine that V-day is.
Warm Regards,
Anne Lockett
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ASHLEY BALCH 
MacKENNA, fall 2018 
CLASP honoree at Indi-
an Springs, was at Springs 
for many, many years as a 
camper, counselor, director 
and for many years she ran 
the girls camp. In 1990 she 
was voted favorite counsel-
or.

She went to the Univer-
sity of Kansas on a mu-

Two Wonderful Tree Ceremonies This Summer . . . 

HERE’S THE GANG! . . .
back (l-r) MARK, MACK, BOBBY, KERI, REAGAN, NAN, MARTHA, ELIZABETH, ASHLEY, ELIZABETH, ROSA, KIM, 
HELEN, SALLY, EMMI . . front (l-r) CHICO, ALEX, BRADLEY, KARLI w/JAX, NORA w/LEO, JACK, MARY KATE, Sister 
KATE and SUSAN

sic scholarship and was 
a member of Chi Omega 
sorority. Her BEAUTIFUL 
VOICE led her to Theatre 
Tulsa and also Southern 
Methodist University.

She always kept her ties 
with CLH . . and helped 
whenever she could.

We were all happy when 
ASHLEY moved to camp 
with her family and be-
came a full time employee. 
Her leadership, toughness, 
compassion, positive atti-
tude, love and friendship 
affected every camper and 
counselor. With a terribly 
ill father, she eventually 
moved her family back to 
Tulsa.

A year or so ago she 
moved back to Burnet area 
and is now Girls Camp Di-
rector at Camp Champions.

She has three amazing 
grown children, ELIZ-
ABETH at Texas Tech, 
MACK a senior at Burnet 
High School and MARY 
KATE, a junior at Burnet 
High School. All three at-
tended Indian Springs as 
campers and now all three 
are counselors there!

WE LOVE YOU ASH-
LEY! 

ATTAWAYTOGO!
ASHLEY (c) with Marine & Marina Generals . . girls (l) CARALEIGH FREUND & 
KYNDAL DUPRE . . boys (l) ANDREW ELIAS & MASON GULLETT

ASHLEY BALCH MacKENNA (4th from l) with MACK MacKENNA, MARY 
KATE MacKENNA, NAN MANNING, ASHLEY, BOBBY MANNING &
ELIZABETH MacKENNA

ASHLEY accepting her “forever tree!”

One at Springs
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One at Inks . . .

LINCOLN with family members . . (l-r) Mother, PAULA, Sister LINDSAY
HUNTER & nephews CAINE and HOLT

LINCOLN ROSE spent 
fi ve summers at Indian 
Springs as a camper and 
would go on to work 28 
terms as a counselor from 
1998 to 2008, including 
his fi rst summer at Inks in 
2006, when he arrived for 
4th Term two days after 
taking the State Bar Exam!!

LINCOLN fi rst started 

his TV play-by-play career 
in high school and con-
tinued to announce games 
in college and law school. 
Today, LINCOLN partners 
with various national and 
regional networks, college 
conferences, universities 
and professional leagues, 
broadcasting a wide ar-
ray of men’s and wom-
en’s sports. LINCOLN’s 
camping experiences have 
made him knowledgeable 
in many of those sports. 
He has not been assigned 
a broadcast in archery or 
pickleball, yet!!

For the past decade, he 
has returned to Burnet each 
V-Day to see old camp 
friends and assist with 
CLASP parking at Inks. As 
the parents drive into camp 
those early mornings, the 
fi rst camp person they see 
is LINCOLN with many of 
his favorite camp stories to 
tell!

Thanks for your great 
help, LINCOLN ROSE, 
through the years . . You 
are the backbone of parking 
300 or so cars, keeping all 
happy through the process 
and we thank you again for 
all you do for camp!

ATTAWAYTOGO 
LINCOLN!!

ROBBY & DEIDRA ROBERTSON with LINCOLN ROSE at his 
“tree ceremony”

(l-r) BONNIE SCHATZ CASSEB, BESS JONES FONTES, DEIDRA ROB, ROBBY ROB, LINCOLN, HELEN FRADY and
ROSS OLIVER

LINCOLN ROSE accepting his “forever tree!”
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PLEASE MEET GEORGE ANDERSON . . .
Cabin 1 Navajos 2nd Term at Inks Lake in 2019! He is 
the son of LISSA GRAY ANDERSON and MICHAEL 
ANDERSON and grandson of JEFF & MISSY GRAY.
This is his grandfather JEFF’S 5th year jacket that
GEORGE is proudly wearing on dance night. Those
sun glasses go with the outfi t!! JEFF would love seeing 
his grandson dancing the night away in this dance night
ensemble! His older sister is GRAY ANDERSON and 
they both attend Inks Lake 2nd Term!

BEN ESPY

By BEN ESPY

I started my history with 
Camp Longhorn as a 10 
year-old Hawk in 1979 at 
the Ranch Branch. NOT 
Camp Longhorn at Indian 
Springs as we have come to 
know it today. I was a very 
introverted and shy kid that 
hadn’t had much exposure 
to simple things that many 
people would consider 
common. Simple things 
like spending the night out. 

I was sent to Camp 
Longhorn because my 
mom, SALLY KLEBERG, 
had gone to Inks Lake. 
Next thing I know I am in 
a cabin with 10 or 11 other 
ten year olds that probably 
have all my same fears. I 
spent most nights crying 
myself to sleep, hoping 
that no one would know. 
Of course I convinced my-
self that I was the only one 
homesick and scared and 
all the other kids are des-
tined to be Campfi re Light-
ers. I faked illness, injury, 
tried to convince the front 
offi ce that my mom thought 
it was best if she picked me 
up. Of course none of that 
worked and I’m sure cost 
me some valuable time in 
getting close with my fel-
low campers.

Although I came from 
an urban setting (my dad 
was an attorney in San An-
tonio), at a very early age 
I was fortunate enough 
to live most of my sum-
mers with my aunt and 
uncle working on a ranch. 
I learned how to fi x fence, 
shovel stalls, move cows, 
feed horses, and clean wa-
ter troughs. It wasn’t that 
I was not used to outdoors 
activities, I was just plain 
scared when I started Camp 
Longhorn. 

I think looking back I was 
just simply scared of mak-
ing friends. I came back the 
next year and the next year 
and the next year and began 
to thrive. I looked forward 
to seeing my friends and 
eating spaghetti. I had great 

More Than A Camp . . A Place That Truly Nurtures

counselors and realized that 
in a perfect world maybe I 
could come back and be a 
counselor. They were my 
heroes. They were cool and 
tan and athletic and friend-
ly. All the stuff I wasn’t.

Eventually I was a 
Campfi re Lighter, got the 
Scuba award, Hoss award, 
Favorite, and as a coun-
selor I was Marine Gener-
al twice. My brother also 
thrived at Camp Longhorn 
and he went more years 
than I did and went on to be 
a Staff Member.

All of my four children 
have attended Camp Long-
horn. MADELEINE ESPY 
is now 20 and playing soc-
cer in Kentucky on a schol-
arship. CLAUDIA ESPY is 
a junior in high school and 
applying to colleges. BEN-
JAMIN ESPY just fi nished 
his marine year, and ELI 
ESPY just went to camp for 
the fi rst time in the summer 
of 2019.

The reason I bring this 
all up is that I always rem-
inisce about what it would 
have been like to have spent 
entire summers at Camp 
Longhorn. Many counsel-
ors when I went there were 
adults. Of course there were 
college kids, but there were 
quite a few that were 30 and 
40 years old. 

Camp Longhorn was an 
integral part of their life 
and unknowingly, although 
I only spent three weeks 

there every summer, it had 
also shaped my life and my 
personality in ways that are 
unable to be defi ned.

Now at 50 years old, 
I have been married to a 
lady for 26 years that was 
a traitor. She was an alum 
from Camp Longhorn at 
Inks Lake. SHANNON 
ESPY was a girl that had 
developed her wonderful 
personality in the friendly 
confi nes of a place I didn’t 
know well but had been 
taught by Camp Longhorn 
to be polite, active, friend-
ly, respectful, and other 
personality traits that all of 
us have as alums of Camp 
Longhorn.

Fast-forward to gradua-
tion from veterinary school, 
practicing in Brenham, TX, 
Lexington, KY, and cur-
rently back home in San 
Antonio, TX. Many people 
will tell you that the Aggie 
ring is a symbol of a special 
fraternity that often pops up 
in board rooms, in airports, 
and in places where you 
least expect it The Aggie 
ring is a symbol that ingra-
tiates you to other fellow 
Aggies because it means 
that you have similar attri-
butes and personality traits. 
Camp Longhorn is very 
much like that. 

I continue to have Camp 
Longhorn run through ev-
ery chord of my life. The 
lessons that I learn and 
the people that I meet con-
stantly have connections to 
Camp Longhorn, either as 
parents of children that at-
tend Camp Longhorn and/ 
or as alums of this great in-
stitution

I am currently the veter-
inarian for the San Antonio 
Stock Show and Rodeo for 
23 years. Now as an vet-
erinarian where over 80% 
of my practice consists of 
professional rodeo clients 
in Texas and bucking hors-
es in Colorado and Perche-
rons in Utah, the lessons 
and personality traits that 
I learned at Camp Long-
horn still are useful to me. 

I speak with respect to peo-
ple. I always say, “Yes sir” 
and “No ma’am.” I try hard 
and I don’t give up. I love 
being outdoors so much I 
don’t even own or work in a 
clinic. I practice completely 
out of my truck. 

I am back home now 
practicing on the best timed 
event horses in the world 
in the Texas Hill Country. 
Not necessarily in Burnet 
but m Kerrville, Boerne, 
and Fredricksburg. There 
are many evenings, espe-
cially in the spring, when I 
see that late sunset over the 
Texas Hill Country that all 
of us remember at Camp 
Longhorn. I think all of 
us would agree that Camp 
Longhorn is “fun.” But I 
would remind people that 
not only is Camp Long-
horn “fun,” but it is actual-
ly important. An important 
place that nurtures leaders 
and successful people and 
friends.

BEN ESPY, this is such 
a special story . . and so 
interesting . . Not only are 
you a Veterinarian but a 
writer also. I’m so happy 
your wonderful Mom, SAL-
LY KLEBERG, sent you to 
camp and you continued 
for many years. Each year 
was easier then the last and 
you won so many awards 
as a camper. We are so 
happy you are in this spe-
cial fraternity called Camp 
Longhorn. Your clients are 
professional rodeo clients 
in Texas, bucking horses 
in Colorado, Percherons in 
Utah and your truck is your 
clinic! What an interesting 
life, BEN, not to mention 
broken bones and other 
scrapes and bruises that 
your special clients took 
advantage of! He is cur-
rently the Veterinarian for 
the San Antonio Stock Show 
and Rodeo. BEN, a fi ve year 
camper at Ranch Branch 
(Indian Springs) and two as 
a counselor, grew up in San 
Antonio and lives there now 
with wife SHANNON ESPY 

(an Inks Lake Alumni) and 
their children . . MADE-
LEINE ESPY (20), many 
years a camper and coun-
selor at Indian Springs; 
CLAUDIA ESPY (17), 
many years a camper at In-
dian Springs; BENJAMIN 
ESPY (15) and this coming 
summer will be his 6th year 
at Indian Springs and ELI 
ESPY (10) and summer of 
2020 will be his 2nd year 
at Indian Springs! BEN is 
an Equine Veterinarian and 

wife SHANNON is a Small 
Animal Veterinarian. Hon-
ors at camp were many  . . 
Campfi re Lighter two time, 
Favorite in 1984, activity 
awards in scuba and hoss-
back and Marine General 
two times as a counselor. 
BEN graduated from Duke 
University in 1991 and 
Texas A&M University Vet 
School in 1996. We thank 
you again, BEN, for such a 
delightful and interesting to 
read story!
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JOHN WHITE at
Dance Nite?!

TEX and BUZZ

AMY MORGAN

ALUMNI CAMP ‘94
WILSON “COZ” COZBY & TEX

CECILY TIDWELL & RENNIE RATLIFFAMY HENDRICKSON

BOBBY MANNING

AMY SLADCZYK & BREE McDANIEL

(l-r) TOM, KALLY, WILL & CELESTE FEILD . .
Gregory & Patches, too!

(lr) CHRISTOPHER CROW, JACK INGRAM, Queen ABBY JOHN-
SON, King TOMMY FULLER, JULIE MALLET & STUART
WHITEHEAD

(l-r) BOB TARLTON, PAT ROBERTSON, MARY PRYOR, M.F. JOHNSON, JANE PERRY, BILL 
JOHNSON, BOB HUDSON, DR. JOE SHEPPERD, TEX ROBERTSON

Remember When? . . .
Remember the time?
Remember the face?
Remember the name?
Remember the place?
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KATHY UPHAM and Friends!

What are you measuring
JACK JACKSON?!

JILL GORDON

KIM CORSON 
& KIPPY HUNT

JULIE MALLET & JENNIFER MARTIN

JOHN WHITLEY

KEVIN BECK

JANE YOWS WICKER (l) and 
MELONY McCOY CONSTANZO

ALUMNI CAMP ‘94 . .
JOHN & CAROLYN GILLIS

AUSTIN SYMPHONY BALL 
PRESENTATION ‘90 OR ‘91

(l-r) RANDY TOUCHSTONE, KELLY 
PERKINS RIGAS, MIKE BLALOCK, 

AMY BERG DELGADO and
RHETT MILLER

JEROME & MARILYN AMIS CHLADIL
w/children JESSE & AIDAN

KELLY PERKINS RIGAS . . babysitter . .
for ROBBY & DEIDRA .. this is

CAITY ROBERTSON CLINTON!

More Remember When
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RICK WITTENBRACKER (l) and
MATTHEW MURRAY

FRANK & MARY PATT MOFFITT EVEREST
w/their ATTAWAYTOGO Plaque

MATT (back) MARK & KERI MANNING

WILL HAUSSER (l) w/son STEPHEN

MARTHA LUCKSINGER 
FEILD

L.T. BARNETT

LOVE THAT MUD!! TIM DAWSON

ROBIN McCLENDON

PATRICK ROBERTSON

TREY LARY, BRIAN ALLISON, GRANT IRONS & CHRIS HARRISON

ROBBY ROBERTSON &
JONATHAN ALDEN

KEITH QUENTIN

More Remember When

SHIRLEY MILLER
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ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT

(l-r) Counselor, JEFF GRAY . . ANDREW BAXTER, 
ASHLEY’s Uncle and her father, KELLY BAXTER

By ASHLEY BAXTER 
STOUT

I never thought the day 
would come when I would 
be picking up our oldest 
son, JACK from his Rang-
er (and 9th year) at Camp 
Longhorn. Getting to watch 
his love of Camp Longhorn 
grow and to have us both 
talk about camp together 
with his two younger broth-
ers (who have yet to attend) 
has been such a special ex-
perience. 

I went to CLH (main 3rd 
term) for 10 years and I can 
honestly say it is the place 
where I laughed the hard-
est, smiled the biggest and 
made the best memories I 
could ever ask for. I grew 
up with both my Mom and 
Dad talking about Camp 
Longhorn and the special 
place it held in their hearts.

My Dad, KELLY BAX-
TER, went to CLH (2nd 
term main) for 8 years and 
he always said “his biggest 
regret in life was not going 
back to CLH for his 9th 
year.” 

My mom, JK BAX-
TER-HUNT went to camp 
for 2 years as a counselor 
and always shared stories 
of her summer as Wrangler 
Down Counselor.

It’s hard to explain to 
others who did not attend 
camp longhorn why camp 
is so special. There is just 
so much! Its the friends that 
I made over the ten years I 
was at camp and who I have 
continued to see throughout 
the many stages of my life. 
I remember when I was 
visiting the University of 
Texas and went to my fi rst 
social event - over 50% of 
the people there were from 
CLH 3rd term ... What a re-
lief! 

Needless to say, I chose 
to attend the University 
of Texas. When I pledged 
Theta, many sorority sisters 
and girls I lived with my 
Freshman year at Hardin 
House, were all original-

The Camp Longhorn Experience Continues To Keep Us Connected

ly my campmates. I could 
also call these girls my 
soulmate. When my hus-
band and I married and had 
children, it was crazy how 
many camp friends I would 
recognize as other parents 
at my children’s school; 
Good Shepherd Episcopal 
School in Austin. 

There is a special bond 
or secret language that no 
one really gets except us.. 
It’s amazing to think bits 
and pieces of camp are 
always with me. No mat-
ter the year or place - the 
connections from CLH are 
never too far.

It’s the deeply rooted 
traditions of Camp Long-
horn and how nothing has 
really changed, that keeps 
us connected. The cabins 
my dad slept in as a camper 
are the same cabins: JACK 
(16) HOLLIS (5) and 
WRIGHT (4) slept in and 
will be sleeping in at camp. 
In a world that seems to be 
constantly changing, I am 
grateful to know that there 
is one place that is still the 
same-even after 80 years! 
Especially since I just re-
cently gave birth to our fi rst 
daughter, MURPHY, and I 
cannot wait to begin telling 
her all about this special 
place among the hills and 
dales .....

LOVE your article, ASH-
LEY BAXTER STOUT! It’s 

family and friends to keep 
you connected to CLH! 
And, what a great family 
.. father, KELLY BAXTER 
came to Inks Lake 2nd Term 

ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT with her family (l-r) WRIGHT (4),
JACK (16), Husband COLE, ASHLEY, little MURPHY (6 wks)
and HOLLIS (5)

for 8 years and mother, JK 
BAXTER-HUNT attend-
ed as a counselor for two 
iears with Sis. BLAIR BAX-
TER attending CLH Inks 

Lake for 11 years. And, you 
and your family .. 9 yrs. as 
a camper and 1 yr. a coun-
selor. Son JACK STOUT 
(16) has been at Inks Lake 
for 9 years. And sons HOL-
LIS (5) and WRIGHT (4) 
are future campers. Then 
there is precious little 
MURPHY who will be a 
Wren in about 8 years! Oh, 
my, what fun CLH tales for 
many, many years to come 

in your household! Friends 
are priceless and you have 
sooo many friends. What 
wonderful connections to 
CLH. ASHLEY lives in Aus-
tin with husband COLE and 
their children and future 
campers! COLE is in the 
oil and gas business/indus-
try and so is ASHLEY. As a 
camper she was a campfi re 
lighter and 3rd term Senior 
Bonnett Princess at Inks 
Lake. Her one year as a 
Counselor, she was a Hum-
mer Up Counselor and a ski 
instructor! ASHLEY gradu-
ated from UT in 2003. We 
thank you sooo much for 
taking time to write . . know 
how busy you are with three 
young children!

(l-r) . . HOLLIS STOUT (5) and WRIGHT STOUT (4) showing off a great looking BAXTER 
brick! ASHLEY BAXTER-STOUT, their Mom, BLAIR BAXTER, their aunt and KELLY 
BAXTER, their grandfather. We look forward to having HOLLIS and WRIGHT as cabin O 
Apaches in the near future!

LIL’L MORON . . .

1) Why did the li’l mo-
ron go to the corral to 
make a sandwich?

2) Why did the li’l moron 
get hot in the stadium 
aft er the game?

3) Why did the li’l mo-
ron get the witch to help 
with his homework?

4) Why did the Li’l mo-
ron take the male deer 
from the zoo to the
Orthodonist?
      Answers Elsewhere
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BRADY‛S . . . memorabilia

KRISTI SLIVA-THIBAULT

Life Comes Around Full Circle At Camp LH
By KRISTI SLIVA 

THIBAUT

When I received an 
email this week from HEL-
EN FRADY reminding me 
I agreed to write an article 
for the CLH Alumni news-
letter, I panicked! I had for-
gotten about it. And more 
importantly, I don’t con-
sider myself a very good 
writer. What would I say? 
But there’s one thing I am 
certain about ... it’s that 
you don’t say no to HEL-
EN FRADY. She’s one of 
a kind and I didn’t want to 
disappoint her.

The fi rst year I went to 
Camp Longhorn, I went 
with my sister. My mom 
drove us to the big city of 
Houston to catch the bus to 
Burnet. I was terrifi ed. I’m 
pretty sure I cried the entire 
way. I do recall stopping in 
La Grange for fried chick-
en. 

But what I remember 
the most is going through 
the gates at CLH and feel-
ing such awe ... .it was 
so beautiful. It was hilly! 
So different from the fl at, 
coastal prairies I was used 
to. I hadn’t traveled much 
and to see Inks Lake for the 
fi rst time-was magical. I 
thought to myself, “I get to 
live here for the next three 
weeks, this is so cool!”

The bus rolled into the 
girl’s camp. I could see a 
crowd of people up ahead. 
I was nervous. I knew my 
sister and I would not be in 
the same cabin. Other than 
her, I didn’t know anyone. 
The bus stopped. Before 
I knew it, some counselor 
called out my name and 
said I was a Lark. What’s a 
Lark I thought? I gathered 
my belongings, headed to 
my new cabin, and I chose 
my bunk.

Soon after my arrival, 
I met my summer family. 
Three counselors and 11 
other girls from all different 
areas in Texas. We would 
do everything together for 
the next three weeks. We 
were truly bonded by our 

CLH Counselors moving into the sorority house at the 
University of Georgia

(l-r) ‘19
PEYTON HARDY, San Antonio
KENDALL ZENNER, Houston
SOPHIE JOHNSON, Austin

experiences at camp. 
Over the next fi ve years 

as a camper, I learned so 
many life lessons and skills. 
I learned how to make a bed 
with hospital corners that 
fi rst summer. I learned to 
sail, shoot a bow and arrow, 
and do a backfl ip on the 
trampoline. But most im-
portantly, I made new, life-
long friends who I couldn’t 
wait to see every summer.

You see, camp is a lot 
of fun. Wait....A LOT OF 
FUN. But it’s the people 
you meet at camp that make 
it so special. And the quirky 
culture that you share with 
these folks. Try explaining 
checking out a book at the 
library to your mom. Or old 
face-full to a home town 
pal. Pit stop ... chow time ... 
the list goes on and on. 

I think that’s why so 
many campers had parents 
that attended camp. We all 
wanted to make sure our 
kids got to have the same 
incredible summer expe-
riences we had at Camp 
Longhorn. I can still hear 
the camp songs in my head. 
There is a place among the 
hills and dales ....

Now, my son attends 
fi rst term. He could go all 
summer if ROGER would 
let him. After V-Day, we 
were home and he looked 
every day in the mail to see 
if his early bird had arrived. 
It warms my heart that he is 
just as excited as I used to 
be waiting to see if he got 
his invitation back to camp. 
Yeah! It’s here!

Funny how life has 

come full circle. I hope he 
shares Camp Longhorn 
with his children. Upon a 
lake where breezes fi ll the 
sails ..... 

KRISTI SLIVA-THI-
BAUT, this story is excel-
lent! It is so light and fun 
to read. The bus ride to 
camp .. the hilly scenery, 
fi nding your LARK cabin 
and knowing the next three 
weeks would be spent with 
those 11 cabin mates and 
counselors! Great descrip-
tion of day one!! More im-
portant than all of that is 
the lifelong friends made! 
Your group of camp friends 
still experience the comra-
derie and closeness you’all 
have had through these 
many years! And now, life 
has come full circle you can 
talk to your son, a camper 

at Inks Lake, about all the 
things you experienced in 
the past and he is experi-
encing now! A. camper fi ve 
years and counselor anoth-
er fi ve years . . all at Inks 
Lake . . KRISTI was raised 
in Bay City and now lives 
in Houston with husband 
MARK THIBAUT and son 
CHRISTOPHER (ll) and 
next summer will be his 4th 
year at Inks Lake. She is 
RUNNING FOR COUNTY 
COMMISSIONER! Hus-
band MARK . .VP Crude 
Oil Trading. As a coun-
selor at camp she was in 
charge of the water skiing 
program. KRISTI graduat-
ed from the University of 
Texas. We thank you again, 
KRISTI SLIVA-THIBAUT, 
for your wonderful story! 
AND Good luck with the 
election!!In the midst of cleaning and getting ready for some 

home renovations look what P.J. found!!

AND . . This is CONNOR BRADY, P.J. & JACQUELINE
BRADY’s son . . fl ashing the CLH sign while in the Red-

wood Forest . . summer ‘19! I see the redwoods and I 
think that is CONNOR standing in the middle! 
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JOHN BEAUCHAMP

Lessons Learned . . Those Summer Adventures That Shaped Me
By JOHN BEAUCHAMP

I learned more life les-
sons at Camp Longhorn 
than I can count. Many 
were general in nature, 
such as how to get along 
with people, but many were 
very specifi c. From time 
to time when I am faced 
with situations, I remem-
ber an instance at camp that 
helped shape the way I will 
respond. These moments 
bring a smile to my face as 
I remember the good times 
in the sun. 

There is something 
about the lessons learned 
away from home, and away 
from parents, that is par-
ticularly signifi cant. The 
following are a few of the 
many lessons from those 
summer adventures that 
helped shape me to the per-
son I am now.

You Can’t Always Rely 
on Help - Sometimes You 

Need to Do it Yourself

I have RAY FRADY to 
thank for this one. 1977 
- Navajo Cabin, 1/2 mile 
Warm-up for the Mile 
Swim. Inks Lake looked 
large and threatening to 
this nine-year old at camp 
for the fi rst time. We were 
loaded on a barge that made 
its way to the middle of the 
lake. Soon, the counselor 
cut the motor and the barge 
eased to a stop. 

“Everybody in- NOW! 
Go! Go! Go!” We might 
as well have been jump-
ing over France on D-Day. 
JOHN GARRETT, BILL 
JOHNSON, and BURTON 
BALDRIDGE showed 
camper-poise. They had 
done this the year before. 
Cool and collected, they 
took the leap and started 
with their well-practiced 
freestyle. 

As a newby, I hesitat-
ed before jumping and at-
tempting the breast stroke. 
It was supposed to be the 
easy stroke, but this was 
open water and I swallowed 

gulp after gulp of lake wa-
ter. Other kids were moving 
past me, throwing elbows 
and smacking me with their 
kicking feet. It only took 
moments for panic to set in. 

I wanted none of this 
swim, and I was going to 
fi nd a way out. The barge 
was already motored-up 
and heading back to shore. 
No luck there. The next 
best bet was the counselor 
about 15 feet away. I didn’t 
really know him, but I cer-
tainly knew who he was - 
RAY FRADY.

 RAY was old school. 
The kids all knew he was 
the big shot. Surely, he 
wasn’t going to let me sink. 
I made my way for him 
as fast as I could, yelling 
“RAY-RAY-help me!” I 
expected him either to help 
me or bawl me out. What I 
didn’t expect was for him 
to roll over into an elemen-
tary backstroke and shoot a 
fountain of water out of his 
mouth. 

“What do you expect 
me to do?” he asked. “I’m 
enjoying my swim!” The 
messages were clear: (i) 
man-up and do this your-
self, and (ii) roll over into 
an elementary back stroke 
if you’re having trouble. 
I got it as a nine-year old, 
and I remember the lesson 
today. 

Thanks, RAY. I’ll always 
remember you for that one.

Sometimes an 
Embarrassing Event can 
Become a Claim to Fame

Again, 1977 - Navajo 
Cabin. JOHAN WICHT 
was a boisterous counsel-
or from South Africa. We 
didn’t  know what to make 
of his accent. Was he a pi-
rate? Who knew? What 
we did know was that he 
seemed to carry a lot of re-
spect. You wanted to be on 
his good side. 

The fi rst day I came 
face-to-face with JOHAN 
was at sailing. I suppose I 
was the offi cer of the day, 
because I was telling him 
my name. “JOHN BEAU-
CHAMP. It’s spelled B-E-
A-U ... The U doesn’t get 
pronounced, and the P at 
the end is silent ...” 

JOHAN did not like 
the explanation. “That’s 
too complicated,” he said. 
“No one is going to get that 
name right! Mr. Peachy, 
that’s better. Your name is 
Mr. Peachy!” 

That drew plenty of 
laughs from the cabin. 
What kind of dork name 
was Mr. Peachy? How was 
I going to make any friends 
at this place

with a tall South Afri-
can calling me Mr. Peachy? 
Guess what - it stuck. JO-
HAN was proud of the 
name, and he made a point 
of yelling it at me from no 
matter what distance. Soon 
it wasn’t just JOHAN, but 
every kid in the Indian di-
vision knew me as Mr. 
Peachy. 

What surprised me was 
that kids soon considered 
the name fun because JO-
HAN advertised it with that 
booming personality and 
accent. I became Campfi re 
Lighter that year - and it 
was no doubt largely due to 
the attention I got from the 
once embarrassing name. 
JOHAN - wherever you are 
- thanks for the name and 
the early taste of fame.

Make Others Feel 
Welcome

At home I refer to this 
one as the “MARK STE-
VENSON Rule.” After my 
fi rst year at Inks Lake, I 
switched to lndian Springs 
for a three-year stint. At age 
13, I switched back to Inks 
Lake. That was a tough age 
for a change. I knew that I 
would settle-in to my new 
cabin after a few days. But 
I also understood I would 
be the new kid for a while - 
an outsider trying to create 
bonds with kids who had 
been in the same cabin for 
years. 

As the bus from San 
Antonio pulled onto the 
baseball fi eld at the boys’ 
camp, I looked out the win-
dow hoping to see friendly 
faces. As I got off the bus, 
I was assigned to the Mar-
lin cabin. The counselor 
(JOHN SOPER) was clap-
ping, but the campers were 
ambivalent - with one ex-
ception. MARK STEVEN-
SON broke ranks, walked 
straight up to me, and ex-
tended a hand. “I’m MARK 
STEVENSON from Dallas. 
Welcome to the cabin.” 

It was a confi dent, 
friendly, and unexpected 
gesture. MARK and I are 
still friends, but we don’t 
get to see each other often. 
When we do - I tell him that 
his name lives in lore at 
the BEAUCHAMP house. 
For years I have preached 
to my daughters - it’s not 
what you say that people 
will remember - it’s how 
you make them feel. I then 
remind them of the time 
MARK welcomed me to 
the Marlin cabin. 

My girls got to meet 
MARK at 1st Term V-Day 
this year. After we met they 
turned to me and said, “You 
know what Dad? He really 
is a nice guy.” 

Attaway to go MARK

Practice What you 
Preach

Any counselor who ever 
coached baseball at camp 
knows the rule - never walk 
behind a player with a bat in 
his hands. In the summer of 
1984, I was a young coun-
selor coaching baseball. 
Many times I would coral 
campers as they walked be-
hind players with a bat on 
deck. 

“Never walk behind 
a player with a bat in his 
hand!” Over and over and 
over I would repeat this. 
As the season was coming 
to an end, my team was do-
ing well. The better we did, 
the more competitive I be-
came. Instead of watching 
out for safety, I grew more 
concerned about whether 
the players were in position 
or whether I had the right 
pitcher on the mound for 
the situation at hand. 

At some point in one of 
the last games of the sea-
son, I saw something on 
the fi eld I didn’t like. In 
the gusto of the moment I 
made a quick move off the 
bench to make my point on 
the fi eld. My focus was the 
pitcher’s mound - not the 
on-deck batter in front of 
me. Just as I was making a 
move past the camper, he 
took a great practice cut. 
The aluminum bat caught 
me just below the ribs. 

I swear I’ve never felt 
pain that intense. I was on 
the ground choking for air, 
but nothing came. “I think 
I’m going to die,” was all 
I thought as the counselors 
and campers raced over to 
me. I truly could not get 
air- but I was aware enough 
to hear one of my players 
take the cheap shot. “HEY 
COACH, you know you’re 
never supposed to walk be-
hind a player with a bat.” 
Well played kid. Lesson 
learned.

These stories are wond 
erful, JOHN BEAU-
CHAMP. F unny, funny! I 

have laughed and chuckled 
everytime I read your “Life 
Lessons”!! Each story has 
a special lesson . . Goes 
from Mr. Peachy to chang-
ing terms from Springs to 
Inks and MARK STEVEN-
SON’s unexpected actions 
that you so vividly remem-
ber . . I didn’t know RAY 
could swim that far but 
glad you’all made it back to 
land .. and what a priceless 
incident when you coached 
a camp baseball team! 
JOHN grew up in San An-
tonio and lives there now 
with wife COURTNEY and 
children EMILY (13) and 
next summer will be her 7th 
year at CLH  Inks Lake . . 
GRACE (12) and next sum-
mer will be her 5th year 
at Inks Lake. COURTNEY 
DREYER BEAUCHAMP, 
JOHN’s wife, is a CLH 
alumnus and owns a retail 
store in San Antonio. JOHN 
is in Real Estate Devel-
opment. He was a camper 
eight years and a counselor 
another fi ve years . . all at 
Inks Lake. He was a Camp-
fi re Lighter in 1977 as a 
camper and voted Favorite 
Counselor by the campers 
in 1990. Always a favorite 
here at camp, JOHN grad-
uated from the University 
of Texas. Thank you again, 
JOHN for your “Lesson 
Learned” . . Funny, funny 
and so much fun to read!

We Wish You A
MERRY 

CHRISTMAS
&  A

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

LI’L MORON 
Answers
1) To fi nd the 
thorough bread
2) All the fans left 
3) He needed help 
with his spell-ing!
4) Because it had 
buck teeth!
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DAD’S NAME IS ON 
CFL BOARD . .

JOHN RATCHFORD, 
son of Alumni DAVID 
RATCHFORD and 
MARY RATCHFORD 
. . 4th Term, Inks Lake 
and a 5 year camper!
DAVID is showing son 
JOHN his name on the 
CFLighter list ‘69!
JOHN’s great aunt, 
JAN RATCHFORD, a 
3 time Favorite Coun-
selor in the Girls Camp 
and very popular came 
in the early 50’s! That’s 
3 generations of CLH!

WENDY CANALES ARSHAM
 w/children SARITA

ARSHAM and 
MARK ARSHAM

By WENDY CANALES 
ARSHAM

V-Day! ,
I call it “my Christmas” 

and explain to my children, 
that’s exactly what it feels 
like when I get my kids 
back! Camp Longhorn is 
special to me on MANY 
different levels: From sing-
ing/humming TAPS to my 
babies as I rocked them to 
the excitement of running 
over the hill-to-scoop them 
up on V-Day!

MANY MANY YEARS 
AGO:

As a child, it allowed me 
to get off a secluded ranch 
and it gave me indepen-
dence. I knew it was gift 
then. I knew it was fi nan-
cially and also social/emo-
tionally for myself. I had 
NO idea how it would play 
into my personal life or my 
career.

10 PLUS YEARS AGO:

As a mother, I wanted 
my children to go off to 
camp. I wanted them to ex-
perience and grow from the 
length of time away from 
home. I wanted them to 
have a whole new experi-
ence from school. I wanted 
them to share the same term 
as their out of town cousins. 

I am an educator and I 
knew the importance of this 
experience. I even wanted 
them to go a different term 
than their usual friends 
from school. I knew this 
would force a little growth 
outside of the box and kids 
now need that. 

I watched my niece and 
nephew go off. We went on 
V-day, my kids in tow, to 
pick them up. They proudly 
wore hand-me-down CLH 
uniforms and tried to blend 
in and sneak in with activi-
ties. They couldn’t wait to 
go. I wanted them to go - I 
know I needed 2 weeks off 
and-they went the earliest 
CLH would take them. It 
was a gift I worked at fi -

Why Kids Should Go To Camp . . The Many Gifts That Are Waiting

nancially, but I knew it was 
priceless.

It was an easy sell, they 
had gone to many V-days. 
They never got cold. feet. 
I prepared them as best I 
could for being homesick. I 
told them the truth, it may 
hit and if it does - totally 
normal. It only happens at 
quiet time or bedtime, when 
you’re mind wanders and 
time slows. Homesick just 
means - you love your fam-
ily and your home. There’s 
nothing wrong with that 
and frankly if you don’t just 
a little - well I would be a 
little worried. 

We talked about that a 
lot and they did get a little 
homesick. They told me 
about it in letters. We dis-
cussed when they returned 
and even again before go-
ing off the next year. We 
also discussed that this is 
what our family does in 
the summer. We were com-
mitting and it wasn’t just 
for one year. Knowing and 
remembering the fun out-
weighed the little bits of 
homesickness was the take 
away. 

Gift #1: 
PERSERVERANCE 
I helped them pack. 

That’s a lie - the fi rst year 
I packed FOR my eldest. 
Rookie mistake! When 
she returned and I saw she 
didn’t even use one side of 
her trunk, the next year she 

packed it all herself. She 
can read just fi ne, it’s her 
trip and she knows what she 
needed or wanted, where to 
pack it all better than me. 
My kids pack their trunks 
and make a list of what’s 
needed from the store. (i.e.: 
batteries, new fan, toiletries 
etc) 

Gift #2: 
SELF SUFFICIENCE
From then on out - they 

packed for their own trips. 
I merely wrote on a sticky 
bare bones what they need-
ed. (3 days’ worth of shirts/
shorts, tennis shoes, bath-
ing suit, church clothes etc)

They learned to make 
new friends. These friend-
ships are different. They ar-
en’t classmates, everyone is 
without parents, you have 
to connect to each other 
and it’s not just for a day. 
This deal is day in and day 
out for a couple of weeks, 
so this is a new skill. These 
connections are not just in 
the cabins, but many are 
out of the city and state we 
live in. They didn’t realize 
how special this was until 
recently in their teen years 
and especially now that one 
is getting ready to go off to 
college. 

Gift #3 
CONNECTIONS

They are at ease at danc-
es. They don’t stand and 
watch, they get out and 
dance. They will ask oth-
ers to dance, dance with 
friends and they don’t care 
who is watching. They no-
tice some of their friends 
from school freeze up at 
dances and have fi gured it 
out. Those kids are nervous 
because they didn’t grow 
up with couselors “mak-
ing you dance for a merit 
mom!” 

Gift #4 -
DANCES ARE FUN

And now as a Head of 
Lower School and Early 
Childhood:

Parents ask me all the 

time, I’m so worried about 
if my child is ready ...... 
when is the best time for 
a them to go off to camp? 
Same answer, “End of 
second grade and if they 
are older than that- NOW! 
GET THAT APPLICA-
TION IN!”

Parents want to prepare 
their kids for camp! I ask 
them, “What for?” Camp 
is about the experience, 
THEIR experience, not 
yours as a parent. It is a 
time to put what they know 
about life to work, but in a 
super fun way.

Tell your kids, “Pack 
your trunk, take your smile, 
use your manners and have 
fun - mom and dad will be at 
V-day with big squeezes.” 
When that child returns, 
you will see the growth in 
them. They will have sur-
vived a little homesickness, 
made new friends, problem 
solved, maybe gotten in 
trouble, probably missed a 
couple of baths and teeth 
brushing, BUT lived - and 
all on their own!

 Gift #5+++- 
RESILIANCE

Children now more than 
ever need these experienc-
es. Parents now more than 
ever have a harder time 
letting kids experience 

life without preparedness. 
Camp Longhorn allows this 
growth in independence 
combined with the safe-
ty of guided activities. We 
have to let go more often 
and allow them to fi nd their 
way! Let them use the skills 
you as parents have taught 
them to be a camper and go 
and do a couple of weeks 
away from home. Let them 
go! Let them try! Let them 
know you’re proud of 
them! Let them miss you! 
Let them feel some real life. 
Let them go ... Let them 
LIVE!

WENDY CANALES AR-
SHAM, what a great story! 
I suggest all that are just 
starting out at CLH with 
campers, read your article! 
SO TRUE! PERSERVER-
ANCE . . prepare your 
campers for homesickness; 
SELF SUFFICIENCE .. Let 
your kids pack their own 
trunks. Your role is a bare 
bones sticky of what they 
need. CONNECTIONS . 
. Learning to make new 
friends. These friends are 
not for a day but a couple 
of weeks around the clock! 
Campers don’t realize how 
important this is until they 
are ready, perhaps, to leave 
for college. DANCES ARE 
FUN . . Your .kids learn to 

dance at camp. Don’t care 
who is watching . . Those 
kids are nervous because 
they didn’t grow up with 
counselors “making you 
dance for a merit mom!” 
RESILIANCE . . WENDY 
is Head of Lower School 
and Early Childhood so 
she is frequently asked . 
. when is the best time for 
kids to go off to camp? Al-
ways same answer, “End 
of second grade and if 
they are older than that . . 
NOW! GET THAT APPLI-
CATION IN!” Such a great 
article and I could go on 
and on . . GREAT READ-
ING! . .WENDY grew up as 
a ranch kid from Premont 
(south of Alice) and came 
to camp 4th Term Inks Lake 
for 4 years back when 4th 
term was only 1/2 or 2/3 
full. She and husband JEF-
FREY live in Houston with 
their children SARITA AR-
SHAM (17), from Wren and 
now a Counselor; MARC 
ARSHAM (15) from Cab-
in 0 and 2020 he will be 
a Ranger from Inks Lake. 
WENDY is Head of Lower 
School and Early Child-
hood School . . an all boys 
Catholic School. She grad-
uated from TCU. Thank you 
again, WENDY for sharing 
your . thoughts with us! 
WELL DONE!
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Camp Longhorn Is Building A Fountain For Success For All Of Us
By DOUGLAS TOOLE, III

What an honor I have 
never written an article be-
fore I’m not a writer and not 
clever with words. Howev-
er Camp Longhorn is such 
an amazing place and what 
it has done for my fami-
ly inspired me to give this 
writing thing a try.

I’ll start by telling you 
about my mother. My moth-
er is the kindest, sweetest, 
most caring person on the 
planet. Anyone who knows 
her or has ever met her 
would tell you just that!

My mother also has a 
love for shooting guns, fi sh-
ing, sailing, horseback rid-
ing, and strong family and 
friendship values. She did 
not have a father and her 
mother worked two jobs to 
support the family. Much 
of who I am came from my 
mother. 

I am an amazing Fa-
ther and I can build fi x just 
about anything. I’m a great 
shot and a wonderful part-
ner to my beautiful girl-
friend. I take better care of 
my friends than I do myself. 
I have a heart of gold and 
almost always put everyone 
before myself. I only men-
tion these things because I 
learned most of it from my 
mother and father, and I will 
give you one guess how my 
mother became to be such 
an amazing woman. 

My mother lived a sim-
ple life growing up, never 
had much, however she did 
attend Camp Longhorn ev-
ery summer as a child and 
every summer as counsel-
or. I know in my heart and 
I know because my moth-
er has told me how much 
Camp Longhorn shaped her 
life. 

My mother didn’t have 
a father as I mentioned 
before. Camp Longhorn 
taught her how to fi sh, 
shoot guns, build fi res, 
make beds, sail, ride hors-
es. Camp Longhorn was her 
father. 

My mother learned how 
important good friends and 

DOUGLAS TOOLE

family values are through 
CLH and she carried those 
values all through her life. 
You could not meet a per-
son who could say one 
negative thing about my 
mother. Thank you CLH for 
producing one of the most 
amazing humans on this 
planet. 

I truly believe all that 
she learned through CLH 
was directly responsible 
for what a great mother 
and friend she is today and 
made my sister and I the 
people we are today.

My sister wow, my sis-
ter is the epitome of super 
woman, amazing wife, 
mother, friend, rock star at 
her career! My sister is the 
most impressive person I 
know. Everyone she meets 
is somehow benefi ted from 
knowing her. She is a true 
treasure.

My sister does so much 
for the community and her 
beautiful family. It is very 
impressive and I’m sure I 
don’t know the half of what 
she does as we live in dif-
ferent cities. . My sister also 
has a love for the outdoors 
and doing fun things. She is 
also the best friend to many 
many women out there. I 
know, I know, kind of re-
petitive, however guess 
where she learned those 
skills; if you said CLH you 
were correct. 

Again my sister attend-
ed CLH every summer as a 
camper and every summer 
as a counselor. Again I feel 
the values and skills she 
learned at CLH gave her 
a huge advantage in life. 
Cheerleader, journal club, 
all advanced classes during 
high school! Graduates 
with honors and attends 
both Vanderbilt and UT for 
college! Instantly recruited 
out of college for a huge 
position at a huge company. 
The perfect life, the per-
fect mother, and supportive 
friend to so many. She is 
amazing! 

My sister now has three 
little girls and yes they are 
all going to CLH and they 

will all come out of CLH 
with the same amazing 
skills the rest of my fam-
ily learned. Those three 
girls will go on to become 
amazing mothers, wives, 
hard workers, and a life full 
of friends who truly value 
them as friends because of 
the values of friendship you 
learn at CLH.

Now my true passion for 
CLH will be told. I suffer 
from dyslexia and ADHD. I 
have had a diffi cult life, lots 
of frustration and behavior-
al issues. There was just not 
enough known about my 
learning disabilities at the 
time to really help me. I had 
hard time making friends 
and my self-esteem was 
low for a long time. 

CLH was something I 
regret messing up. I have 
a strong passion for water 
and sailing. It’s one of the 
best parts of my life as I 
look back at all my years. 
The best times I’ve had 
have been on the water. It 
calms me down and I’m re-
ally good at it. It has helped 
me get out of my shell and 
many of my good friends I 
have are because of times 
on the water. You guessed 
it, I learned how to sail and 
fi sh and love the water at 
CLH.

What I meant about 
messing it up is I only at-
tended CLH a few years 
and it was all my fault. No 
need to go into specifi cs but 
if I could restart my life or 
tell my parents one thing 
to have done different it 
would have been to MAKE 
me go through the whole 

course of CLH as a camper 
and becoming a counselor.

Here comes the passion 
part of the story, I know 
you have been patiently 
waiting for this. I truly be-
lieve my sole purpose on 
this planet is my son! The 
love I have for this child 
cannot be measured in any 
way. My son suffers from 
the same learning disabil-
ities, dyslexia and ADHD, 
as I. It makes his life dif-
fi cult in many of the same 
ways it did does mine. I do 
all that I can for him. 

His school is amazing 
and he is doing well. I work 
hard to instill in him friend-
ship values, how to be a 
good friend, how import-
ant it is to be a good friend. 
My son is kind, loving, and 
funny, a gifted wake board-
er, snow skier and great on 
a dirt bike and an amazing 
shot! 

My son is a wonderful 
boy. He amazes me and 
impresses me constantly. 
However my son also is shy 
and self-esteem is low most 
of the time. He says he can’t 
do something before even 
trying. But you know what? 
Now four years in at CLH, 
it is all he talks about! Half 
way through the school 
year he is asking when is 
camp, when is camp! 

When I get on the CLH 
website and I see that joy 
in his eyes and I know he 
is learning all the skills my 
mother and sister learned 
there, it warms my heart 
and it thrills me to no end 
knowing he is developing, 
learning, growing, chang-
ing, progressing, and all 
those skills and values that 
made my sister and my 
mother so amazing are be-
ing instilled in him. Words 
just cant express the grati-
tude I have for all of that! 

I can remember CLH 
as a camper and I can re-
member what an amazing 
place it was. I can remem-
ber all the fun I had and 
all the things I learned, all 
the wonderful kids and the 
food. When I think of my 

childhood CLH was some 
of the very best memories. 
I wish I stuck it out and 
continued as a camper and 
became a counselor! 

My son is only 10 and 
he speaks frequently about 
becoming a Ranger and 
wanting to be a counselor 
at CLH and I cannot put 
into words what an amaz-
ing feeling that is. I am so 
proud of him for sticking 
with, enjoying and learning 
at CLH. 

I know that CLH will be 
pivotal in his development. 
I know that CLH will build 
his confi dence, erase his 
shyness, teach him life long 
friendship and family val-
ues that will make him 10 
times the man I am. I can’t 
thank CLH enough for what 
they do for my son! Every 
year he comes back stron-
ger, more focused, sweeter, 
more willing to try and do 
new things, friendlier, hap-
pier, more confi dent, more 
self suffi cient, and shows 
more passion for life and 
his self esteem, wow, each 
year it’s like a different kid 
comes home! 

CLH builds up that 
self-esteem and helps these 
kids conquer their fears and 
makes them men/women 
and the best part is they 
don’t know it; they are hav-
ing the times of their lives. 

CLH is saving my son’s 
life one summer at a time! 
Turning him into the young 
man I cannot wait to meet! 
The young man that is go-
ing to continue to amaze 
me, impresses me, and have 
more friends than I could 
ever imagined having. The 
values and skills he is go-
ing to have will lead him 
through life on the right 
path, and put the world at 
his feet! 

This is such a great sto-
ry, DOUGLAS TOOLE! 
It’s about your MOM, SIS-
TER, son JD and YOU and 
what Camp Longhorn has 
done for each of you. Your 
Mother grew up without a 
father and Grandmother 

worked two jobs to support 
the family. Your mother 
was lucky enough to come 
to CLH every summer as a 
camper and then counsel-
or. You give credit to Camp 
for teaching her sooo many 
valuable things to make 
her the person she is. You 
thank CLH for producing 
one of the most amazing 
humans on this planet! You 
count your Sister as a super 
woman and she has three 
girls that come to Camp 
Longhorn Indian Springs. 
DOUG suffers from dys-
lexia and ADHD and had 
a diffi cul time at Camp. He 
wishes now that his time 
at Camp could have been 
different. HE LOVES THIS 
PLACE! And now, his son 
JD has been to CLH Indi-
an Springs for the last three 
years. DOUG is so proud of 
him for enjoying and learn-
ing at CLH. DOUG sez 
every year he comes back 
stronger, more focused, 
sweeter, more willing to try 
and do things, friendlier, 
happier and more confi dent. 
HOW PROUD DOUG is of 
his son JD. DOUG was a 
camper for one or two years 
and wishes now that he had 
come back to be a counsel-
or. He grew up in Houston 
and now calls Austin home! 
DOUG is involved in Real 
Estate Investing. His son, 
JD TOOLE (10) has been 
a camper at Indian Springs 
for the last three years. 
DOUG mentions again that 
SIS and MOTHER had max 
years at Camp as a camp-
er/counselor. We thank you, 
DOUG, for your family 
story and what Camp has 
meant to each person. You 
tell a beautiful story!

We Wish

Your A Merry

Christmas

and

A

Happy

New Year!
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By GINGER 
GRINSFELDER 
GREENBERG

As I recall my childhood 
and work to keep these 
memories intact to tell my 
children - the details are of-
ten fuzzy. However, I can 
say with sincere clarity that 
my memories of CLH are 
not only not fuzzy, but they 
are crystal clear. 

I don’t know for sure 
why I remember CLH more 
than I do other things. I can 
only suspect that it was be-
cause they were only my 
memories, and not framed 
by parents, teachers or 
friends from school. Camp 
for me was independence 
and freedom - my mem-
ories were mine and only 
mine.

After rocking my babies 
to sleep with the same rep-
ertoire of Campfi re songs, I 
was so happy when my son 
was able to attend camp and 
hear these songs for him-
self at an actual campfi re. 
He now had the chance to 
make his own crystal clear 
memories- and he did. He’s 
now been joined by his sis-
ter at C3.

My hope for my children 
and their camp adventure is 
that they can just soak in all 
of the delicious camp good-
ness and make memories 
that belong only to them.

I am so grateful to the 
CLH family for creating, 
maintaining and promoting 
such a wonderful, nurtur-
ing environment for me, 
my children and hopefully 
many generations to come. 
The stories my kids love to 
hear me tell the most often 
involve CLH. Now, they 
can share their own stories 
with me, and I can relish in 
them. 

Attaway CLH. Keep 
up the good work making 
excellent memories! We 
need more goodness in  the 
world.

GINGER GRINS-
FELDER GREENBERG, 

what a special story. Shar-
ing your memories of Camp 
Longhorn with your chil-
dren and now your children 
can share, probably, most 
of those same memories 
and what a beautiful bond 
to have with COPELAND 
and ANNABELLE! Some-
day they will be able to 
share their memories with 

their children. And, what 
a great message . . “Camp 
for me was independence 
and freedom- my memo-
ries were mine and only 
mine.” Growing up in Dal-
las, GINGER came to Indi-
an Springs for seven years 
as a camper and two more 
years as a counselor. She 
grew up in Dallas and lives 

there now with husband 
CLAYTON and their chil-
dren COPELAND (11) and 
this coming summer will be 
his 4th year at CLH Indi-
an Springs; ANNABELLE 
(8) and this coming sum-
mer will be her 2nd year at 
CLH Indian Springs. GIN-
GER is Managing Direc-
tor/Counsel and CLAYTON 
is an attorney. As a camper, 
GINGER was a Campfi re 
Lighter, Top Miler, Favor-
ite and Marina General . . 
a few of her many responsi-
bilities. As a counselor, she 
was in charge of Marines/
Marinas as their Gener-
al and also in charge of 
canoeing!! GINGER is a 
graduate of the Universi-
ty of Missouri (Bachelors) 
and Texas A&M School of 
Law . . She would like to 
mention again that she is so 
happy to share Longhorn 
with her kids - it makes her 
so fulfi lled. And your story 
of kids, love, memories and 
Camp Longhorn is a spe-
cial story that is so reward-
ing to read! THANK YOU, 
GINGER GRINSFELDER 
GREENBERG!

CLAYTON & GINGER GRINSFELDER GREENBERG
w/children at Dallas Bus . . 3rd Term

ANNABELLE & COPE

The Best Place On Earth . . Camp Longhorn

Some of the following Indian 
Springs Campers, Counselors 
& CLASP Members are getting 
ready to board the busses for 
the trip to CLH from Dallas . . 
3rd Term ‘19

Katy Grinsfelder Hastings 
(Indian Springs camper and 
counselor)
Nick Hastings
Maddie (C3), Samuel (C3) and 
Hank Hastings

David and Sally Grinsfelder 
(Parents and grandparents of 
many CLH campers)

Bennett Grinsfelder (Indian 
Springs camper)
Mary Grinsfelder
William, Teddy and Davy
Grinsfelder (all future campers)

Ginger Grinsfelder Greenberg 
(Indian Springs camper and 
counselor)
Clayton Greenberg
Copeland (C3) and Annabelle 
(C3) Greenberg

The Bunny Rabbit came to see PIERCE and
POPPY GREENHAW at Easter!

Alumni PETE & ROBIN GREENHAW are the 
children’s parents.
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REID UMSTATTD, a 
member of the band Nelo, 
a rock band from Austin a 
little over 10 years, stepped 
out on his own with the en-
couragement of many peo-
ple. He thought his days 
as a musician were behind 
him but slowly it started 
to become clear that music 
was what he needed. He 
thought jumping back into 
music the best way possi-
ble was low key as possible 
- on national television in 
front of 10 million people 
on The Voice in 2018. 

He made it to the live 
show rounds and left with 
a lot to think about. The 
show taught him and gave 
him so much, but the big-
gest thing was confi dence 
and inspiration to start 
writing music on his own 
for the fi rst time.

 
The songs on “Pockets 

of Clouds” are from the fi rst 
group of tunes he wrote af-
ter leaving the show.

With lots of help from 

WRANGLERS - 2ND T - 1991

A REUNION IN
NASHVILLE . . .

Great picture of three 
alumni who got together 

in Nashville, TN. 
(l-r) HUNTER FORD, 

CHRISTOPHER
MORRIS &

ERIC
SCHULTENOVER.

They were all
Wranglers together . .

1991 2nd Term at
Inks Lake (l-r) HUNTER FORD, CHRISTOPHER MORRIS &

ERIC SCHULTENOVER

great people along the jour-
ney not least of all HIS 
WIFE, who sings on “We 
Belong Together” was his 
source of confi dence, light, 
and POSITIVITY through-
out this entire long trip.

REID was a 3rd Term 
Camper at CLH Inks Lake 
.. 1991-2001!

HIGHLIGHTS TO 
REMEMBER . .

-Written in Austin, Nash-
ville and Muscle Shoals Al-
abama

-Recorded in Austin

-Debut solo EP release, 
following stint on The 
Voice in spring 2018.

Thank you, REID UM-
STATTD for sharing this 
wonderful information 
about “POCKETS OF 
CLOUDS” and, an amaz-
ing journey leading up to 
the release!

“POCKETS OF CLOUDS”
Album cover art

REID UMSTATTD steps 
out on his own with original 

material on his debut EP
“Pockets of Clouds”

REID UMSTATTD

POCKETS
OF CLOUDS

THANK YOU BRUCE GRANT!
A great artist, BRUCE was a camper & coun-

selor for many, many years at Inks Lake. Every 
few years he catches up with new cabin signs 

and we love them!
THANK YOU AGAIN BRUCE GRANT!

MADDIE SPELLER, age 12, and this
coming summer will be her 6th year at
Indian Springs, carved this wonderful

pumpking all by herself!
Great job, MADDIE!
ATTAWAYTOGO!

THIS IS DANIEL LUCKSINGER . .
with his friend Butter at the helm!

DANIEL, our wonderful IT MAN, is
paddle boarding on Inks Lake in the

boys swim bay area.
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A TRUE SPORTSMAN 
This is RICK WITTEN-

BRAKER and he lives the 
outdoor life whether he is 
in the fi eld, on the water, or 
at his desk. He is chief mar-
keting manager for Howler 
Brothers, an outdoor appar-
el brand based in Austin.

Rick loves the outdoors 
and has grown up with it. 
He says it doesn’t matter, 
whatever the mission of the 
day is, it’s more about the 
day or the experience and 
everything one learns along 
the way. He also talks about 
being a really good out-
doorsman one learns more 
about the plants, weather 
patterns, etc . . opposed to 
just trying to get a trophy 
for their wall or some awe-
some picture for their Insta-
gram feed!

RICK is the father of 
three and he shares his love 
for the outdoors with his 
kids like his parents did 
with him. His son is 11 and 
loves to fi sh and camp so 
that means more time for 
RICK to go do it and be 
with his son!

HUDSON BENNETT accepting his 1st place medal as 
the 4A Regional CC Champion (10/19)

A True Sportsman . . . .

RICK WITTENBRAKER

HUDSON BENNETT 
Our hero! . . HUDSON 

is an incredible Cross 
Country man! He is a fresh-
man in high school this year 
running against all grades 
including seniors and last 
weekend was the 4A Re-
gional CC Champion. This 
is an unbelieveable accom-
plishment and it qualifi ed 
him for the state meet. He 
ran a tough, smart race to 
win his 8th meet of the sea-
son and ran the 3 1/4 miles 
last weekend in 16.21. 

While running, HUD-
SON had a slight injury 
and it will take a month to 
heal which will keep him 
out of the state meet. We 
are all, for sure, saddened 

RICK was many, many 
years a camper and coun-
selor at Inks Lake and an 
active CLASP Member! 
Son, OSCAR, is a camper 
and this coming summer 
will be his 5th summer at 
Inks Lake ..

TEXANS are some of 
the wildest, most rugged, 
independent and free-
dom-loving people on 
Earth. So is our land and the 
life on it. Find out how you 
can join RICK and others 
who are standing together 

for the land that has given 
us so much.

WeWillNotBeTamed.org

but know that he still has 
3 years of high school and, 
knowing HUDSON, will 
never let up.

He’s already our hero 
and just think what he will 
be in 4 years! And, what col-
lege he picks to run track!! 
HUDSON is the son of 
Alumni DAVID and STA-
CY ROBERTSON BEN-
NETT, grandson of JOHN 
& DONNA ROBERTSON 
and great grandson of TEX 
& PAT ROBERTSON. He 
is a 2nd Termer at Inks Lake 
and summer of 2020 will 
be his 8th year! GRACYN 
is older sister and HAYS is 
younger brother!

WE ARE SO PROUD 
OF YOU HUDSON . . .

Our Hero!

REMEMBER DR. SCHWARTZ?!!
 The best smells ever:

Brisket
Tamales
Texas in the spring
Whataburger in the car
Pecan Pie
And new boots

5 Major Texas Food Groups
Steak
Chicken Fried Steak
Mexican Food
BBQ
Tacos
Texas Hummus
     Frito Bean Dip
Texas cooking:
   Kill Something. Bacon 
wrap it with a jalapeno and 
grill it.
   Happiness is spelled “Que-
so” in Texas
   How to kidnap any Texan - 
Lead ‘em to the brisket!
 Texas Version of “slow 
down” . . to 70
   You might be a Texan if 
you measure distance in . . 
minutes and hours!
   How hot is it in Texas? It’s 
so hot in Texas we’ve in-
stalled fans outside. A BIG 
FAN called Renewable En-
ergy!
  A Texan is one who sur-
vived the Blue Bell Ice 
Cream Famine of 2015!

TEXAS PEOPLE 
ARE DIFFERENT!!

THREE CLH EXES WORKING TOGETHER . . .
CARLILE BLANDFORD BAILEY, MARGARET PAGE 
WILLIAMS and KRISTEN CLARK NIX - all 2nd term Inks 
girls worked together last spring in Austin as a home 
CARLILE (contractor) and KRISTEN (interior designer) 
worked on was featured in TRIBEZA magazine where 
MARGARET is an editor. Smal world! “WE LOVE CAMP 
LONGHORN CONNECTIONS!”

(l-r) CARLILE BLANDFORD BAILEY, MARGARET PAGE
WILLIAMS, KRISTEN CLARK NIX
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V-DAY
Inks Lake

Alumni ERIC & CONNIE APPELT
w/children ASHLYN and COLE

(back) Alumni RUDY & COLLEEN HADDAD
(middle) LUKE (l) & RUDY

(front) MARY KATHERINE & WILL

Alumni MARY GILBERT
w/daughter HEIDI KORTH

Alumni HEATHER HUNT GRAHAM
w/daughter ANNEMARIE

Alumni JOHN & CARRIE ERCK WORTHEN
w/daughter ASHLEY

HELEN FRADY w/Alumni CHRISTOPHER & BRITTANY HARROD 
CROW’s children (l-r) HUTCH, GREER & RHODESAlumni JOHN McGEE w/children

(l-r) MAGGIE, ROBERT & BRADY

Alumni CHRIS COZBY
w/daughter BRET
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CARNIVAL MEMORIES

BETTY BROWNING SMITH
in a recent picture with grand-
son KYLE FOSTER

More Inks Lake V-Day . . .

Alumni MARY ELIZABETH WISE SAND
w/daughters ELLIE (l) & JULIA

Alumni HAGEN & VICKIE McMAHON
w/daughter AVERY

Alumni KELLY BOTTONI
w/son JUSTICE

Alumni ANDEE & ANGIE RUSSELL
w/boys (l-r) ADAM, ANDREW and AUSTIN

First CLH Carnival in 
Coleman, TX

An early, early Camp 
Carnival and the fi rst one in 
Coleman, TX was in the car-
port of the BROWNINGS! 
TEX nicknamed daugh-
ter BETTY BROWNING, 
BOOP, wrote it on the hat 
(pic. included) and gave it 
to her at the Carnival! She 
remembers getting a hat and 
uniform each year and she 
still has her “racing” swim 
suit! (remember those?!!) 
She says DODO GARCIA 
was never in her cabin but an 
excellent swimmer! She also 
remembers SUSAN TAL-
LEY, TRIGGER MILLER, 
JULIE MELTON, CHRIS 
WOOLLEY, ANN LANGE 
and CINDY SMITH (Cole-
man). 

What great memories, 
BETTY BROWNING 
SMITH! She was at Inks 
Lake ‘58 - ‘64. Her brother 
BUZ BROWNING was nev-
er a camper (a big regret later 
in life) but did come to Inks 
Lake as a counselor. All three 
of BETTY’s boys, QUINT, 
CHRIS and MARC FOS-
TER were all campers and 
their children have all been 
campers (with the exception 
of MARC’s) They are future 
campers when old enough!

BETTY is a very active 
member of CLASP and we 
see her for sure V-Days 
when her grandkids are here! 
Thanks for the memories, 
BETTY!

First CLH hat given to her by 
TEX and named her “BOOP”

BETTY BROWNING SMITH’s 1959 plaque!

ATTAWAYTOGO MANUEL!
MANUEL ARREDONDO, Master Builder at Camp Long-
horn Indian Springs, stands next to this beautiful, NEW, 
Jeep Latitude he won at a church raffl e in Marble Falls, TX.
We are so proud of you, MANUEL!

This is RUTHIE ROSSER, 
daughter of Alumni VIRGIL 
& PAM JARY ROSSER, 
showing the “Attwaytogo” 
sign in Lienz, Austria . . 
summer of ‘19! RUTHIE 
was a camper and now a 
counselor at Inks Lake!
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V-DAY
Indian Springs

MICHAEL & Alumni GEORGIA ELLIS 
PIAZZA w/children
NINA & MICHAEL

Alumni RYAN and LIZ ALBERT
w/daughter PEYTON

BRIAN & Alumni HILARY CARUTH HAMILTON
w/children ADELE (l) and CONWAY

MICHAEL & Alumni REAGAN SMITH WELLINS
with boys OLIVER (l) and ZACH

Alumni LINDEL & MELISSA EAKMAN
w/children ALEX (l) & ELLE

Alumni TODD & ALAINA ARNOLD
w/girls AVA (l) and EMMA

Alumni WILL & KATHERINE MERRICK
w/children VAIL (l) & TRIPP

BRIAN & Alumni STACY PRATT PATTERSON
w/boys THOMAS (l) & CHASE
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A GATHERING OF INKS LAKE ALUMNI IN SEPTEMBER ‘19 . .
(-r) KYLE HERMAN, RICHARD POUNDS, BRIAN ALLISON, ROBBY ROBERTSON, MARK 
LaHAYE, BEAU McMAHON, PETE GREENHAW, JOHN WORTHEN, SCOTT BANKLER, 
ERIC SCHULTENOVER

More Indian Springs V-Day 

ORVIS & Alumni CAROLINE 
SIDEMAN MEADOR

w/son HENRY 

THOMAS & Alumni BETH WALLACE
FAULK w/boys

THOMAS (l) & PEYTON

STANDING (l-r) ALAN SOBBA, LISTI SOBBA, CATHERINE CAROTHERS, FORD 
CAROTHERS, COREY CAROTHERS . . Sitting back (l-r) GEORGE SOBBA, HARRIS 
SOBBA, DAVE SOBBA, CHRISTOPHER CAROTHERS, CHARLIE CAROTHERS . .

Sitting front (l-r) GENEVIEVE ARNOLD, ABBY ARNOLD, LILA SOBBA, CATE 
CAROTHERS, TEAL ARNOLD, CLARK ARNOLD

HANS & Alumni AMBER BOFFA RICKHOFF
w/children (l-r) PIERCE, EMMETT & TOWNES

THE CLH PICTURES TELL THE STORY . . .
Subject: THANK YOU!

Dear Nan,
As looked through last nights photos of camp I saw this 
photo of Maggie. I immediately teared up as I saw the 
pure joy on Maggie’s face. (Happy Birthday to Maggie- 
the best birthday party a girl could have) It reminded 
me that every extra hour of overtime I put in and the 
nights I have to travel away from home for work are 
all worth it!! Thank you Camp Longhorn for instilling 
strong values, creating the most incredible memories 
and friendships that will last a lifetime! Maggie looks 
forward to camp all year long. We are excited for our 
youngest daughter, Eve, to be part of all the magic 
Camp Longhorn brings. (1 more summer after this 
one!) Thank you for all that you and CLH do! We look 
forward to seeing everyone Saturday!
Cheers!

Katie Mullins
(Indian Springs . . summer of ‘19)

LUNCH WITH GIRLFRIENDS .
Elaine’s vertigo has never been worse
Kay can’t recall where she left her 

purse
Rhonda’s about to replace her knees
Linda’s breathing is tinged with a 

wheeze
Marlene is dealing with another UTI
Sally’s giving a hearing aid another 

try
Marie has decided she can’t drive at 

night
Sharon still wears clothes two sizes 

too tight
·They’ve been through divorces and 

babies and wakes
They do for each other whatever it 

takes
They’ve already buried Mindy and 

Kate
And truthfully, Lizzie’s not looking so 

great
So whenever they can, they get out to 

eat
Open bottles of wine and forget their 

sore feet
There’s laughing and crying and let-

ting down guards
And when the bill comes, there’s ten 

credit cards
So here’s to the waiters who keep or-

ders straight
And to the places that let lunches run 

three hours late
And here’s to the girlfriends, those 

near and those far
Here’s to the girlfriends, you know 

who you are

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
MAGGIE MULLINS
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V-DAY
C3

CARLOS & POLLY RYERSON
w/daughter GAZZIE

RYAN & BRIANNE McKINNEY MURPHY
w/children (l-r) MORGAN, TESSA & CULEN

DREW & MEGAN MORRIS
w/daughter EMERY

KARIN SOLOMON ZALTSMAN
w/daughter SARAH

ROBERT & MARGIE PEREZ DURST
w/children ROBERT (l) & JACKSON

JOSHUA & JILL POTH LACK
w/daughter SARAH

SUSANNE PARCE HIEGEL
w/son RYAN HIEGEL



LUCY CASSEB

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU! . . .
RUTHIE ROSSER (l) surprised MOLLY MASSEY (c) on 
her 21st B-Day! Both MOLLY and NICOLE FLETCHER 
(r) go to OU and RUTHIE attends UT. All three girls are 
fi rst termers at Inks Lake. Thanks for sharing this picture 
with us, Alumni PAM JARY ROSSER.
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More C3 V-Day . . .

ZACK & CASEY 
GIBSON GELFER

w/children
WAYLON
& GIBSON

JAMES & ANGIE 
BENNETT
w/children

(l-r)
THOMPSON,

PRESLEY
& JASE

JOHN GIBBS
COLGIN MILLER

w/children
JACK & ZETTIE

PLEASE MEET LUCY CASSEB .. .
daughter of PABLO (Inks Lake Alumni) and BONNIE SCHATZ (Indian Springs 
Alumni) CASSEB! LUCY attended LINCOLN ROSE’s ‘ATTAWAYTOGO” 
Tree Ceremony this past summer at Inks Lake with her Mom! Showing off  her 
original top that her Mom put together is her dad’ s old “fun-in-the-sun” T-shirt 
that has been in one of PABLO’s drawers for many moons! Front of shirt says 
WRANGLERS FUN IN THE SUN and so does the back! Th anks for modeling 
such a good looking original from your Dad’s wardrobe and your Mom’s sewing!

We Wish
You A
Merry 

Christmas
and
A

Happy
New Year!
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KELLY PERKINS RIGAS 
w/children V-DAY ‘19 . . .
(l-r) MORGAN (12),
ELLISON (10), NICHOLAS 
(14)

By KELLY PERKINS RIGAS
 
There are so many mem-

ories of Camp Longhorn 
and I am honored to be 
asked by HELEN to write 
some of them, bear with me 
as I try to stay focused and 
get a fraction of it on paper.

My memories of Camp 
Longhorn are amazing, and 
it’s remarkable that every-
one I know that attended 
or has kids that went shares 
the same wonderful experi-
ence.

Growing up on Lake 
Austin I thought I’d seen 
everything cool on a lake 
and oh how wrong I was. 
Camp Longhorn was so 
much more ..... more every-
thing.

I wanted a blob and a 
fl oating cabin and thought 
it was the coolest thing 
ever. The water sock, the 
sail boats, old facefull, all 
the acryonyms and the new 
names. Just like every other 
camper, on Vday I was not 
ready to go home.

Some of those cab-
in mates are friends still, 
SHANNON PHILLIPS 
MERONEY and I saw 
each other last weekend at 
a charity Gala chaired by 

KAREY NALLE ODDO.
My camper experience 

was wonderful, I loved the 
girls in our cabin and all the 
new friends. Every aspect 
of camp from the Merit 
system to the swim bay, ski 
bay, water socks, the pet-
ting zoo, blobbing, chow 
hall, rifl ery and sail bay. 
Night raids were so cool, 
you almost felt like you 
were a SEAL except for the 
giggling. 

Blowing your entire 
head of hair dry in four 
minutes at the huge fans 
at PAT and TEX’s house 
was the coolest thing ever 
and I have been known to 
walk around the side of my 
house to the air compressor 
in my robe to get the Camp 
Longhorn blowout. Did I 
mention my kids thought I 
was crazy?

I remember thinking 
JOHNNY ROB was bigger 
than life, we were all totally 
scared of him but admired 
him too. Having JOHNNY 
yelling at you as a Marina 
is not something you would 
think would be a good ex-
perience except a decade 
later when you are being 
yelled at on a trading desk 
in the early 90’s and you 

are thinking, “you’re so not 
scary ... General JOHNNY 
ROB was scary!”

The counselors in girls 
camp were convinced that 
BILLY, JOHNNY and 
ROBBY were everywhere, 
hiding in the trees, watch-
ing every move, all know-
ing. Making sure we were 
both safe and not stepping 
out of line. I keep forget-
ting to ask them if they 
had spy stations because 
at breakfast each morning 
they seemed to always have 
every detail of the night be-
fore.

TEX and PAT felt like 
another set of grandpar-
ents who immediately 
knew your name, everyone 
seemed to know your name. 
It’s one of the ways that you 
immediately felt special at 
Camp Longhorn. I make an 
effort to remember people’s 
names when I meet them as 
one of those echoes from 
camp. I could win Name 
tha today I swear.

I have met so many 
amazing people at Camp 
and through Camp and 
those friends have a com-
mon thread, the spirit of 
Camp Longhorn. For sev-
eral summers I did two or 
three terms as a counselor 
and met campers and coun-
selors from all over the 
state and country. Over the 
last 30 years I have run into 
Camp friends in an elevator 
in NYC and in Dallas, the 
top of a mountain in Colo-
rado, JOHNNY ROB in an 
airport in Mexico, football 
games, schools and parent 
teacher conferences. 

During those summers 
the counselors would have 
a 24 hour break between 
terms, too far to go home 
and return, many would 
come to Austin with me. 
My parents lake house 
is an hour from camp on 
Lake Austin and has host-
ed hundreds of counselors 
over the years. Imagine 40 
counselors piled in a 1,200 
square foot lake cabin, six 
girls in a king-sized bed, 

people on couches, fl oors 
and even the dock. 

ANDEE RUSSELL 
would wake at 6 a.m. and 
run “screeching like a bird” 
through the house and past 
all the sleepers, then out-
side, down the pier and 
straight off the top of the 
dock into the water. One 
morning I’m pretty sure 
he tripped over JACK IN-
GRAM who was sleeping 
on the dock. 

I enjoyed seeing AN-
DEE for years in Dallas 
when our kids attended 
the same school. Still call-
ing him “Cousin Ang” and 
enjoying our memories of 
camp. I was an eye wit-
ness to the “Rappelling 
incident” where JOHNNY 
GRIFFITHS and I think 
DUNCAN FRASIER at-
tempted to bare hand climb 
the ropes up the rappelling 
tower. Watching him slide 
down and the burns to his 
hands is not something you 
can forget.

JOHN is a friend in 
Dallas and I still give him 
grief for fi rst the burns then 
going to fi ght the fi re in 
Pig City barefooted. He of 
course gives me grief for 
the a sail dock and destroy-
ing Green Sail sunfi sh with 
Deck Boat #5, the details of 
which shall remain at CLH. 

I am lucky to call so 
many CLH alums friends, 
My neighbor JULIANNA 
ADAMS LEBLANC and I 
have a combined seven kids 
and many of them are in the 
same grades and classes. 
NIKKI NELSON WEBB 
has four children and we 
coordinate a post V-day 
lunch for the crew at “the 
lake house” which is much 
nicer now that my parents 
actually live there. 

ROBERT BLACK 
also brings his family af-
ter V-day, he is one of 
the BBB, not the Better 
Business Bureau but the 
Black Brothers from Beau-
mont; WILL “GRAND-
PA” BLACK, ROBERT 
and JOHN BLACK are all 

characters and worth know-
ing. COURTNEY GREG-
ORY DENBY and I loved 
being counselors and she 
lives in the neighborhood. 
RANDY TOUCHSTONE 
and his family live a few 
blocks away. He, MIKE 
BLALOCK, RHETT 
MILLER and AMY BERG 
all came to the ball in Aus-
tin when I was presented. 

MIKE’s sister KEL-
LY BLALOCK carne up 
with an amazing idea last 
year, a “KELLY, KELLEY, 
KELLIE Party” where you 
could only come if your 
name was KELLY. I met 40 
KELLY’s that night. I call 
that CLH creativity. De-
serves it’s own award.

Before my daughter 
MORGAN’s fi rst day of 
school in fi rst grade, we 
went to “Meet the Teach-
er” and were looking for-
ward to meeting MRS. 
STANFORD. Imagine 
my surprise that it was 
JILL GORDON a fellow 
counselor and camper and 
friend. MORGAN had the 
best year ever. JILL is an 
amazing teacher and that’s 
another wonderful echo of 
Camp Longhorn, outstand-
ing people!

One of my closest friends 
from camp was RHETT 
MILLER. We both loved 
water skiing and back at UT 
enjoyed getting out on the 
lake almost daily. RHETT 
was incredibly funny and 

had a lightning fast wit. 
RHETT could do the most 
amazing RAY FRADY im-
itation and would talk in 
“the voice” for hours. 

RHETT was one of my 
favorite people and well 
liked by all that knew him. 
One beautiful day in May 
in 1991 I was packed up 
and ready to head out to the 
lake house from campus. I 
was waiting on RHETT to 
pick me up. I was irritated 
that he was now 45 minutes 
late. 

When the phone fi nal-
ly rang, it was his room-
mate, I told him they were 
late .... he told me he was 
at Brackenridge and that 
RHETT and his girlfriend 
had been in a car accident 
and RHETT didn’t make 
it. Even now writing this 
it still puts a lump in my 
throat. I still miss him and 
wish he had the joy of send-
ing children to Camp Long-
horn or getting married or 
going to mini-camp. 

Maybe no one intended 
to, and maybe it’s a coin-
cidence but the number of 
children named RHETT in 
the last 25 years by peo-
ple that knew him is real-
ly high. At V-day this year 
it was a pleasure to stand 
with his sister CAMILLE, 
remembering RHETT. As 
tears ran down our cheeks I 
knew he was there. Always 
a Longhorn Man RHETT, 
you are dearly missed.

Camp As a Parent
Sending my fi rst child 

NICHOLAS to Camp six 
years ago was a bit tough 
the fi rst year as he had a 
broken arm. ROGER as-
sured me lots of kids come 
to camp with something 
broken. Turns out fi nding 
him in the “proof of life” 
photos online is super easy 
because of the neon green 
cast. I was excited, know-
ing that he would get to ex-
perience all the wonders of 
Camp from the very begin-
ning in CABIN ZEEERO 
(Say in Robby Rob voice). 

See ECHOES, Page 25

Echoes Of Camp Longhorn Continue To Reverberate To This Day

JENNIE LOU LEEDER & DOUG WASSON . .
Two Camp Longhorners . . at the League of Women 
Voter’s meeting in Kerrville. DOUG was sitting by the 
“speaker” JENNIE LOU and she noticed his CLH ring!
Small world!! .. CLH Alumni JENNIE LOU is running for 
Congress 2020 . . her district is TX-21 and covers South  
Austin . . DOUG was the recipient of the prestigious 
CLASP ATTAWAYTOGO Award at Indian Springs, fall 
2017.
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Echoes Of Camp Longhorn

Running to his cabin on 
my fi rst V-day as a parent 
was so special, turns out 
most of his counselors were 
Legacies and I knew their 
Dad’s or Uncles! Counsel-
or WILSON MILLER, son 
of JOHN MILLER, is a fa-
vorite ... and NICHOLAS’ 
new favorite camp friend 
MURPHY it turns out is 
the son of is BRANDY 
MURPHY LEE, a favorite 
friend and co-counselor of 
mine!

NICHOLAS never 
questioned going to camp. 
I began taking him to Car-
nival when he was a tod-
dler. I thought everyone 
said “Napkin check” at ev-
ery meal, and had a “Merit 
Food.” It worked at Camp 
and it worked well at home 
with my kids too. I over-
heard him say to a friend 
who asked him which camp 
he would attend and he said 
“We are Camp Longhorn 
People” and I love that 
cause it’s true!

My daughter MORGAN 
followed NICHOLAS to 
camp the very next year 
declaring it was the BEST 
CAMP EVER. (She had 
actually wanted to go in 1st 
grade so she went to Ozark 
the prior year. I enjoyed 
seeing another Camp and 
she enjoyed it too ... but it 
just wasn’t Camp Long-
horn). 

V-day was a reunion. 
Most of MORGAN’s Wren 
cabin were the daughters 
of campers and counsel-
ors I had gone to camp 
with. How fun to see 
SARA KUBIKI, KRIS-
TIN URBAN KEMMETT, 
JEN FETNER BOOTH, 
AMY BOYD RUDD, 
BECCA UNDERWOOD 
DICKERSON, HAILEY 
ETHRIDGE BECHTOL 
and ANNAMARIE FAL-
VO BETZ. Love the Long-
horn Legacy effect 

My youngest child EL-
LISON was an only child 
for three years in the sum-
mer for three weeks while 
her brother and sister at-

tended second term. Imme-
diately upon arrival home 
from camp drop off she 
would give me the pack-
et she had made of all the 
things we were going to do 
over the next three weeks. 
It was fi ve pages long sin-
gle spaced in crayon, she 
was 5, it was impressive. 
Needless to say she saw 
camp as an “opportuni-
ty” just a bit different than 
imagined. She started hedg-
ing her attendance at camp 
from the beginning. I told 
her “Honey this is what our 
people do, we go to Camp 
Longhorn, you will love 
it and will never want to 
come home.” 

When she got her ear-
ly bird we celebrated but 
she still was worried she’d 
be homesick. I explained 
that she would be so busy 
at camp she wouldn’t have 
time to be homesick and 
Camp is a family too, you 
will feel like it’s home.

Parents are teary eyed 
in the parking lot and I’m 
jumping up and down 
cheering “Attawaytogo TO 
CAMP.” Not going to sug-
ar coat it, putting all three 
kids ages 8, 10 and 12 on 
the bus for three weeks was 
so wonderful I too had tears 
... of joy. I know they are 
safe and happy and well 
cared for and there will be 
no calls or texts for three 
weeks!

Public Service An-
nouncement (PSA 1): A big 
part of a camper’s success 
is the parents attitude and 
confi dence that Camp is the 
most amazing gift and you 
are so incredibly lucky to 
experience it!

The letters arrived daily 
with all the fi rst time joys 
of Camp, “Mom, Camp is 
AWESOME, I’m having 
so much fun, the Blob is 
amazing and we get to go 
on a cookout tomorrow! I 
miss you, there is so much 
to do, see you on Vday!! 
Thank you for sending me 
to camp!”

PSA 2: Letters home 

from camp are as follows: 
Girls: 1st year DAILY, 2nd 
year: every other day, etc 
until about year fi ve when 
it’s “send me more batter-
ies” (love the In Camp de-
livery now). 

Boys: 1st year is about 
2 letters a week IF you are 
lucky, 2nd year maybe one 
a week, and by the third 
year you are repacking the 
stationery still intact each 
year from thereafter. I still 
don’t understand the par-
ents and grandparents who 
complain about not receiv-
ing letters .... do you go on 
vacation and write letters 
everyday?! 

Thank you Camp Long-
horn, you made me a better 
person and shaped my per-
spective for the future and 
what’s important. I believe 
the experience made me a 
better parent, friend, pro-
fessional and teacher. I’m 
grateful my parents sent me 
to Camp Longhorn and that 
I am able to pass along the 
gift to my children.

The gifts of Camp 
Longhorn are the wonder-
ful “echoes” that continue 
through our lives. Echoes 
of the lessons learned, the 
forever friendships and 
the common thread of all 
CLH’rs who have experi-
enced the spirit of Camp 
Longhorn.

KELLY PERKINS RI-
GAS, what a beautiful story 
of your life at Camp Long-
horn and after camp! You 
are a writer! It’s all about 
lifelong friends one meets 
at Camp and the amazing 
things learned at camp! 
And, talking about RHETT 
MILLER who was killed 
in an auto accident, and a 
favorite here at camp is so 
rewarding. He was loved 
and is loved by ALL who 
knew him. Talking about 
JILL GORDON STAN-
FORD, another favorite 
here at camp and what a 
great teacher she is. We re-
member JILL and she sends 
her twins to camp. The sto-

Continued from Page 24

ry about JOHNNY GRIF-
FITHS and climbing wall . . 
sliding down w/out gloves  . 
. who could forget that sto-
ry. Lots of wonderful mem-
ories! KELLY, four years 
a camper and four years a 
counselor all years at Inks 
Lake grew up in Austin and 
now lives in Dallas! She is 
Managing Director of Per-
kins Wealth Management. 
She has lectured at the Cox 
School of Business for 14 
years to MBA students, 26 
of fi nancial advising and 
seven years ago started her 
own company. Her Bio is so 
full of wonderful things she 
has done in the past and is 
doing now . . I don’t know 
how she has time to sleep! 
KELLY has three camper 
children . . ELLISON RI-
GAS (10) and this coming 
summer will be her 3rd 
year at CLH Inks Lake; 
MORGAN RIGAS (12) and 
this coming summer will be 
her 6th year at CLH Inks 
Lake and NICHOLAS RI-
GAS (14) and summer of 
2020 will be his 7th year at 
Inks Lake. When a camper, 
KELLY received the Skiing 
Award and Diving Award.. 
As a counselor she headed 
up skiing. KELLY attended 
the University of Alabama 
where she was a college let-
terman in waterskiing. She 
graduated from the Univer-
sity of Texas, Austin. WOW, 
KELLY, you are busy, busy, 
busy! Thank you sooo much 
for taking time from your 
schedule to jot down your 
thoughts. You wrote a great 
story and we thank you over 
and over again!

This is EVELYN LYDICK with her Inks Lake Alumni 
father DREW LYDICK! This picture was taken with 

EVELYN packed and ready for her fi rst year at
Camp Longhorn Inks Lake. She was here this past

summer in the Falcon Cabin and has already sent in
her Early Bird . . READY and EAGER for the summer of 

2020!

CAMPFIRE
LIGHTERS . .
from 1st Term
1987

HOUSTON
LANE, GRANT
IRONS, JOHN
WHITE, 
COOPER
ETHERIDGE
and RICHARD
POUNDS were
all campfi re
lighters 1st 
Term 1987 at 
Inks Lake.
All were here
2nd Term
V-Day this past
summer
cheering on
their kids at
different
activities!
Pretty neat!

We Wish You
A

Merry Christmas
&
A

Happy
New Year!
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By MARJORIE
LEDYARD TAYLOR

 
I grew up in beautiful, 

fl at, mesquite tree laden 
North Texas in a small town 
called Archer City. It’s not 
too small because after all, 
it does have one blinking 
red light at the four way 
stop. As soon as I was old 
enough to drive I can’t even 
recall the number of traffi c 
tickets I received for roll-
ing through that intersec-
tion. Now, it’s referred to as 
the California roll because 
that’s just what people do 
here in San Diego.

Camp Longhorn was 
such a luxury to look for-
ward to every summer. In 
Archer City, my siblings 
AARON, SAMANTHA, 
CARLTON, and I found 
many ways to pass the time. 
We popped tar bubbles on 
the streets, swam all day 
long without sunscreen, 
played kick the can until 
dusk and caught numer-
ous fi re fl ies at night in the 
neighbor’s yard. 

During the school year, 
we walked endlessly (two 
and half blocks) to school 
and back then, it felt like an 
eternity. It’s amazing how 
perspectives change as you 
grow older. looking back 
on my amazing childhood, 
I wouldn’t have wanted it 
any other way and am so 
fortunate to have had the 
opportunity to attend Camp 
Longhorn.

“Rise and shine be up 
and about. KP go to Chow” 
would screech across the 
morning loud speaker and 
was music to my ears. Why? 
Because I smelled endless 
mounds of bacon, couldn’t 
wait to pile on the Captain 
Crunch, and go back for 
thirds on doughnuts if I was 
lucky. Oh, and I can’t forget 
that delicious Tang. On top 
of that, where else can you 
go out to breakfast wearing 
baggy boxers, a slouchy 
t-shirt and no shoes?

With the hustle and bus-
tle of the approaching end 
of school, I looked forward 

Some Things Thankfully Never Change, Like Camp Longhorn

to Camp Longhorn as if 
it were a dream about to 
come true. Never before 
have I gained such amazing 
lifetime friendships from 
all over Texas and beyond. 

CLH, A life fi lled with 
ice cream sticks smothered 
in peanut butter, oozy, goo-
ey s’mores at Devil’s water-
ing hole, nightly campfi res, 
hilarious skits, BOB TAR-
LTON’s “Janie” stories that 
I never wanted to end, and 
movie nights with Herbie 
goes Bananas and um ... 
Herbie goes Bananas again.

One of the best aspects 
of Camp Longhorn was 
reconnecting to the life 
long friendships that were 
created on the shores of 
Inks Lake. MARIA Mc-
CULLOUGH VOGT, LISA 
BLOCK MATHERNE and 
I were cabin mates for all 
nine years as campers. 

I was lucky to run into 
MARIA on V-day. She was 
and still is a hoot. She al-
ways had the biggest ghetto 
blaster/boom box and best 
mixed tapes. As the self-ap-
pointed cabin d.j. she car-
ried that thing on her shoul-
ders as we (all thirteen of 
us) walked to our activities, 
danced to the beat, and sang 
along to our favorite songs 
from artists MILLI VAN-
ILLI, GEORGE STRAIT, 
MADONNA and THE 
BEASTIE BOYS to name 
a few. At Carnival Night, 
MARIA made the best 
MADONNA impersonator 
ever and I have to say I was 
proud to be one of her back-
up singers. 

LISA BLOCK MA-
THERNE always had the 
coolest gothic makeup in-

cluding black lipstick and 
glitter everything. The 
Summer we were in the 
Quail cabin, our counselors 
PATTI DUNN and LAURA 
BLACK helped us com-
pose a remake of the song 
Paul Revere by the Beastie 
Boys to sing at our Camp-
fi re Sing Song. Through the 
years, that song continued 
to evolve and hit platinum 
status when I was a Mari-
na counselor. KATIE KEY, 
MARIE ALICE CONNER 
and JEAN CONNER still 
continue to sing our version 
of that song ‘til this day. 

This past Summer, 1 had 
the opportunity to attend 
V-day to pick up Niece 
RUBY. I hadn’t been back 
to CLH in 27 years! As I 
exited the car, I felt the wet 
grass against my feet (we 
don’t have that in Cali), the 
sound of sprinklers were 
marching at a steady beat, 
and the cool breeze coming 
off the lake was mesmeriz-
ing as I took a deep breath 
and instantly went back to 
my childhood. Dance night, 
tacky night, gatoraids at pit-
stop, multiple carnival mar-
riages, hunting for snipers 
(only to come across a ran-
dom cold watermelon ready 
to slice), tetherball compe-
titions, and sailing regattas. 
All of these were a few of 
my favorite things. 

Despite the sense of ex-
citement in the air on V- 
day, there’s was a calmness 
surrounding the camp, a 
feeling of old soul cama-
raderie. It’s knowing that 
there still exists and will 
never be another place as 
special as Camp Longhorn.

MARJORIE LEDYARD 
TAYLOR . . what a fun, fun, 
well written, and sooo in-
teresting article you wrote! 
Like the “life in Archer 
City” and beyond .. Just 
a great story! Your de-
scription of CLH through 
the years is so true .. with 
Oozy, Gooey smores and all 
. . sure brings back memo-
ries! You mention that in 
1991 you and MARIA Mc-

CULLOUGH VOGT want-
ed to stay all four terms as 
counselors and BILLY ROB 
said you’all could stay 4th 
Term if you patrolled the 
chow hall!! The names you 
mention of cabin mates and 
friends and all the differ-
ent music you’all played is 
such a great part of Camp 
Life and so much fun to 
read about what you’all 
enjoyed when you were last 

here 27 years ago! MAR-
JORIE, who has lived in 
San Diego, CA for 20 years, 
grew up in Archer City, TX! 
She was a camper nine 
years and counselor anoth-
er four years. MARJORIE 
is a School Psychologist. 
She was at camp this past 
summer to pick up her niece 
RUBY HOLLINSHEAD, a 
4th year camper from Dal-
las! MARJORIE was Sea 

Gull Princess in 1986! And 
as a Counselor, she headed 
up Skiing and Pistolry. Col-
leges attended . . Ole Miss, 
Midwestern State Univ., 
California State Univ. and 
Alliant International Univ 
. . MARJORIE loves her 
surfi ng time in San Diego! 
Thank you, MARJORIE 
LEDYARD TAYLOR, for an 
outstanding writing! Come 
see us again next summer!

MARJORIE LEDYARD
TAYLOR

SWIM PARTY IN AUSTIN . . .
These are 2nd Term pre-camp campers attending a playdate party for those living in the 
Austin area. All fi ve of these young men will be in cabin “0” or “1” (they are all fi nishing 
the 2nd grade) at Inks Lake. It’s always nice to know someone before coming to camp 
and just to have a friend! Back (l-r) CAVEN MAJORS, HAMPTON EDGAR, HUDSON 
PARKS, WILL JARRETT and (f) GEORGE ANDERSON.

ZAC NEELY 
has joined the 
Camp Long-
horn family at 
Indian Springs. 
He is a 17 
year veteran 
with 7 years 
as a camper 
and another 
10 years as a 
counselor . .
and he wore 
many hats . .

  Camp Longhorn campers are given an 
opportunity to donate merits to a charity 
. . This year because of the kindness and 
generosity for others the Merit Stores and 
Campers picked 3 charities that are super 
wonderful to children and of course, to 
others, too! CAMPERS, ATTAWAYTO-
CONTRIBUTE!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!

- INDIAN SPRINGS sent a check to St. 
Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital for 
$5,203.44

- INKS LAKE sent a check to The March 
of Dimes for $4,169.24

- C3 sent a check to The Hill Country Ad-
vocacy Center in Burnet for $1,174.56

division head, director and
a Ranger leader.
He grew up in Lampasas, TX and 
then went on to graduate from 
Texas A&M Corpus. BRITTANY, 
a teacher, looks foward to being 
a part of camp with their sons 
RYKER (5) and NASH (2)
in the summers.
WELCOME TO THE CLH FAMILY!

Welcome! IMPORTANT * IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT * IMPORTANT * IMPORTANT

THANK YOU . .
CAMP LONGHORN 

CAMPERS
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TERRY RICHARDSON (CHELSEA RICHARDSON 
CHARLES FATHER) came to camp 64 years ago (1955 
to 1960). This picture includes . . besides CHELSEA . . his 
grandkids that were at camp this past summer! It also includes 
DIANA SCHNAKENBURG’s children. Please read the story to 
see the connection with CHELSEA and DIANA! (l-r) DIANA 
SCHNAKENBURG, OWEN ZAUSCH, WYATT ZAUSCH, 
ELAYNA ZAUSCH, CHARLOTTE HUNGATE, LILIAN ZAUS-
CH, MILES CHARLES, SPENCER CHARLES, ROSCO BRY 
and CHELSEA RICHARDSON CHARLES.

DIANA SCHNAKENBURG
MEDDLES

An Attitude Of Gratitude Shapes Generations Of Family Campers
By CHELSEA 

RICHARDSON CHARLES 
and  DIANA  SCHNAKENBURG 

MEDDLES

From the picture came 
the realization ... We are 
all so lucky to of part of 
CLH!!!

The book end of the 
picture frame are DIANA 
SCHNAKENBURG mED-
DLES (left) and CHEL-
SEA RICHARDSON 
CHARLES, and between 
them are their legacies. In 
the insert is TERRY RICH-
ARDSON, and how we all 
got on this path. Since we 
are co-writing this arti-
cle, one in California and 
one in Indiana, we had to 
be creative about sharing 
our thoughts. Here it goes 
- welcome to a CLH inter-
view in 2019.

When you think of pass-
ing things down from gen-
eration to generation, it’s 
often times an object or a 
memento that was mean-
ingful to a family mem-
ber. At camp you get to 
pass down a legacy, which 
means all that camp has to 
offer. 

Now, when a Rattle-
snake or a Pony go to camp, 
they don’t know what a leg-
acy means, all they know is 
that they get off the bus, 
and the magic of camp 
begins! But the how, and 
why, is what makes Camp 
so special. So, the reason 
behind ALL the people in 
the frame being able to at-
tend Camp, (young and the 
not so young), is because in 
1955 TERRY RICHARD-
SON, and his siblings at-
tended a Camp Longhorn 
Carnival at their elementa-
ry school in Waxahachie, 
Texas. Luckily, for all of 
us, he attend Inks Lake 
from 1955 to 1960, and is 
the reason we all got to, and 
get to go, to Burnet-durnet-
can’t-you-learn-it,Texas 
every summer!!

DIANA, how did you 
fi nd out about CLH? 
Camp Longhorn found 
me! CHELSEA and JES-

SE (RICHARDSON) had 
attended fi rst term in 1986 
at Ranch, and came back 
home to Indiana, telling 
us how much fun they had 
had at Camp! TERRY, their 
Dad, was always telling us 
great stories and he encour-
aged me to give Camp a try. 
TERRY was able to coordi-
nate a phone interview for 
me. I remember being ner-
vous about the interview!!

What are our kids’ fa-
vorite parts about camp? 
Because, it is a family af-
fair, we decided to include 
them all.

ELAYNA (17 years 
old) says the people and 
experiences are the best 
part! She is so grateful for 
the directors, counselors, 
and campers and their role 
in her personal growth. She 
feels that camp has helped 
shape the person she is to-
day!

WYATT (15 years old) 
appreciates getting away 
from “the real world.” He 
feels carefree at Camp, and 
loves time with his friends!

OWEN (12 years old) 
says he loves being with his 
Camp friends and going to 
ALL of their activities! 

LILLIAN (14 years 

old) loves her cabin mates 
and friends. She says, “I 
know I’m only 14, but I 
know my Camp friends are 
lifelong friends.”

CHARLOTTE’s (10 
years old) favorite parts 
of Camp are all of her 
friends, because everyone 
is so kind. And, the blob, 
because you can jump’ so 
high! 

ROSCOE (10 years 
old) loved the people! This 
was his fi rst year, but he got 
to meet great friends and 
counselors. He is already 
preparing his sister LOIS to 
come to camp and join him 
and their cousins.

SPENCER (12 years 
old) loves jumping off the 
second tower and BLO-
Bing. He loves that every 
year he gets to be with “his 
people.”

When asking MILES 
(10 years old), he has three 
favorite activities at camp. 
First, he loves the BLOB 
... because it’s the BLOB. 
Next, he enjoys the lazy 
river, because it’s relaxing. 
Finally, it’s the trolley, be-
cause it gets him out of his 
comfort zone. That is an 
understatement. I have trol-
lied at an Alumni camp, and 

as an adult it’s crazy scary, 
make your palms sweat, 
high!

CHELSEA: Fondest 
memory of camp? There 
are so many, but one of my 
most memorable years was 
Marines and Marinas. You 
see the groups every year 
before you go, and when 
it’s your year, and it’s SO 
exciting. I also always mar-
veled at the fact that when 
you got back to camp to 
see all your friends, it was 
like you just saw them yes-
terday. You’d gone a whole 
year not talking, and then 
you didn’t miss a beat. .. 
Absolutely brilliant!

DIANA, what are your 
fondest camp thoughts?
I have so many wonderful 
camp memories as a camper 
and counselor! It is not pos-
sible to choose just one fa-
vorite memory. My friends 
and counselors made Camp 
awesome! My favorite mo-
ments overall are the ones 
involving my own children 
reminiscing about Camp 
throughout the year in our 
kitchen/car/at school/etc, 
packing for camp, being at 
Camp, and Vday! Then, im-
mediately retelling stories/
adventures, and planning 
for camp, again, for the up-
coming summer!

DIANA, what’s your 
fi rst memory about 
camp? My fi rst Camp 
Memories are hilarious to 
me now. My parents did not 
quite understand that there 
would not be electricity, 
or that the libraries would 
be a quick stroll outside of 
the cabin. I jumped right 
in, but remember having 
some funny questions - 
both in my own head - and 
out loud to my sweet and 
patient counselors! I know 
my sister, MARGY is so 
thrilled to have been able to 
send her daughter, CHAR-
LOTTE last summer to cre-
ate her own fi rst memories. 
She is even more excited 
that CHARLOTTE loved 
every minute, and now ac-
tively joins in the conversa-

tion with her cousins about 
Camp all year long.

CHELSEA, what 
makes it special to share 
with your kids? The best 
part is debriefi ng with your 
kids after camp (and all 
year long). My boys shar-
ing all their stories, and me 
being able to follow them 
every step of the way. I 
love that camp has its own 
language, and I’m fl uent 
in it, so when they start on 
a story I get it!! Not only 
that, but we get to compare 
then and now. The bonus 
for me is that my dad went, 
so that’s an extra layer and 
connection they have with 
their grandpa. We have re-
cently seen video of him at 
camp, and he gets to share 
it through his experience 
64 years ago. There have 
defi nitely been a couple of 
changes between 1966 and 
2019, but the camp essence 
is unchanging and unwav-
ering.

TRuly, this is just a huge 
THANK YOU!!! A thank 
you to PAT and TEX for 
pulling this all together 81 
years ago. Thank you to all 
their children, grandchil-
dren and great grandchil-
dren who are continuing on 
with all of the traditions, 
and creat1ng new ones. 
Thank you to every CLASP 
member reading this who 
went themselves, send their 
children, and encourage 
their friends to go. What we 

love about camp is that it 
isn’t just three weeks out of 
the summer, its 365 days of 
the year, and then multiply 
that by your Camp years! 
Camp is, without question, 
the best gift we were giv-
en, and that we now give 
our children! Thank you to 
TERRY for going to camp 
and extending an invita-
tion to include us all in the 
Camp Longhorn family!

LOVE your article, 
CHELSEA and DIANA! 
How creative! It gets all 
your kids involved and your 
comments also! And, what 
a story! TERRY RICH-
ARDSON, CHELSEA’s Fa-
ther, is the hero! It’s with 
his suggestion that DIANA 
might attend CLH Indian 
Springs that has kept these 
wonderful families so close 
. . One in California and 
one in Indiana! They are 
truly a big part of the Camp 

CHELSEA RICHARDSON
CHARLES

TERRY RICHARDSON
(Chelsea’s Father)

See GRATITUDE, Page 29
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DAVID & KIRSTIN 
MATTISON WALT 
w/children (l-r) NOLAN
& MASON

By KRISTIN 
MATTISON WALT

When HELEN fi rst 
asked me to write a bit 
about what Camp means to 
me, I thought it wouldn’t be 
a problem. I love reliving 
Camp memories when I run 
into fellow alumni or spend 
the afternoon catching up 
with good friends. Then, I 
sat down to actually do it. 
That is when it got hard. 
Not because I couldn’t 
think of anything to say, 
but because I didn’t think I 
could do it justice.

Last year at the Washing-
ton, DC Carnival, a family 
I was chatting with asked 
how I became a camp-
er. “I’m not really sure,” I 
think I mumbled. It was the 
fi rst time I had really even 
thought about it. Camp was 
just a part of what our fam-
ily did, and I’m not sure I 
really remember a summer 
growing up that didn’t in-
volve at least two weeks 
among the hills and dales!

In addition to many 
friends from school, I think 
half of our family descend-
ed on camp at the end of 
each summer! Neither one 
of my parents were camp-
ers, but my mom was a 
long-time teacher in Aus-
tin, and she knew there was 
a place on Inks Lake where 
her students spent the 
summer and came back to 
school more independent, 
polite, and excited to take 
on any challenge.

Sure enough, that sum-
mer after my second grade 
year, I found myself in a 
cabin with a group of 12 
girls who would become 
the best part of my summer 
for the next nine years.

There was a core group 
of us who came back year 
after year. We were proud 
4th termers . . laid back, 
close-knit, and FAST in 
the water! We also had the 
privilege of closing out 
some of camp’s great leg-
ends like the Super Slide, 
several year trips (the Jeep-

er Creeper!) along with wit-
nessing the retirement cere-
mony of General JOHNNY 
ROB, CLHMR. (Still love 
that mud, Sir!) 

Camp was our “home 
base.” It was a place where 
we went to get away from 
our parents, push our lim-
its, and just have a crazy 
good time ... and boy did 
we! (Saturday morning car-
toons with JOHNNY ROB, 
Casino Night with PAT, 
and evading RUTH in the 
Chow Hall pantries were 
favorites!) It wasn’t until 
years later that I would re-
ally think about just how 
much Camp had given me.

We are a Navy family. 
My husband, DAVID, is a 
Navy pilot and had never 
heard of Camp Longhorn 
while growing up in Dallas. 
(Of course, as a die-hard 
Longhorn fan, he was sold 
on anything with the word 
Longhorn in it!) As any 
good set of Texans does, 
one of our biggest worries 
about moving around so 
much was how to make 
sure our two boys had a 
Texas “home base” of their 
own. 

Both sides of our fam-
ilies still live in Texas, but 
we wanted more ... not only 

a place where they could 
come back to every sum-
mer as we moved around 
the world, but also a place 
where they would learn all 
those great life lessons of 
Camp. Most importantly, 
we wanted them to feel like 
they are somebody.

Being a military family 
is kind of a weird gig, actu-
ally. We confuse everyone 
with our constant address 
changes, are asked to lead 
people we’ve just met, and 
quite defi nitely put that 
Mile Swim perseverance 
to the test! It wasn’t a life 
I thought I was prepared 
for at fi rst. I spent a great 
four years at Texas Tech, 
but never once did I ven-
ture into a business class! 
I didn’t think I knew any-
thing about managing peo-
ple or projects, and least of 
all, how to be a leader in 
a community. Then, while 
laughing over a few bev-
erages one day after a hard 
overseas move, one of my 
best Navy spouse friends 
(a Mystic girl, no less) said 
something to me that I will 
never forget.

“You went to Camp 
Longhorn. You got this.”

As a young camper, I 
don’t think I ever put much 
thought into what we were 
actually learning how to 
do. Being in a cabin with 
friends and learning new 
activities was fun. ODing 
in and out, KP, inspec-
tions ... they just went with 
the territory. Later on as a 
counselor, I started put-
ting the parts of it together. 
There were girls to keep 
track of, activities to teach, 
and Wrens to comfort when 
they were too scared to 
jump in the lake much less 
swim a mile. 

It wasn’t until much later 
on as a senior Navy spouse 
that I really realized how 
much I learned from all 
those summers at Camp. 
Recently, while speak-
ing at a conference, I was 
asked my thoughts on how 

to be an effective leader. I 
stumbled for minute be-
fore I thought of what I had 
learned at Camp. 

1. Treat everyone well. 
Everybody is somebody! 
2. Perseverance pays off. 
There is nothing better than 
that fi rst Mile Swim. 3. 
Attitude is everything. Att-
awaytogo!

My son, MASON, just 
fi nished up his 3rd year at 
Camp this past summer. 
Since he left school a bit 
early to attend 2nd term, I 
was a little worried about 
how he would do for those 
three weeks ... but his 
V-Day smile said it all! He 
had a great term! Not only 
did he shave more than 
10 minutes off of his Mile 
Swim time, but he also be-
came quite the champion 
blobber, I hear. 

This September, MA-

SON started his 4th ele-
mentary school. I had huge 
mom guilt since this time it 
was “my” fault. We moved 
about a mile up the street to 
a different neighborhood. I 
was worried he didn’t know 
anyone, had yet another 
new place to fi gure out, 
and, as I would ask him to 
do, help his 1st grade broth-
er with it all, too. 

As I was going into my 
nervous mom mode on the 
fi rst day of school, MASON 
left me speechless. “Mom, 
I got this. I go to Camp for 
three weeks, remember?”

KRISTIN MATTISON 
WALT, what a great writ-
ing! It’s a great story all wo-
ven into a few paragraphs! 
I love your answer when 
asked how to be an effec-
tive leader. Treat everyone’ 
well; Perseverance pays 
off; and Attitude is every-

thing! And, MASON’s an-
swer when .. starting a new 
school himself, and helping 
little brother conquer the 
fi rst grade in that school! 
“MOM, ‘I got this. I go to 
Camp for three weeks, re-
member?”

KRISTIN, born and 
raised in Austin was a 
camper 9 years and coun-
selor 3 years at Inks Lake. 
She is a “stay at home 
Mom” and husband DA-
VID is a Naval Offi cer/
Navy Pilot. Children are 
MASON, 10, and next sum-
mer will be his 4th year at 
Inks Lake, and, NOLAN, 7, 
a future Apache! Her years 
as a camper, KRISTIN was 
a Campfi re Lighter and 
Wrangler Favorite. She 
graduated from Texas Tech, 
BA in 2001 and Texas State, 
MA in 2005. Thank you 
again, KRISTIN, for such a 
great story!

Don‛t Worry . . . I Go To Camp Longhorn . . . And I Got This

A NEW FAMILY THAT LOVES CLH . . .
Subject . . THANK YOU
To KERI MANNING WEAVER

Dear Keri,
I wanted to thank you so very much for all that you did to 

make the fi rst two weeks of Camp Longhorn so wonderful 
and so successful!!

Our girls, Caitlin (Palomino) and Alexa Jones (Pony Up), 
had the absolute time of their lives!!! In fact, they both cried 
half way back to Houston saying “We just want to go back to 
camp ..... we are not ready to go home yet!”

After they stopped crying, they talked NON-STOP about 
their amazing time at camp and all of the wonderful new 
friends they made. New friends from other Houston schools, 
and Austin, Waco, and Dallas.

You may recall that they possibly wanted to go to Inks 
Lake, so I asked them about that topic. I asked, “So, would 
you still like to go to Inks Lake?? Or, return back to Indian 
Springs???” They both shouted at the top of their lungs, “IN-
DIAN SPRINGS!!!!” 

As a new family, we really did not know what to expect, 
but I can tell you that our expectations were far exceeded by 
your amazing staff, your loving counselors, and the sweet 
children that attended Indian Springs.

Our girls felt safe, loved, and they tried things they had 
never tried before in their life (example: broccoli- and she 
loved it!! It’s a miracle!!)

Thank you again for the magic that Camp Longhorn start-
ed 80 years ago, and thank you to you and your family for 
continuing the tradition. You are touching children’s lives, 
and as parents, we will be forever grateful.

Best wishes to you,
Ronda Jones
Mom to Caitlin and Alexa Jones
P.S. Both of our girls also spoke so highly of Nan CAITLIN JONES

ALEXA JONES
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Continued from Page 27

Family! One can just 
imagine all the Indian 
Springs camp stories that 
will circulate for years 
to come in these house-
holds! THANK YOU, 
TERRY RICHARDSON! 
And THANK YOU, DI-
ANA SCHNAKENBURG 
MEDDLES and CHELSEA 
RICHARDSON CHARLES 
for your writing!

CHELSEA RICHARD-
SON CHARLES . . grew 
up in Cardiff, California 
and now lives in Carlsbad, 
California with husband 
BRIAN and their boys .. 
SPENCER CHARLES (12) 
and next summer will be 
his 6th year at CLH Indian 
Springs; MILES CHARLES 
(10) and next summer will 
be his 4th year at CLH 
Indian Springs. BRIAN 
and CHELSEA are both 
teachers. Her one year 
as a counselor she spent 
making sure campers had 
the best time!! CHELSEA 
graduated from UC Santa 
Cruz.

DIANA SCHNAKEN-
BURG MEDDLES .. grew 
up in Evansville, Indi-

ana and lives there now 
with husband MARTIN 
MEDDLES and children 
ELAYNA ZAUSCH (17), 
6 years a camper and 1 
year a counselor at Indian 
Springs; WYATT ZAUS-
CH (15) and next summer 
will be his 8th yr. at Indian 
Springs; LILLIAN (14) and 
2020 will be her 7th year at 
Indian Springs and OWEN 
(12) and 2020 will be his 
6th yr. at Springs. DIANA 
is a teacher and husband 
MARTIN MEDDLES is in 
sales. She was a camper for 
four years, a counselor for 
4 years and has worked in 
the offi ce (2nd Term) for 7 
years! A campfi re lighter 8 
years, DIANA was queen in 
1988. As a staff counselor 
she was Ms. Ski and Ms. 
Tennis! She attended TCU 
and got her degree at Indi-
ana University.

What a great story, DI-
ANA and CHELSEA and 
we thank you over and over 
again for such a clever 
writing . . from California 
to Indiana! Looking for-
ward to next summer . . 2nd 
term . . when the two of you 
will return for 3 fun weeks 

GRATITUDE

How many of you re-
member KELLY HALE 
aka Mr. Hoss who was a 
counselor and Horseback 
Director at Indian Springs 
from 1980 – 1988?  One 
thing is certain – after his 
tenure at Camp Longhorn 
KELLY didn’t just ride his 
horse into the sunset.  While 
at camp, he was studying to 
become a dentist and main-
tained a long career in Aus-
tin putting beautiful smiles 
on faces – but that was real-
ly just his profession.

Throughout the years, 
KELLY has maintained 
his love for horses and en-
joyed many different horse 
sports. At one time, he and 
a group of friends formed 
a Polo team called “Rais-
ing Hale” – he says its su-

per fun and a very social 
sport.  Not to mention very 
competitive!  He has also 
competed in Western Rein-
ing, which originated from 
working cattle.  Reining is 
often described as a West-
ern form of English dres-
sage, and judges the horse 
on its ability to perform a 
set of pattern movements.  
KELLY says it was through 
this type of riding that he 
became a much better and 
more in tune rider.  It was 
on many vacations that 
Kelly fl ew to France, Italy, 
Spain and Africa to ride the 
native horses in those beau-
tiful countries.

In 2008, KELLY sold 
his dental practice and 
was spending a lot of time 
on horses.  When he was 

taking a short break from 
competing in 2011 he met 
his (now) wife, TRACEY.  
It was through her love of 
Montana that KELLY left 
Texas and moved to a small 
town called Red Lodge.  
Located in the Beartooth 
Mountain foothills, they’ve 
made Montana their perma-
nent home.  

Of course, neither love 
nor geography would keep 
KELLY away from hors-
es.  After moving to Mon-
tana, he joined a local fox 
hunting group (no kill) and 
hunted the beautiful moun-
tains around Bozeman and 
hunted terrain in California, 
Nevada and Ireland.  He 
says that fox hunting in Ire-
land is the most gorgeous 
but also the most dangerous 
– “the horses are big and 
the jumps bigger – and you 
always drink your whisky 
before you ride because 
once going you’re holding 
on for your life”.  Oh dear 
– that KELLY.

In 2016, he joined a 
group of international rid-
ers and raced a 1,000 ki-
lometers across Mongolia.  

During this race, he rode 
an average of 75 miles per 
day for 9 days straight and 
fi nished with a great group 
of friends.  According to 
KELLY, Mongolia is often 
compared to Montana mi-
nus the fences, roads and 
trophy homes.  “It’s an in-

credible country – Mongo-
lians are natural horseman 
and the horses are tough.  
Tracey and I returned this 
past summer to camp and 
ride both horses and rein-
deer along the Russian bor-
der.  Next trip I’d like to 
spend time riding and hunt-

ing with eagles as well as 
fl y fi shing”, says KELLY.  I 
get the sneaky feeling that 
he’ll return again soon. 

Back in Montana, he’s 
riding with a trainer out of 
Sheridan, Wyoming.  KEL-
LY is both an English and 
Western rider, and he’s 
now competing in English 
jumping on his Dutch 
Warmblood, Cartier.  This 
past year he competed in 
Santa Fe and Denver – and 
who knows?  He might be 
competing in Houston this 
spring.

If you ask TRACEY, 
she is told that if it is “for 
horses, about horses, or 
anything related to horses 
- there is no budget”.  KEL-
LY says she’s swindled 
some really nice jewelry 
out of him based on that 
belief.

As for me, one thing is 
certain – in the almost 40 
years I’ve known KEL-
LY, his love for horses and 
anything equestrian hasn’t 
changed.  We are so proud 
of you KELLY.  Come see 
us soon and bring your in-
fectious laughter and pas-
sion to those who love you 
at Camp Longhorn!  

KELLY HALE in the Mon-
golian Horse Race

KELLY HALE - Indian Springs
(Ranch Branch) 1986

KELLY HALE

Back In The Saddle Again - Kelly Hale Follows His Love Of Horses
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Here are the 1st Term, 2019 Inks 
Lake Chief Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies 
. . bott om (l-r) McKENNA YOUNG 
by COURTNEY WEAVER YOUNG; 
HUNTER NOKES by CALLAN NOKES; 
MEGAN ZINNER by MEREDITH Mc-
CONN ZENNER; HAILEY BASCLE 
by KIMBERLEY COOK BASCALE . . 
middle (l-r) ELEANOR HUTCHESON 
by CURTIS & COURTNEY HAMIL-
TON HUTCHESON; BRIANNA Mc-
CASLAND by BRAD McCASLAND; 
Counselor CARLY KIRKLAND by KRIS-
TIN ELLIOTT KIRKLAND; CAMPBELL 
LEE by GENTRY LEE; MADISON VIS-
INSKY by TISH MAULDIN VISINSKY .  . 
top (l-r) SYDNEY COWARD by JERRIT 
COWARD; GIGI FRANCIS by KRISTEN 
PHAGAN FRANCIS; RIMMELE CRADY 
by GEORGE & HILARY FRAME CRA-
DY; CAMPBELL WALKER by BLAIR 
McDANIEL WALKER: MACKENZIE 
JACKSON by KELLY CAULEY JACKSON 

Here are the 1st Term, 2019 Inks 
Lake Barracuda Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn 
Legacies . . (l-r) TOMMY COX by 
GLENN COX; THOMAS SHOALES by 
SUZANNAH DOPLER SHOALES; COLE 
CASHION by JOY BUTLER CASHION; 
ELI DERR by MICHAEL DERR; JOHN 
CARMODY by ELIZABETH MENDELL 
CARMODY; WADE PERRY by TRACEY 
RYAN PERRY . . back (l-r) Counselors 
T BUELL by BOBBY BUELL and JACK 
HUNDLEY by TAMARA STERN HUN-
DLEY 

Here are the 1st Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Pony Up Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn 
Legacies . . bott om (l-r) PEYTON AL-
BERT by RYAN ALBERT; LIA BOLLER 
by ERIKA TEIXEIRA BOLLER; REESE 
COOK by LOUISE YOWS COOK . . 
Middle (l-r) MALLORY McDANIEL 
by MIA MORGAN McDANIEL; CATH-
ERINE HANNA by ASHLEY MORGAN 
HANNA; MADDIE McDOW by RYAN 
“MONGO” McDOW . . back (l-r) 
Counselors KENDALL & RYLEE ZIM-
MER by SARAH STREET CURD 

Here are the 1st Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Ratt lesnake Down Lega-
cies . . How did they get the ti tle of 
Longhorn Legacies . . (l-r) EMMETT 
SAAL by ROGAN LAWRENCE SAAL; 
TRIPP MERRICK by WILL MERRICK 
and grandfather FRANK MERRICK; 
THOMAS PATTERSON by STACY 
PRATT PATTERSON; MILES DONNEL-
LY by GARRETT DONNELLY; EWAN 
McNAB by STELLA DAVIS McNAB; 
BEN HIGGINS by SAM HIGGINS . . 
back (l-r) Counselors RYAN MICHIE 
by PAULA PLATTNER MICHIE and 
MACK MacKENNA by ASHLEY BALCH 
MacKENNA and PAT MacKENNA.

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 Inks Lake 
Chief Legacies . . How did they get the 
ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . bott om 
(l-r) KATIE KOPEL by ALLYSON JONES 
KOPEL; SHERIDAN FOSTER by SHANE 
SEALE FOSTER; MADI LANE by TERRY 
LYNN HUNT LANE; GRACYN BENNETT by 
DAVID & STACY ROBERTSON BENNETT, 
Grandparents JOHN & DONNA PRIDDY 
ROBERTSON, Great Grandparents TEX 
& PAT ROBERTSON; KATE MARTINEZ by 
JENNIFER WISE MARTINEZ . . middle (l-
r) ANNA FAUBUS by CAROLINE ADAMS 
JONES and Grandmother, MARILYN AD-
AMS; ANNA HAGGAR by MARCY DAV-
ENPORT HAGGAR; NATALIE DAVIS by 
BARBIE FAIN DAVIS; KATE DELGADO by 
AMY BERG DELGADO and Grandmother 
MARILYN MILLER ASHLEY; MADELINE 
NORTH by CAROLINE JONES NORTH . . 
top (l-r) Counselor CARLY KIRKLAND by 
KRISTIN ELLIOTT KIRKLAND; SARA STOET-
ZEL by KELLY YOUNG STOETZEL; CATHER-
INE STILES by SUZENNE GERUM STILES; 
KENDALL McCOMAS by MARY ELIZABETH 
FEUILLE McCOMAS; Counselor SOPHIE 
JOHNSON by CHRISTINE JOHNSTON 
WARREN 

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 Indi-
an Springs Ram Legacies . . How did 
they get the ti tle of Longhorn Lega-
cies . . bott om (l-r) SHANE CONDER by 
MARY CONDER; WILSON GUIDRY by 
JILL BAUKNIGHT JONES & Grandfather 
BRUCE BAUKNIGHT; TAVI FLORES-CHAS-
NOFF by BRIAN CHASNOFF; CEBO KLE-
BERG by CARDO KLEBERG; GREGORY 
WACHSMUTH by BRADLEY WACHSMUTH 
. . top (l-r) Counselor GEORGE TERRILL by 
PAUL TERRILL; OWEN PRICE by LAUREN 
STICKLAND PRICE; HAYDEN MEINZER 
by AMBER AUTREY MEINZER; HENRY 
BECKMAN by KRISTEN COX BECKMAN; 
GEORGE HALE by ELIZABETH SNYDER 
HALE & Grandmother SUE SNIDER; Coun-
selor DYLAN SCANNELL by TERRI PATER-
NOSTRO SCANNELL

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 Inks Lake 
Boy Wrangler Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . 
bott om (l-r) JACK GILLIS by JOHN GILLIS; 
HAMP LEE by BRANDY MURPHY LEE; 
JAMES NORMAN by LEE & HOLLY HAM-
METT NORMAN; MITT BLACK by ROBERT 
BLACK; CHARLIE LEAKE by SAM & ASHLEY 
SPENCER LEAKE; ROBERT TRAIL by SAM 
& KARA STEWART TRAIL . . middle (l-r) 
CHASE LANCASTER by PAYNE LANCAST-
ER; HUNTER SMITH by BEA WALTERS 
SMITH; JODIE THOMPSON by JODIE 
THOMPSON; WHIT TEEPLE by BRYAN & 
DELAINE CROW TEEPLE; RHETT HANRA-
HAN by RHONDA BILLINGSLEY HANRA-
HAN; HERD HOLLAND by JENNY SNIDER 
HOLLAND . . top (l-r) Counselor AUSTIN 
BURNETT by DAVID BURNETT; HOLD-
EN MOORE by WAYNE MOORE; AUSTIN 
MILLER by WILLIAM MILLER; MILES MILL-
ER by MICHAEL MILLER; AUSTIN PASLEY 
by WYATT PASLEY; HANK SKONIECZNY by 
PAIGE PHILLIPS SKONIECZNY 

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Girl Wrangler Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn Lega-
cies . . bott om (l-r) MELISSA DODSON by 
AMY BRADLEY DODSON; VICKI GUIDRY 
by JILL BAUKNIGHT JONES and Grand-
father BRUCE BAUKNIGHT; MARYBETH 
STRIPLING by JEFF STRIPLING; LAUREN 
HALE by ELIZABETH HALE SNYDER and 
Grandmother SUE SNIDER; NATALIA 
DEUTSCH by TAD DEUTSCH; MEGAN 
BAUKNIGHT by JEFF BAUKNIGHT and 
Grandfather BRUCE BAUKNIGHT . . top 
(l-r) Counselor SYDNEY CREATH by DEB-
BIE LINN PLAGENHOFF; Counselor ELLIE 
BATES by TREY & TRACY MYERS BATES; 
Counselor LILLY HAGEN by ANNE HAGEN; 
HANNAH KEHOE by KIM JACOBY KEHOE; 
HELENA McGINN by KELLY RICOTTILLI 
McGINN; EMMA CENTANNI by MELISSA 
LUCKSINGER CENTANNI
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Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 Inks Lake 
Barracuda Legacies . . How did they get 
the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . bott om 
(l-r) HUDSON RICE by LESLIE STIVER RICE; 
CADE VENUK by ANGELA ROBINSON 
VENUK; TATE BUTTER by STEPHEN BUT-
TER; COLE SYPULT by SCOTT SYPULT; MI-
CHAEL SCHULTZ by WHITNEY LaCRONE 
WALDEN . . middle (l-r) BLAKE MASTER-
SON by CATHERINE COLLINS MASTER-
SON & Grandfather MICHAEL COLLINS; 
WILL SWANSON by COURTNEY MARINIS 
SWANSON; WAGNER PERRY by LIZZIE 
WAGNER BAILEY & Grandmother BECKY 
WAGNER; GUNNAR GESSNER by JOHAN-
NA RANKIN GESSNER; TRAYLOR AZAR by 
BEN & EMILY WILKINSON AZAR . . top (l-
r) Counselor AUSTIN BURNETT by DAVID 
BURNETT; RHYDER SWEN by TRICIA SUL-
LIVAN SWEN & Grandmother PATRICIA 
“HAM” WAKEFIELD; JACK WOOD by JEFF 
WOOD & Grandmother ANNE WOOD; 
ELI INGRAM by JACK INGRAM; SHEPPARD 
TYLER by CRAIG TYLER & Grandmother 
SUSAN BELL; HUTCH COWARD by JERRIT 
COWARD & Grandfather MACK COW-
ARD; Counselor JACK HUNDLEY by TA-
MARA STERN HUNDLEY  

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Lipizzan Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn 
Legacies . . bott om (l-r) LIBBY NEES 
by EMILY CLIFTON; EEVA CHICK by 
SCOTT CHICK; ELIZA DORROS by 
CAROLYN WOLFF DORROS; LUCY 
ROBERTS by ASHLEY BARNARD 
ROBERTS; PIPER SATTERWHITE by 
MINDY BAUR SATTERWHITE. 

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 Inks 
Lake Barracuda Legacies . . How did 
they get the ti tle of Longhorn Lega-
cies . . bott om (l-r) HEATH BRYANT 
by KRISTA MORSE BRYANT; BLAKE 
MILLER by KENDRA HYER MILLER; 
HARRISON HANSON by KRISTEN 
HICKS HANSON, PHILLIP FERGUSON 
by JOSEPHY FERGUSON . . top (l-r) 
Counselor AUSTIN BURNETT by DA-
VID BURNETT; TY JONES by JOHN 
JONES; JACK LAWSON by TIFFANY 
WILSON LAWSON; Counselor AN-
DREW WHITEHEAD by ROY WHITE-
HEAD. 

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Horntoad Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn 
Legacies . . bott om (l-r) GEORGE 
PICKLE by BEN PICKLE; KADEN 
TONEY by CELESTE FEILD TONEY; 
HILLMAN NEES by EMILY CLIFTON 
. .top (1-r) JACK LASSEIGNE by SUE 
HENDRICKSON LASSEIGNE; SIMON 
RISKO by TOBY RISKO; BREN GUER-
RERO by EMILY McMAHON GUER-
RERO. 

Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 Inks Lake 
Chief Legacies . . How did they get the 
ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . bott om 
(l-r) RAYNEY ELLINGTON by TODD EL-
LINGTON; TENISON RHODES by DAN & 
JULIE GIDDENS RHODES & Grandmother, 
SUSAN RHODES; SKYLER SWANSON by 
COURTNEY MARINIS SWANSON; TAYLOR 
MORRISON by HILL MORRISON; GRACE 
GOODWIN by ANNE MARIE SIDDONS 
GOODWIN; MOLLIE RICHARDS by BEN & 
LEIGH CHAMBERS RICHARDS . . top (1-r) 
Counselor EMILEE HERNANDEZ by KATH-
LEEN KELLY HERNANDEZ; EMILY WORTH-
EN by JOHN & CARRIE ERCK WORTHEN; 
DAISY McDOWELL by CARRIE GRAHAM 
McDOWELL; ELEANOR HUGHES by CYN-
THIA NASH HUGHES & Grandfather, ED-
WARD NASH; LILA GRIGGS by JOHN 
GRIGGS; CAROLINE MORTON by KELLY 
BLALOCK MORTON, Grandmother and 
Grandfather, BRUCE & SALLY SKELLEY 
BLALOCK, and Great Grandmother and 
Grandfather, RUTH & LAWRENCE SKEL-
LEY; SARAH SWANSON by COURTNEY 
MARINIS SWANSON 

Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 Indian 
Springs Ram Legacies . . How did 
they get the ti tle of Longhorn Lega-
cies . . bott om (l-r) SPENCER BROUS-
SARD by MARY JANE BROUSSARD; 
COOPER KUCZAJ by JENNIFER HILE 
KUCZAJ; CULLEN RABEL by CLAY 
RABEL; GRIFFIN JONES by MASON 
JONES . . top (l-r) WILL McMACKIN 
by KRISTEN MULLEN McMACKIN; 
CURT FENDLEY by CLIFTON FEND-
LEY; BENTLEY WILLCOTT by JENNI-
FER SABO WILLCOTT; BRYCE RICH-
ARDS by MARK RICHARDS. 

Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 Indi-
an Springs Zebra Legacies . . How 
did they get the ti tle of Longhorn 
Legacies . . bott om (l-r) ALICE HAR-
RIS by KAY CHRISTY HARRIS; ADDI-
SON DURANT by ALLISON MARTIN 
DECKER; CLARA BETH WRIGHT by 
JENNIFER BECKER WRIGHT; ALLIE 
MOSS by ERIN DEATON MOSS .. top 
(1-r) BROOKE DeVAULT by BRAD 
DeVAULT; KATHRYN KOTTER by LU-
CINDA DALTON KOTTER; EMORY 
SIMPSON by KIKI BUSBY SIMPSON; 
TATE ERWIN by ALLISON ERWIN; 
CARTER KUCZAJ by JENNIFER HILE 
KUCZAJ. 

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 Inks 
Lake Bluebird Legacies . . How did 
they get the ti tle of Longhorn Leg-
acies . . bott om (l-r) LILLIE SMITH by 
RYAN SMITH; LILY BERG by JUSTIN 
BERG; MAE O’CONNELL by KATE 
CRISSEY O’CONNELL . . top (1-r) 
AVA GILLIAM by JAMES GILLIAM; 
HOLLAND CARREKER by JAMES 
STOFFER; STIRLING CHAMBERS by 
KATHERINE CRAIG CHAMBERS; KEN-
NEDY HANSON by KRISTEN HICKS 
HANSON
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Here are the 1st Term, 2019 C3 
Magnolia Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . 
. bott om (l-r) ABBIE STORMENT by 
COURTNEY NENTWICH STORMENT; 
ELLA SHUPE by ASHLEY GREEN 
SHUPE; BAILEY MARKLE by CATHER-
INE MOATES MARKLE 

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 C3 
Butt ercup Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies 
. . bott om (l-r) CAMPBELL BECKER 
by ELIZABETH STEVENS BECKER; 
KATE TOLLESON by KACY COVERT 
TOLLESON; EMERY MORRIS by 
DREW MORRIS; GAZZIE RYERSON 
by CARLOS RYERSON

Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 C3 
Sunfl ower Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . 
. bott om (l-r) LILA GRACE BIFFLE by 
ASHLEY ADLETA BIFFLE and Grand-
father JACK ADLETA; TESSA MUR-
PHY by RYAN & BRIANNE McKINNEY 
MURPHY and Grandfather ROSS 
MURPHY; EVY FALWELL by SALLY 
HARRIS FALWELL; MADELEINE DILTZ 
by NICOLE CRAIN DILTZ

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 C3 
Sunfl ower Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies 
. . bott om (l-r) AUDREY REDUS by 
KASEY STEVENS REDUS; KENADY 
MICHAELIS by Grandmother ANN 
WOOD; SLOANE CURTIS by JEFF 
CURTIS . . top (l-r) JULIA SALLING by 
JENNIFER BARBER SALLING; CLARA 
PODOLOFF by COLEA BATCHELOR 
PODOLOFF; JOSIE BOWMAN by 
LINDSAY BOWMAN

Here are the 1st Term, 2019 C3 
Catf ish Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . 
. bott om (l-r) REED ALEXANDER by 
CAROLINE McGAUGHY ALEXANDER; 
HUNTER HOLT by AMY HERNDON 
HOLT; ZACH KLINE by PHILIP KLINE; 
WOODS SMITH by Grandmother 
JAN WELCH

Here are the 2nd Term, 2019 C3 
Catf ish Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . 
bott om (l-r) KOEN BEARD by BRYAN 
BEARD; JAKE CROWNOVER by LUKE 
CROWNOVER; WHITT McGLOTHLIN 
by JENNY HYATT McGLOTHLIN . . top 
(l-r) EDDIE CROWNOVER by LUKE 
CROWNOVER; ELLIOT TOLLESON 
by KACY COVERT TOLLESON; REESE 
ELLIOTT by COURTNEY COVERT EL-
LIOTT

Here are the 3rd Term, 2019 C3 
Striper Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . 
. bott om (l-r) JACKSON PRAYTOR by 
KAM & LAUREN McCANN PRAYTOR; 
ROYAL KNIGHT by KEELY PHILLANS 
KNIGHT; NICK PILLANS by BRAN-
DON PILLANS . . back Counselor 
CISCO ROSADO by LISA SPIELHAGEN

Here are the 4th Term, 2019 C3 
Trout Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies 
. . bott om (l-r) TURNER CHILES by 
BRETT & LAURA BROWN CHILES; 
RYLAN GILLIS by JOHN GILLIS and 
Grandfather JOHN GILLIS; WYNN 
DAVIS by THAD DAVIS
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Here are the 5th Term, 2019 C3 
Minnow Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . 
. bott om (l-r) HEATH ZEHL by RYAN 
& LAURA EBELING ZEHL; KELLAN 
HAMILTON by HEATHER HAMILTON; 
PATRICK LEAKE by DAVID LEAKE; 
HUNTER MYERS by CHRISTEN BRIN-
GHURST MYERS and Grandmother 
CAROL BRINGHURST . . top (l-r) 
SAWYER LEMMONS by TAMI McCA-
RTHY LEMMONS; BRADY BUCHAN-
AN by KAREN WILLIS BUCHANAN; 
HENRY FONTES by BESS JONES 
FONTES; MASON DAERR by JASON 
DAERR

Here are the 5th Term, 2019 C3 
Lantana Legacies . . How did they 
get the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies 
. . bott om (l-r) SARAH ZALTSMAN 
by KARIN SOLOMON ZALTSMAN; 
SOPHIE PAUL by LESLI LAMP PAUL; 
AVERY WALDER by RACHEL VOGT 
WALDEN; top (l-r) EVELYN BERG by 
EDWARD BERG; EDIE HOESTEREY by 
JENNIFER REID HOESTEREY; CARTER 
UTKOV by CHRISTINA MENNING 
UTKOV, Counselor BETH BOYD  by 
MAUREEN BOYD

Here are the 6th Term, 2019 C3 
Trout Legacies . . How did they get 
the ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . 
bott om (l-r) JAX BROWN by SHAN-
NON MARVIN BROWN; TOMMY 
LABATT by THOMAS & CHRISSY 
ANDERSON LABATT; Counselor TAT-
TNALL HOLT by LAURA BLACK HOLT; 
ADEN HEWGLEY by SHANNON PACE 
HEWGLEY; DIG CURTIS by DAN CUR-
TIS

Here are the 6th Term, 2019 C3 Dai-
sy Legacies . . How did they get the 
ti tle of Longhorn Legacies . . bott om 
(l-r) ZETTIE MILLER by GIBBS COL-
GIN MILLER; MOLLY McGUINNESS 
by BRADY McGUINNESS; MARGUE-
RITE CAMPBELL by CAMERON and 
ANNE BAIRD CAMPBELL; Counselor 
BETH BOYD by MAUREEN BOYD

ANDREW DARBY, 
age 56, passed away 
Aug. 3, 2019. A talented 
artist, he lived in New 
York City for several 
years and sold many of 
his paintings, concen-
trating on abstract and 
contemporary paint-
ings. ANDREW was a 
popular camper at Inks 
Lake for 8 years and a 
counselor 3 years. This 
is a great picture of him 
when he was KING 3rd 
Term 1973 at Inks Lake! 
His home was in Green-
ville, TX.

PAT GIBSON, MD, 
age 61, passed away Sep-
tember 12, 2013. His was 
a life marked by boundless 
joy, contagious laughter, 
genuine compassion, abid-
ing faith, and a deep-root-
ed love for patients, his 
friends and his family. 
PAT grew up in Corsi-
cana and after college & 
medical school made San 
Angelo his home. He at-
tended CLH Inks Lake in 
the mid 60’s! Survivors 
include his wife ALICIA 
and two children.

CAMM LARY, JR, 
age 76, devoted husband, 
father, grandfather and 
servant of Christ, was 
steadfast, reliable, earnest 
and true in everything 
he did. An Alumni and 
big supporter of CLH, 
CAMM, his children and 
all grandchildren have 
spent many hours at camp 

DREW THIEMAN, 
age 28, passed away Jan-
uary 30, 2019. She loved 
her family, incredible 
friends, and Great Pyre-
nees, “Moose”. DREW 
LOVED music, art, 
cooking, reading, Tex-
Mex food, and being at 
the ranch . . After grad-
uating from Texas Tech, 
she worked for a real es-
tate group in Ft. Worth. 
Very Special to DREW 
was Camp Longhorn 

ROGER TOLAR, 
age 90, passed away 
June 26, 2019 after a 
life of service to soci-
ety. He valued family, 
education, athleticism 
and teaching children to 
swim. He was an amaz-
ing storyteller, and at age 
60 he took up bicycling. 
ROGER. was a Renais-
sance man. Survived by 
wife, BETTY CARO-
LYN, four children, son 
DR. ROGER L. TO-
LAR, JR.,(TYLEEN), 
ROBERT JACK TO-
LAR (DEBRA), ANNA 
LEIGH TOLAR CHAU-
VIN (TODD) and TIM-
OTHY DRYDEN TO-
LAR (AIMEE) and 13 
grandchildren. ROGER 
was a counselor at Inks 
Lake for a couple of 
years in the 70’s!

and she attended Indian 
Springs 2000 to 2009. A 
great swimmer, she won 
many medals while at 
camp! DREW is survived 
by BRYCE and MARK 
THIEMAN and brother 
JOE and sister ASHLEY.

as campers, counselors 
and directors. Survived 
by wife LOUISE, son 
Alumni TREY & wife 
WENDY, grandchil-
dren CAMM IV and 
GRACIE, daughter 
Alumni CHRISTINA 
and CHRIS DAVIS and 
grandchildren HARRY 
and ARCHER. A grad-
uate of Texas A&M and 
UT Law School, CAMM 
was a leader in the Bur-
net Community, served 
in the Texas House of 
Representatives starting 
in 1972 and continued 
being a great infl uence 
and leader in the Bur-
net Community until his 
death.

IN  MEMORIAL . . .
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Here’s who was in the last issue (1) MINNIE HAYNES, (2) RYAN PETERS, (3) 
WAVERLY WHITE, (4) ROY TIDWELL, (5) KK CHRISTIE, (6) JOEL NUNEZ 
SMITH, (7) GEORGIA ELLIS, (8) JACK WALKER, (9) KELCY PULS, (10) 
BUSTER PETER, (11) CATE WETZEL, (12) JOHN BLACK, (13) DARBY 
TAYLOR, (14) CHASE KINCANNON, (15) BLAIR WOOD, (16) GARRETT 
HEINRICHS, (17) CHARLIE DONOGHUE, (18) ROB HARP, (19) CHRISTEN 
BRINGHURST, (20) RYAN McDOW .. A surprise for you if you can name a few!

Our RED DOG (Ralph) 
JONES spends plenty of 
time on his sail boat at 
White Rock Lake, near 
Dallas, and likes to dazzle 
landlubbers with his tales! 
He remembers when you 
could go down to the bath 
house, now a cultural 
center and pay a nickel for 
a swim locker. (The only 
people, he says, who swim 
in White Rock Lake these 
days are crime-scent inves-
tigators.)

This wonderful story 
goes on to say when he 
was ten and attending 
Camp Longhorn in Bur-
net was where he hoisted 
a sail for the fi rst time. 
He graduated from UT, 
Austin, where he raced 
M20 dinghies - “rocket-
ships on the water” - when 
he wasn’t playing rugby. 
But, being from Dallas, he 
couldn’t stay away from 
White Rock Lake for long, 
and went back to SMU to 

study law.
One time, in Sausalito 

(Calif.) he chartered a boat 
and the fi rst thing they said 
was don’t sail under the 
Golden Gate Bridge, so the 
fi rst thing he did was sail 
under it, just to say he did 
it and then he sailed around 
Alcatraz!! 

RED DOG has so many 
wonderful tales to tell 
about his boat, the lake 

RED DOG . . and White Rock Lake!

RED DOG JONES

and many crazy stories that 
only RED DOG can tell!

 We thank you for sharing 
this great story. Taken from 
the Dallas Morning News.

JONES ends the story 
with .. Sailing comes down 
to “fi berglass, Dacron, 
water and wind.” And with 
the up-corning husband 
and wife regatta, there will 
also be beer, and a few leg-
ends of the lake creature.

BOBBY MANNING 
in his Spring pumpkin patch!
And, oh, are those pumpkins big!!

RANDY SHELBURN (l) and
BOBBY MANNING checking
pumpkins from the Indian Springs
pumpkin patch!

IT TOOK HUNTER & LEIGH ATKINS  . . . all of these stamps . . .
to get their 2019 dues to CLH from Nashville, Tennessee!!
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HATTIE SUE BOWEN (10-4-19), 
daughter of PATRICK & MEGHAN 
ROBERTSON BOWEN, granddaugh-
ter of ROBBY & DEIDRA HOLOWELL 
ROBERTSON and great granddaugh-
ter of PAT & TEX ROBERTSON

WILLIAM BARNETT (7-30-19), son of Alumni 
MARK and KIM BARNETT. Big brother CAR-
SON was a little disappointed that his new 
brother is a baby. MARK sez he thinks CAR-
SON assumed they were having another 5 
year old for him to play with.

BETSY ANN HAYES (8-14-
19), daughter of BRIAN & 
Alumni MAGGIE HAMMETT 
HAYES and little Sis to two 
year old MARY HAYES! They 
call Belgrade, Montana home!

This is TRIPP HAUSSER (11-15-18). He is the 
son of Alumni FORD and RACHEL HAUSSER. 
With that great smile and excited look TRIPP is 
ready to help Dad fl y the plane!

RHETT WILLMON (8-8-18), son of 
KYLE and Alumni HILLIARY WILLIAMS 
WILLMON. He was in LUMNews as a 
new born and now he is a year old and 
this picture was too cute to pass up!! 
Parents are CLASP Life Members!

MURPHY LINDEN STOUT (8-11-19), daughter 
of COLE and Alumni ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT. 
She has three handsome brothers, JACK (16), 
WRIGHT (4) and HOLLIS (5)!

HAYES PARKER (18 months) is the 
son of Alumni DANIEL and AMANDA 
PARKER. Big brother, HENRY, is four 
years old!

This is MILES (3-18-19), 
son of Alumni JACQUELINE 
MANN-McCULLICK! Proud 
Mom says he’s as sweet as 
can be, a Longhorn Boy for 
sure and she is ready to put 
him on the list!

Please meet BERKLEY 
RAGAN KERR, daughter 
of camper & counselor for 
many years and now on the 
staff at C3, COLTON KERR. 
COLTON and Mom HANNAH 
are so very proud of this spe-
cial little lady.

Baby Land

A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO NAN . . .
This is about LUKE McNEIL, 1st Term Indian Springs and 
2020 will be his 5th year at camp! He is also a mighty fi ne 
baseball player. LUKE is 12 years old! . . from his Mom . .

HEY NAN - Just for the record, my son plays tournaments every 
weekend throughout the year. He’s an amazing pitcher and player. 
Two weeks at camp. Just got him yesterday. Today he pitched faster 
than I have ever seen. His confi dence was up. His courage was up. 
His fi ght was up. Thanks Camp Longhorn. Struck out 7 of 9. Camp 
teaches more than camp! LOVE, REBECCA BLAKEY McNEIL 
(Alumni)

TYING THE KNOT

WROE JACKSON & TONY PLOHETSKI
October 26, 2019

Austin, TX
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ALEXANDER & CRISTINA 
   AALDERS
WILL & MIKELL MILES ABNEY
MICHAEL & ALISA BROWNLOW 
   ABSMEIER
CADE & KERRY ADAMS
KURT & VERONICA ADAMS
CLEVE & ANGELA CUNNINGHAM   
   ADAMSON
VON ADAY
DAVID & SHARON VOLTZ 
   ADELMAN
JACK & DIANNE ADLETA
KENT & AMY AFTERGUT
RAJAN & CALLIE AHUJA
TROY AIKMAN
JEHAN & LINDSAY SELKE AKHTAR
TARA AKINS & FRENCH SMITH IV
CHRISTINE ALBRECHT
ELISABETH POUNDS ALBRIGHT
JACKIE ALBRIGHT
KYLE ALBRIGHT
MARC & AMBER ALCEDO
LIBBY ALCORN
MELISSA ALCORTA
ROBYN ALCORTA
STEVEN & CAROLINE MCGAUGHY   
   ALEXANDER
JEFF & KELLY ALFORD
BRYCE & CASSANDRA ALLEN
DARYL & ELIZABETH ALLEN
IRIS TICHENOR ALLEN
KENDALL & KRISTIE ALLEN
KI & KAY ALLEN
ADAM & LAUREN CARRIGAN 
   ALLEN
RACHEL KING ALLRED
LISA ALPE
DWIGHT & MELISSA ALWORTH
GARETTE AMIS & AVERY 
   MCDANIEL
BRIAN & AMY AMSDEN
CHRIS ANDERSON
DAVID ANDERSON
JASON & MEREDITH ANDERSON
KEVIN & SUSAN ANDERSON
RYAN & KELLY MAJORS 
   ANDERSON
ZACHARY & ELISABETH 
   ANDERSON
GREG & VANESSA ANDREWS
JERRY & AUDREY ANDREWS
HOPE ANTHONY
REBEKAH LEE DOHERTY
   ANTHONY
ERIC APPELT
CODY & BROOKE ARMBRISTER
TRACY ARMSTRONG
CLARK & GENEVIEVE KIMMEL 
   ARNOLD
RUSSELL & LEIGH EDGAR 
   ARNOLD
MARK & MARJORIE ARONOWITZ
WENDY CANALES ARSHAM
PAUL & VANESSA PEREZ ASTON
HUNTER & LEIGH ATKINS
WINN & SARA ATKINS
GREG & KATIE AVE
DAVID & ALLISON ARMSTRONG
   AYERS
BEN & EMILY WILKINSON AZAR
AMY AZAROV

WE THANK YOU, THANK 
YOU, THANK YOU! . .
This is the list of CLASP 
members who paid their dues 
between April 11, 2019 and 
August 31, 2019 as well as 
any member who has ever 
paid Lifetime dues . . .

Our Dues Paying CLASP Members . . We Thank You!
BERKLEE BEAKLEY BAAY
JON & MELISSA TURNER BABICH
BRIAN & CATHERINE HUTSON 
   BACHARACH
KIM BACON
LIZZIE WAGNER BAILEY
MEGAN BAILEY
ROBERT & SARAH BROWN BAILEY
DARRELL & JENNY ROGERS
   BAIRD
MARILYN BAKER
DAVID & ELLIE BALE
TOMAS BALL
KATHERINE WEBER BANDY
SHANNON & DIANNE BANGLE
JIMMY BARNARD
TONY BARNARD
KELLY & CAMILLE CAIN BARNES
CINDY KELLY BARNES
GARY & ELIZABETH BARRETT
CELESTE CASON BARRINGER
TEMPLE DENISON BARRON
MICHAEL BARTH & JENNIFER
   PARKS
MICHELLE WHEELIS BASDEN
E. A. BASSE III
PAUL & STEPHANIE BASSMAN
TRIP & MELANIE WILSON BATES
JEFF & J. LYNN BAUKNIGHT
DAVID BAUR
GENTRY BEACH
CISSY BEASLEY
JOHN & COURTNEY DREYER 
   BEAUCHAMP
BRENT & HAILEY ETHERIDGE
   BECHTOL
ELIZABETH STEVENS BECKER
BROOKE BALLASES BEEBE
JOSH BELL
BRAD & ELIZABETH BELL
BRIAN & KARA BELL
JOHN & NIKKI BELL
PAUL & LESLEY BOWEN 
   BENJAMIN
CAMERON & COURTNEY COLLIER
   BENNETT
JP & CHRISTI WOLIVER BENNETT
KEVIN & KELLY SPICER BENNETT
WADE & HOLLY BENNETT
KEITH & AMANDA BENSON
STACY BENTON
BEN & SARAH BAILEY 
   BENZAQUEN
EDWARD BERG
ADITYA & LIBBY. MORGAN BERI
SAMANTHA SAYERS BERNSTEIN
SARAH LEHMANN BERRY
MICHAEL BERTUCCIO
MATT & TRACIE BETTIN
JAMES & ELIZABETH 
   BIELAMOWICZ
JOHN & MOLLY HAMMON 
   BIELAMOWICZ
GEORGE & LINDSAY ALLEN 
   BILLINGSLEY
CATHERINE OLSON BISHOP
RICHARD & GRETCHEN BJERKE
JOHN & LOU BLACK
WILL & ADRIA BLACK
DAVID & ELIZABETH HENNESSEY
    BLACKBIRD 
DIANA PRIETO BLAKE
BRUCE & SALLIE SKELLEY 
   BLALOCK
DAN & SALLY NORWOOD 
   BLECHER
KATIE BLOCK
DOUGLAS BLUE
SUZANNE BLUME
JON BOHNSACK
TIMMY & ERIKA TEIXEIRA BOLLER
CHANCE & MIRANDA BOLTON
ALISON SEWARD BOOB
DAVID & MISSY HAHN BOONE

JUSTIN BOOTH
DAMON & KATE KENNEDY 
   BORDERS
CASEY & TEBBIE BORGERS
KEITH & TIFFANY BORNEMANN
LOUIS-PHILIPPE & MADELYN 
   MAURITZ BOSSE’
KELLY GRIFFIS BOTTONI
MEGHAN ROBERTSON BOWEN
NANCY BOWERMASTER
IRA & LACI BOWMAN
ANDREW & KIMBERLY BOYD
KEVIN BRACKMEYER
ANTHONY & RENEE BOFFA 
   BRADLEY
JULIA HOUSE BRAGA
MELISSA TYROCH BRAGG
K.C. BRASHEAR
SHARON KENNEDY-BRAY
ALLISON & BRIAN BRENDEL
BRAD & JENNIFER BREWER
SARAH SEIDEL BRIEDEN
JASON & MANDY BRINKMANN
MARY JANE BROUSSARD & MARY
    BROUSSARD
ADAM & AMY BROWN
BARRY & JENNIFER BROWN
CLAY & HEATHER BROWN
DOAK & JENNIFER WILSON
   BROWN
JIM & LAURA GOSE BROWN
TYLER & KATIE BEAL BROWN
SETH & KELLY BROWN
TURNER & ANNE BROWN
BRIAN REGAN & HEATHER 
   BRUNNER
JOHN & BET BORCHERS BRUNS
DOUG & KAROL BRUTON
JEFF & KAREN EVANS BRYANT
MARK & ANNE BUCHANAN
KAREN WILLIS BUCHANAN
DAVID & AMY ROACH BUMAGIN
JC & SHERIDAN DAVIES BUNCH
JOHN & SHELLY BUNDY
KEITH & TAYLOR BURBA
LAUREN TAYLOR BURCH
EMILY O’DELL BURDEN
ROBERT BURGE
GARY & COURTNEY BURK
ANN WILLIAMS BURKE
ANTHONY & DENISE BURKE
JIM BURKE
STACY GEORGE BURNS
MARK & KAREE BURSIEL
NOAH & JENNIFER BURTON
BRIAN & LISA BUSS
JOANNA HUNDLEY BUTLER
ZOE BUZBEE
JONATHAN & MELISSA BYERS
WILL & LAUREN AVERETT BYERS
PATRICK & KENDALL BERRY BYRD
ALAN & JENNIFER MATSU CABLE
ALAN & MARY LESLIE STEWART
   CALCOTE
KELLI STILLEY-DAVEY 
   CALDERWOOD
BRANDON & MARY LEIGH 
   POLLARD CALDWELL
JOHN & JANIS REEDER CALK
KYLIE GEORGE CALVERT
RON-ALYSE RAMSEY CAMMERER
LIBBY SHAPIRO CAMPBELL
ROBYN LEE CANTERBURY
KEVIN & CAROL CAPITANI
HEATHER SWEENEY CARAYANIS 
   & DAVE EDWARDS
BRANDY CARLL
BRIAN & ELIZABETH JOHNSON
   CARLOCK
PETER & MARY MILLER CARLSON
BRIAN & MELISSA TOMLIN 
   CARNEY
CATHERINE ARNOLD CAROTHERS
KENNY & JULI CAROTHERS

HALEY CARPENTER
RICK & HOLLY CARR
ANNE CARSON
DEE CARTER CARTER
JOSH & KATHRYN PETERSON
   CARTWRIGHT
JOY BUTLER CASHION
PABLO & BONNIE SCHATZ CASSEB
BARRON & MICHELE SACCO
   CASTEEL
ANDREA HOLT CATANIA
CRAIG & MARY WELLER CATES
ROBERT & ASHLEY AVREA
   CATHEY
BLAKE CECIL
MELISSA LUCKSINGER CENTANNI
TINA CERDA
MARGARET CERVIN
TREY CHAMBERS
JENNIFER CHEATHAM
STEVE CHISCANO
COURTNEY RUMAN CHISHOLM
EVANS PIPKIN CHRIST
BUD & KATHY CHRISTY
SHAWN & BRIA CIRKIEL
JIM & KIPPY HUNT CLAPP
ANDREW & KELLY CLARK
BO & BROOKE BAILY CLARK
ERIC & JULIE CLARK
WILL & LAUREN CLARK
JUSTIN & BECKY CLARKE
JON CLARKSON
CATHERINE RANCK CLAY
CATHY FOSDICK FITZPATRICK
   CLEARY
CHRIS & MANDY CLICK
CARCY & EMILY PRICE CLINTON
CHARLOTTE CLINTON
DAVID CLOYD 
KATHRYN WOOD COCHRAN
TODD & MARTHA COERVER
CINDY SABO COLE
LAUREN CLARK COLEMAN
STEVEN COLLIER
JESSICA MILLER COLLIN
DAN & MELODY COLLINS
LESLEY LINK COLLINS
WILKIE & CAMERON COOK 
   COLYER
GREGORY & LORIN COMBS
CECILY TIDWELL COMPTON
BRENT & HAYLEY CONGER
SHON & MEGAN CONINE
DAYTON & JULIE HARP CONKLIN
MARY ALICE CONNER
JASON & HEATHER HANKAMER
    CONSOLI
CHARLES & MERIDITH CONSTANT
RICHARD & KAREN CONTICELLO
MEAGAN COON
CHRIS COOPER
ELIZABETH COOPER
PATRICK & CHELSEA COOPER
SUSAN MACK COOPER
JULIE CORBETT
NINO & SHANNON SCHILDKNECHT
    CORBETT
CHUCK & JOSIE MAESSEN 
   COTHREN
CHAD & EMILY MITCHELL COVEY
JERRIT COWARD
CHRIS COZBY
DREW & BETH BRIDGES COZBY
RAY & MARY ANN COZBY
ERICA CHANIN COZEWITH
ANGELA CRAIG
JASON & PAM CREEL
BRIAN & MAGGIE CROMEENS
ROB CROSNOE
VICTOR & FLORA ROBINSON
   CROSSWELL
JENNIFER GERMANY CROSWELL
CHRISTOPHER & BRITTANY 
   HARROD CROW

SAM & ASHLEY LAHOURCADE
   CRUSE
JACK CUMMINGS
JAMES & LAURA CUNDIFF
BO & SARAH STREET CURD
MANCE & AMANDA CUTBIRTH
ADRIENNE CUTTER
JOLIE MCCUISTION CYPERT
WADE & SARAH GOSSETT 
   CYPERT
JASON & MOLLY DAERR
BRYAN & NIKI D’AGOSTINO
KIRSTIN D’AMICO
DAVID & MARGOT DANIEL
JOSH & PAIGE DARBY
DEREK & CRYSTIN DARBY
LUDOVIC & ANGIE COOPER 
   DARRICAU
DAVID & MARCY MCKNIGHT
   DARSEY
NED & LAURA DAVENPORT
ROBERT & ALEXANDRA 
   BEVERIDGE DAVIS
ASHLEY ESCOTT DAVIS
DONNA DAVIS DAVIS
CHRISTINA LARY DAVIS
JAN BEECHERL DAVIS
JEN DAVIS
LANCE & BARBIE FAIN DAVIS
STEVE & SUE DAVIS
THAD & ASHLEY SCHUENEMANN 
   DAVIS
DENVER DAVISON
SAMANTHA STROUBE DAVISS
BRIAN & SARAH MORRISON 
   DAWSON
JARED & LYNSEY DAY
TIM & ELAINE DAY
DON & CAROL DEAN
CAROLINE BAIRD DECHERD
JOSHUA & ALLISON MARTIN
   DECKER
TOM & STEPHANIE HAZELWOOD
   DEES
ANN-MARIE DEETS
GREG & SALLY DEITCH
CAROLE GRIDLEY
JASON & NICOLE DELIMITROS
MATT & DANA DELORENZO
JACQUES DELOUCHE
LANCE & ROBIN DEUTSCH
BRAD DEVAULT
CAROLINE HOLLAND DEVINE
BINZ & NANCY DEWALCH
JAY & CARALINE JOHNSON 
   DEWALD
QUINTON & BECCA UNDERWOOD
   DICKERSON
CHAD & PRISCILLA DICKSON
MATTHEW & JENNIFER WALLIS
   DICKSON
BILL & ELIZABETH BUCHANAN 
   DIETZ
DEBBIE DILLION
KAREN WORTHEN DIXON
DAHLEM & AMY BRADLEY 
   DODSON
JASON & MARGARET DODSON
JOSHUA& DAWN DOHERTY
BRADLEY & MISTY DOLLAR
DEREK DOOLEY
JOHN & KATE IRONS DORFF
LAINE DOUCET
DAIN & SHANNON DRAKE
JENNIFER PHIPPS DRAKE
JON DRISCOLL
ROBBIE & MARY GARMAN 
   DUARTE
DONALD & CLARE OLIVER DUFFIN
JARED & DANIELLE DUNAHOE
JUSTIN DUNLAP & GRETA 
   GOLDSBY
MICHAEL & CHERAINA DUNN
PEYTON DUNN

DOUGLAS & LAURA STROTHER
   DUNSAVAGE
CHRISTA LAHAYE DUPLECHAIN
RODNEY & PRISCILLA DURON
MARSHALL & BETH LEAMAN 
   DURRETT
ROBERT & MARGIE PEREZ DURST
ALEXANDER & ELIZABETH 
   WILLIAMS DWYER
JEFFERY & JENNIFER DYE
TEDDY & LAURIE NIX DYKOSKI
GUS & JULIE MALLET
   ECONOMIDES
RUSTY & CARLY EVANS EDGAR
CORI EDWARDS & KELLY HAMER 
EVAN & CLAIRE EDWARDS
JEFFREY EDWARDS
GREG “KRAFT” EIDMAN
CLINT & MEREDITH (MIMI) LEE 
   ELLENBERG
MICHAEL & STACY ELLINGTON
COURTNEY COVERT ELLIOTT
STEPHEN & WESLIE 
   SZVMANDERA ELLIOTT
FLORY ELLIS
BEN & ERIN ELMORE
NANCY LOWMAN ENLOW
KATHY ERBEN
SCOTT & ERICA ERICKSON
LOLLY CHEESMAN ERWIN
LAURIE TODD ESPOSITO
MARK & CAROLINE LEMON ESTES
COOPER ETHERIDGE
NANCY DENMAN ETHERIDGE
GENNA WISE EVANS
GREG & STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN
   EVANS
JASON & JULIANNE EVANS
JIMMY & JENNI EVANS
MATTHEW & MOLLIE REARDON 
   EWING
CHRISTINA RINKEN-FABIANICH
KRISTEN FAGELMAN
JOHN & ALLISON CHAMBERS 
   FAINTER
RAINE NEAL FALIK
ANDREA WEINERT FALKIN
DAX FAUBUS
CRAIG & KIRSTIN FEAZEL
CHRIS & MICHELLE FELCH
LINDSAY FELT
CLIFTON & MELISSA FENDLEY
PETER & LAURA MARTIN FENELON
CHANEY PITZER FERGUSON
MOLLY RENTZ FERGUSON
ROM & MEG FERRERO
BYRON & BETTY (BOO) 
   FLOURNOY FIELDS
JONATHAN FILGO
MISSY FINCH
JOANNA FINKELSTEIN
SUSAN MCCARTNEY FINNEGAN
JEFF & HEATHER FISH
ANDERS & OSSA FISHER
BLAYNE FISHER
CLAY & CARRIE HARP FISHER
JOSIE MEADOR FLESHER
CHARLIE & CHRISTY FLETCHER
TREY & MICHELLE FLOURNOY
JAN FLYNN
BENJAMIN FOO
BARRY & ELLEN MARTIN FORD
ELLEN HENDRIX FORD
HUGH & STEPHANIE FORQUE
MICHAEL & LINDSEY STEWART 
   FORREST
JEFF & JAMIE FOSTER
MARY FOSTER
PRESTON & ALYSSA FOSTER
STACEY FOSTER
STEPHANIE FOSTER & RICHARD 
   GILBERT

Continued Next Page
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JARROD & ALICIA FOWLER
CARTER FRANCE
BRIAN & KRISTIN STEWART
   FRANK
MATTHEW & MARY ELIZONDO
   FRAZIER
JIM & HEIDI FREDERICK
ANGIE FREDERICKSON
STEVEN & CATHERINE FRIETSCH
THAD & ELENI FULLER
CHARLES & HEATHER FULTON
JOE FUNSTON
CHRISTAN RICHARDSON FUQUA
BOB GABRIEL
CHRISTOPHER & KERRY GAIN
TRAVIS & HADLEY HAMMONS
   GALT
CHRIS GAMEL
BRIAN & LINDA GAMMILL
MELANIE GANTT
ALAN & MEREDITH HULSEY 
   GARCIA
AMANDA HEALY GARCIA
DAVID & AVERY LAWTON GARD
CHASE & ANNABELLE BAILEY
   GARDAPHE
SALLY CARAWAY GARDNER
SCOTT & ELIZABETH GARDNER
BRIAN & SUZAN GERBER GARGAN
JIM & SHANNON GATLIN
ZACK & CASEY GIBSON GELFER
WENDY GENENDER
GREG & COURTNEY BANKLER
   GERSTENHABER
BENJAMIN & MICHELLE GIARDINA
JESSICA GIBSON
HAROLD & TERESA GIDDENS
VICTOR & CRISTINA GIL
MERIDETH WASHAM GILBERT
ROBERT & SARAH GILBREATH
SARAH GILLIAM
DONNA GILLIAM
JOHN & LYNETTE GILLIS
WILL & ABBIE WILSON GIRAUD
KIM DRAKE GLASGOW
PHARIS & JeNNIFER GODFREY
ATWELL & LESA GOINS
TRAVIS & CHEYNE DOBBS 
   GOLDAMMER
INDIA GOLDSMITH
JAMES & SUSAN GONZALES
REBECCA WHITE GOODMAN
SOMERS & FELICIA CHASE 
   GOODMAN
KATIE BRACKIN GOODSELL
SANFORD & DEBORAH 
   THOMPSON GORDON
JANICE GORMAN
JIM & CHRISSY GOSSETT
STEPHEN & CATHERINE GOSSETT
JOE GOULD
PEGGY GRAHAM
KRISTIN GRAY
JEFF & MEME HOLLAND 
    GREATHOUSE
CHARLES GREEN
RALEIGH GREEN
HANNAH GREENBERG
MATT & ELIZABETH GREENFIELD 
STUART & ALLYSON GREENFIELD
PETE & ROBIN GREENHAW
BILL & ANN MURCHISON 
   GREENHILL
KATE GREENLEAF
THOMAS GREGORSKI & PATRICIA
   LEWIS
KAREN KINNEY GREGORY
ERICH & SHANNON GRETHEL
MICHAEL & WENDY GREVE
JACEY MORAN GRIDER
GREG & JENNIFER GRIFFIN
JOHN & CAROLYN GRIGGS
SHAWN & KATE GROSS
DALLAS GROTH
MARY MARGARET ADAMS 
  GROVES
TODD & SHELLY GROVES

KELLY GUBERT
SALLIE GUERINO
BOBBY & EMILY MCMAHON 
   GUERRERO
JASON & MONTY GUIDRY
HOWARD & KRISTA GUILD
GREGORY & LEEANN GULLETT
ASHLEY DRAEHN GUMBERT
BART & STACY WINETROUB 
   GUNKEL
JAMES & LAURA GUNN
JIM & TANIA GUNN
DANNY & STEPHANIE GURWITZ
LEE & AMY GUSEMAN
JANE LEA HAAS
RUDY & COLLEEN HADDAD
CHUCK & PATTI NIELSEN-HADDEN
MARCY DAVENPORT HAGGAR
HOLDEN & HAYLEY HAGGERTON
ELIZABETH SNYDER HALE
GAYLE HALEY
BEN & KRISTI HOLLOWAY HALL
WHILDEN & SHELBY HALVERSON
DAVID & ALLISON HUNT HAMILTON
HILARY CARUTH HAMILTON
HUGH & KRISTIN HAMILTON
MATT & KATIE HAMILTON
STEVE & STACY HAMILTON
MATT & PAIGE HAMMIT
PHIL & EMILY ALVARADO 
   HAMMOND
LAUREN HAMMONDS
JIM & GINI HAND
ROBERT & MARY ELIZABETH 
   HAND
JONATHAN & LEAH WILLIAMS
   HANDY
RHONDA BILLINGSLEY 
   HANRAHAN
CHRIS & CATHERINE BATTLE
   HANSLIK
ELLEN STEMMONS HARBISON
REGINALD & ANNA HARGROVE
BUBBA & JENNIFER HARKINS
GABE & SHARY HARMAN
GEORGIA ALEXANDER HARMON
MARK & KAY CHRISTY HARRIS
DREW & MICHELLE FLOYD 
   HARRIS
WARREN & LAUREN BECK HARRIS
MARGO THORNTON HARROD
PAUL HARTSFIELD
LAURA COX HARVEY
EDEE PENNAL HARVEY & JIM 
   ELSKES
JASON & SHANNON ELLIOTT 
   HARVEY
AMY NEWMAN HARWOOD
MICHELLE STEWART HATTON
BOO & META LEWIS HAUSSER
WILL & SUSAN SEBESTA 
   HAUSSER
TRENTON & ASHTON ROBINS 
   HAWK
MERIDITH PATTERSON HAYES
DAVID & KERI TONN HEARD
BRIDGET HEARN
CHRIS & EMILY HEBERT
WILL & CASEY WILLIAMS HEDGES
AMY DAVIS HEGI
THOMAS & MINDY HEGI
SAM & EMILY BURDICK HEIDE
KEVIN & JAIME TOUSSAINT 
   HEIDENREICH
ALISON HEINEMAN
ERICH & SANDRA HEINOLD
JULIA GARRETT HEINRICHS
KRISTOPHER & ALISON HEINZMAN
BRADFIELD & LINDSEY DEXTER 
   HEISER
JUSTIN & TRACY STIDHAM HELMS
BOBBY & LESLEY HEMPFLING
BRANDON & FLO SEAL 
   HENDERSON
SUSIE STEVENS HENDERSON
CLINT & TRISH HENNESSEY
PETER HENNESSEY IV

RUTHIE TRAMMELL HENRY
STANTON & KATIE HENRY
ANN MONTGOMERY HENSON
LYNSEY FARRELL HERNANDEZ
EDWARD & KAY BEECHERL 
   HERRING
BRAD HERRING & JENNIFER
   SALMON PINSON-HERRING
GRETCHEN WALLACE HERRMANN
KATHERINE KLEIN HERRON
BLAINEY MAGUIRE HESS
ABE & SHANNON PACE HEWGLEY
CHRIS HICKS
DONLEY MCGUIRT HICKS
HAROLD HIGH
DAVID & CAREY WATSON 
   HILDEBRAND
NEIMAN TALBOT HILL
MARTHA THEDFORD HILL
REBECCA HILL
HANK & KARA HILLIARD
KEN & KATHY STOWE HINES
AMY THORNTON HINSON
RYAN & KATHERINE WOLF HOAG
DIANNA PERKINS 
   HOCHKOEPPLER
JACQUES & CARRIE HODGES
MARK & JENNIFER REID 
   HOESTEREY
WYATT & ELIZABETH HOGAN
ROGER & KIMBERLY HOHMAN
JACK HOLFORD
TOM HOLLEMAN & KELLI WALSH
JENNA WORCHEL HOLMES
JULIE BOSWELL HOLMQUEST
STEPHEN & LAURA BLACK HOLT 
JAMES & LUELLEN HOOPER
DARYL HOOVER
BOND & ALLISON LENT HOPKINS
JUSTIN & KARA HOPKINS
RICK HOPKINS
KEN & BEVIN HORNE
KEN & KIMBERLY HORNER
BROOKE HOLLIS HORTENSTINE
GRANT & MADELINE 
   HORTENSTINE
REBECCA PERSHERN HORTON
CORBY & MEGAN MAUND 
   HOUSER
CHARLES HOUSSIERE
DAVID & REBECCA HOUSTON
LAURA HOWARD
STEPHEN & JAMIE WALTON 
   HOWARD
ANNE HIGGINBOTHAM 
   HOWARD
CHRIS & RACHEL MERRILL 
   HOWARD
MATT HOWELL
ROBINSON (BO) & RAMSEY 
   MILLER HOWELL
JONATHAN & JENNIFER MILLER
   HUARD
SUZANNE HUCKABAY
SCOTT HUDSON
TODD & ARIANNE HUERTA
BURDETTE & MONICA DEANDA
   HUFFMAN
CINDY NASH HUGHES
PATE & DARENDA HUGULEY
CHRISTOPHER & RACHEL 
   RYERSON HUK
BUTCH & LEANNE HULSE
JOSHUA HUNT
MARK & SHANNON HUTCHESON
MARK & RACHEL McDOW 
   HUTCHINSON
CRAIG & LISSA HUTCHISON
BRENT & JENNIFER HYMAN
MIKE & LAURA BATEMAN 
   INDERGARD
ANDREW & ALLISON IREDALE
KIMBERLY IRVING
ASHLEY DEVAULT IRWIN
ANDREW & CHRISTY IVERSEN
KELLY CAULEY JACKSON
ANTHONY & KRISTEN JACKSON

CHRISTOPHER & MELINDA 
   NELSON JACKSON
CARTER HARRISON JACKSON
DAVID JACKSON
DON FROG & MO THOMPSON
   JACKSON
JIM & CAROLYN JACKSON 
JOHN & ELISSA JACKSON
LYLE SCHWEITZER JACKSON
THOMAS & ELIN JACKSON
PAUL & FLEETWOOD WILSON 
   JACOBS
CHARLIE & ELIZABETH JAMES
CHRISTINE LAWHON-JAMES
WHITNEY MILLER JANKE
JASON & CHRISTINE MOORE 
   JARRETT
STEFFANY JAY
DAVID & SUSAN JENKINS
JACE & AMY JENKINS
NATHAN & LEAH JENKINS
POLLY JONES JENKINS .
KATE WITTENBRAKER JENKS
BRAD & CARY GOTTESMAN JOHL
DOUG & NATALIE JOHN
BLAKE & KATHY KIEL JOHNSON
BROOK & TRICIA LAUDADIO 
   JOHNSON
GREG & AMY JOHNSON
HARRY & LUNDY JOHNSON
HUNTER & DIANA JOHNSON
LEE JOHNSON
SARA GULBAS JOHNSON
MICHAEL & CANDACE JOHNSON
MATT & SARAH JOHNSON
JERRY & MELINDA MARONEY
   JOHNSTON
RAY & CAROLINE MCCALL JOINER
ADAM & ERIN JONES
CASEY JONES
CHLOE LANDRUM JONES
CRAIG & CISSY HEWETT JONES
GINA JONES & CHARLES MOTZ
MAC & MERIDETH JONES
MASON JONES
PAT JONES
JEREMY & RACHEL MEHALL 
   JONES
STEWART & KATHERINE JONES
TAYLOR JONES
ZACH & ALLISON HARPER 
   JORDAN
KATIE WALLACE JOYNER
KRISTIE KAFKA
CHRISTINA LEE
LARRY & ROBIN KAPAVIK
DAVID & NATALIE BLUE KAYDA
LEE & TAMI TOWNSEND KEELING
CHARLIE KEENE & STEPHANIE 
   DEDEAUX
KELLY & RHONDA KELLEY
TIMOTHY & JACKIE KELLEY
NEIL & DANA KELLY
BRYAN & KRISTIN URBAN 
   KEMMETT
TOM & STACY SEWELL KENDALL
MATT & CATHERINE BLUM 
   KENJURA
STAN & CHRISTINE KEY
ROBERT KIMMEL
KELLY BUCKLEY KINARD
ANDRIKA SOROKOLIT KING
JAMES & KATHERINE KING
ROAN & VALERIE KING
RUSSELL & REBECCA KING
TODD & NATALIE KINSEL
CHIP & KRISTEN PAYNE KINTER
NIKKI BURGER KIRCHOFER
CORDELL KLEIN
TIM & MARGARET KNOBLOCH
DAVE & JILL KNOWLES
CARRIE KOCHAN
ANDREW & ALLYSON JONES 
   KOPEL
JAMES & JANEY HOLMES KORTH
MARY GILBERT KORTH
FREDERICK & JENNIFER KRAUSE

REBECCA KRAUSS
JOHN & CARRIE KROLL
JENNIFER HILE KUCZAJ 
STEPHANIE PRATT KUHLES
BRYAN & LAURA LUCAS KUTCHER
JEFF & AMY ELDER KYRISH
JILL POTH LACK
STERLING & STEPHANIE 
   LAGUARTA
MARK & TONI LAHAYE
VICTOR & AMANDA LAMADRID
MORGAN LAMANTIA
JOHN & KELLY LAMBERT
SCOTT & LESLEIGH WICKER 
   LANDRETH
HOLLIE JANKE LANDRITH
JESSICA AMSTATER LANE
PATRICK LANE
BILL & COLLEEN LANG
DAVID LANG
LOUISE LARY
TREY & WENDY LARY
DOUGLAS & STEFANIE LATTANZIO 
JV & SARAH LATTIMORE
HARVIN LAWHON
SUSAN HARVIN LAWHON
JOE & RAMSEY LAWLESS
KELLY LAWSON
STEVEN & LAURA LE
ROY LEAMON
AMY PYRON LEBER
JULIANNA ADAMS LEBLANC
AMY ANDERSON LECRONE
WALTER LEDDY
JARED & COURTNEY LEDET
BRYAN & DIANE LEE
GENTRY & AMY HUGHES LEE
JONATHAN LEE
PAUL LEE
RICHARD & TRACI LEE
WARREN & EMILY BLUM LEE
ROBERT & JENNIFER CANTWELL
   LEEDY
CHAT LENHART
JOHN & NATALIE METZGER 
   LESIKAR
JORDAN & HELEN LEVIN
ERIC & MELISSA LEVINE
LISE LIDDELL
JEFF & ASHLEE LIGARDE
R.J. & HEATHER LINGLE
KENT & MEG LISENBY
KARL & SUSIE GIFFORD LOCKER
ZACHARY & ELIZABETH 
   LOCKWOOD
SUSAN LOFQUIST
BRYAN & BLAIR RICHARDSON 
   LOOCKE
ADAM & KATIE CONNALLY LOVE
MALIA DAVISON LOVE
ROSS “PISTOL” & CHRISTIAN 
   MAJORS LOVE
MEGAN SNIDER LOWE
JUSTIN LOWENFIELD
ANDREA LOWERY
KARMAN LOYD
RICHARD LUCAS
MICHAEL LUCKSINGER
MATTHEW & CINDY LYBRAND
ALLEN & CAROL LYONS
MATT & KANDY MABERRY
MARK & KELLI MACATEE
LOUIS MACEY
MIKE & WENDY MACKEY
WILL & LINDSEY CAVEN MAJORS
ROBERT & JESSICA MALINA
PHILLIP & ARWEN MALLET
KEITH & KARl MALLOY
JOCELYN MORNEAU MANGAN
MATTHEW & MARTHA MANGUM
CAROLE£ JORDAN MANKIN
MICHAEL & MICHELLE CHRISCO
   MANN
JOHN MANNING
NICOLE MANNING
MADISON & ELIZABETH GREEHEY
   MARCEAU

CATHERINE HENNESSY MARKERT
DOUG & CATHERINE MOATES 
   MARKLE
DAVID MARSHALL
ROBERT & CHRISTINA MARSHALL
BRANT & NATALIE MARTIN
BLAKE & CARLY ALLEN MARTIN
TOM & LEIGH FREDRICKSON 
   MARTIN
MART & COREY MARTINDALE
STEVEN & WENDY MARTINEZ
ERIC & BROOKS BELL MARYE
TODD & MEREDITH MASEL
LIZZIE WARE MASON
SAM & HADEEL MASSAED
DARIN & STEPHANIE MAST
RACHEL MEYER MAST
GEORGE & CATHERINE COLLINS 
   MASTERSON
RYAN & LAUREN LOWE 
   MATTHEWS
MATT & CATHERINE ADAMS 
   MATTHEWS
BRIAN MAVERICK
KENNETH MAVERICK
DON & ANGIE WEST MAXFIELD
DALE & PAIGE INGEBRITSON 
   MAXWELL
MARK & LISA MCADAMS
WILLIS “JJ” MCANELLY, Ill
CATHERINE BELL MCBRIDE
MICHAEL & LIJA MCBRIDE
ANDREW MCCALLA
MICHAEL & ANDREA MCCAULEY
CHIP & COLETTE MCCHAREN
SIMON & JUDY DITTO MCCLOUD
SIMON & SALLY MCCLOUD
BRYAN & HOLLY CARLSON 
   MCCOLLOUGH
KEVIN MCCOLLOUGH
JIM & MARY ELIZABETH FEUILLE 
   McCOMAS
RYAN & MEGAN MCCONNELL
BRECK & KATHERINE MCDANIEL
MICHAEL & NATLIE McDONALD
ROBERT & BIBI MCDONALD
CARRIE GRAHAM MCDOWELl
MATTHEW & KATHY MCFARLAND
JOHN & AMANDA McGEE
FRANK & LIZ ANN MCGEHEE
MIKE & DONNA MCGINNIS 
SUZANNE MCGOWN
ANN CHAPMAN MCGUYER
CHRIS & ELLEN BROWN 
   MCKEOWN
ALAN & MELANIE McKNIGHT
SCOTT & ALLISON MCKNIGHT
KEVIN & DEE ANN MCLARNEY
MIKE & LORI McLAUGHLIN
CAMI CANALES
ROBERT & LAURA MCMAHAN
ROCK & SUE CRAFT MCMAHAN
BRAD & ANNA MCPHAIL
MICHAEL MCPHAUL
RYAN MUSTIAN MCQUEENEY
E. LEE JAHNCKE MEAD
MARK & CHRISTY MEADOR
CAROLINE SIDEMAN MEADOR
LUIS & JAIME MEDINA
LORIE MEDLENKA
MATTHEW & SARAH MEIGS
NEAL & AMBER AUTREY MEINZER
JASON & DAWN MELEAR
KATE MELER
MICHAEL & KATHY MERVIN
JENNIFER METZ
KATE CAUTHORN MEYER
WILLIAM & STACY MIKRUT
MARK & ERICA MILES
CAMERON & MARJOLAINE MILLER
JAY & EMILY MILLER
MARY CATHERINE MILLER
MATT & RACHEL MILLER
MICHAEL & LINDSEY MILLER
KINDRA HYER MILLER
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SCOTT MILLER
SHIRLEY MILLER
TREY & CARRIE RYAN MILLER
BRANDON & DANIELLE MITCHELL
TRACY MITCHELL
SCOTT & MARGARET MITCHELL
JERRY MOHN
ANDREW & MEREDITH WILSON 
   MONCRIEF
HEATHER MONROE
MINDY MONTFORD
ANDREW & MOLLY MONTGOMERY
DAN MONTGOMERY
WILLIAM MONTGOMERY
JOHN & RACHEL MOODY
WALKER MOODY
LISA EVANS MOON
ANDREW & JENNY MOORE
DAN MOORE
RICHARD & STEPHANIE MOORE
KAREN MOORE
WAYNE MOORE
EDUARDO & KENDRA MORALES
BRENT & PIPER MORGAN
CHERRY MORRILL
TRACE & JESSICA MORRILL
BRANDON & SHAINE MORRIS
CARTER JOHN & HOLLY KRAUSE
   MORRIS
CHRISTOPHER MORRIS
DREW MORRIS
RANDALL & KATHY MCGONAGIL
   MORRIS
HILL & LEE MORRISON
EVAN MORRISON
AMY-BETH MORRISON
BILL MORRISS
ROBIN MORSE
RYAN & REBECCA MORSE
JOHN & SHANNON HARKINS 
   MORTON
AARON & LAUREN MOSES
BOBBY & ERIN SELKE MOSES
JEREMY & ERIN DEATON MOSS
RYAN & SYDNI MOSSMAN
ROBERT MULLINS
LEIGH GOODALL MUNDINGER
MATT & ALICIA MURPHY
MITCHELL & ELIZABETH LYONS 
   MURPHY
MATTHEW & SUSANNA HANCOCK
   MURRAY
MARY CAROLINE MURTAUGH
SHELBY MYATT
ASHLEE HOLOBAUGH MYERS &
   DARREN MYERS
B.J. & DARCY DOLD MYERS
CAMERON & CHRISTINA 
   MYRONOWICZ
LANCE NALL
ANDREW & SARA NAPORA
COLIN & ABBY NEBLETT
BRANDON & LINDSAY 
   FREDRICKSON NEFF
MEREDITH MILES NEILL
TOMMY NELMS
ANDREW & ANGIE NELSON
BRIAN & TRICIA NELSON
BLAIR & HEATHER HUGHES 
   NELSON
KATY KRIPS NELSON
MILAM & TORY NEWBY
LESLIE NEWCOMER
HAILEY IRONS NEWLIN
SHELLY PERKINS NEWTON
KENT & STEFANI£ SHANNON 
   NIELSON
DAVID & STEPHANIE NINI
ANDRES & LORI ANNE NISIMBLAT
ERIK & CAROLINA NISIMBLAT
GIANCARLO & JENNIFER 
   NISIMBLAT
CAMILLE COX NIX
LEE & KRISTEN CLARK NIX
KEATS & MALAISE MURPHY 
   NORFLEET

JEFFREY & MICHELLE ALLEN
   NORMAN
MONIQUE NORMAN
BOBBY & JJ GOLDTHWAITE 
   NORRIS
CHAD & CAROLINE JONES NORTH
SCOTT NOWLIN
MITCH & KRISTIN MCNEAL 
   NYVEEN
CHARLEY & COURTNEY O’DANIEL
KIRK & KASEY ODEN
MARK & LESLIE MULLEN ODOM
BENJAMIN & JENNIFER BERG 
   OGILVIE
WILL & LAUREN LEATHERWOOD 
   OGILVIE
DWIGHT (CAPO) & MARY L. 
   O’KEEFE 
MIKE & KRISTI OLDHAM
STEVE & KITTY OLDHAM
CRAIG OLIVER
JAMES & KATY CAMERON OLIVER
JOHN & MARGARET PHILIP 
   OLIVER
BRIAN & LANE MATTHEWS OLSON
ERIC & ALLISON HAZLEWOOD 
   OLSON
KRISTA O’MALLEY
KRISTEN WAGNER O’PRY
TRAVIS & LACIE PRYOR ORSAK
AMY OSTELLA
DAVID & TENNIE CLINE OTT
WILLIAM & ELLEN OTTO
JEFFREY & LISA OWEN
J.C. & SAMANTHA PACE
MATTHEW & CHELSEA PACEY
MARK PADON
JESSICA PAN
SCOTT & CHRISTI PARENT
HEATHER PARKHURST
CATHERINE PARKS
SCOTT PARKS
DAVID & MELISSA PARRISH
KIP & KATHY PARSONS
MANISH & INA PATEL
LAURA SAYERS PATRICK
BRIAN & STACY PRATT 
   PATTERSON
AMY PATTERSON
AMANDA PATTY
LESLI LAMB PAUL
RYAN & WHITNEY WILT 
   PAULOWSKY
MARY PAWELEK
CHRIS & KRISTYN PAYNE
DAVID & CLAIRE WILLIAMSON   
   PEARSON
AIMEE PEAY
ALLAN & AMANDA PECK
WILLIAM & ELLEN MIERS PEEPLES
QUINCY PENCE & KARINA 
   GOULET
MARK & LAURA KECK PENDLETON
FRAN LOCHRIDGE PEREZ
MICHAEL & LESLIE PERKINS
MICHELLE PERRY
SALLY GRAHAM PETERSON
STEPHEN & ANDRESS BECK 
   PETTIBONE
SHARON PFAFF
VERONIQUE PHELAN
BRIAN & ALLISON WILLIAMS 
   PIATAK
MICHAEL & GEORGIA ELLIS 
   PIAZZA
KIM PICKARTS
BRYAN & JENNIFER BOSWELL
   PICKENS
NICOLE KATRANA & SETH 
   PICKETT
NOAL & MARY PIERCE
LAUREN RIESTER PINCHBECK
JORDAN & AMY PINCU
JANE QUENTAN PIPER
AUSTIN PITNER
HOELT & LAURELYN POHLMEIER

LEWIS & SUZY POLLOK
ALLEN POST
RICHARD & SHANNON POUNDS
LAURA POWELL
WILLIAM & RANELLE PRESSLEY
COREY & AMY PRESTIDGE
SISSY PRESTON
ANDREW & JULIE PRICE
CHAD & JENNIFER PRICE
DERRICK & LAUREN STRICKLAND
   PRICE
LAUREN WILLIAMSON PRICE
STACIA PRICE
MICHAEL & SUZIE PRINCE
JOHN & ALICE PRITCHETT
THOMAS & CECE PRUDHOMME
JEREMY & RENEE PRUNS
JESSICA BATEMAN PULLIAM
PAT ZACHARIE & WILLIAM
   PUPLAMPU
BLAKE & ASHLEY PURNELL
BUCK PURSELLEY
ELIZA THOMAS QUIGLEY
ROBYN WRIGHT QUINLIN
SUZANNE MAUZE QUINN
CLAY & KRISTEN RABEL
STEPHANIE SIMMONS RAINOSEK
TODD & JENNIFER RAMBERG
MELISSA CLANN RAMIREZ
DAVID & LEIGH ANN PYEATT
   RANSLEM
SARAH SPEEG RASCO
SHANNON RATCLIFF
JOHN & LANE SCHWEITZER RAY
JOHN REARDON
HUNTER REDMAN
KELLY FORD REESE
DAVID & JULIANNE PHILPY
   REEVES
AUSTIN REILLY
JOHN REILLY
PHILIP & DONNA REILLY
REBECCA REILLY
THOMAS & JENNIFER REILLY
TODD & BRANDY REIMERS
STUART & TRICIA RENCH
JUSTIN & MEREDITH HOUSTON
   REYNOLDS
DAN & JULIE GIDDENS RHODES
LESLIE STIVER RICE
ALAN & SARAH SCHMA RICH
BEN & LEIGH CHAMBERS 
   RICHARDS
PATRICK & DEIDRE RICHTER
STACY MIERS RIDER
ROBERT & ALLISON RIESS
KELLY PERKINS RIGAS
JACK RIGGS
CONNOR & MARIA RILEY
JENNIFER MARTIN RILEY
KENDALL RILEY
MONA RIO
ERIC & CALLIE SHARKEY RITTER
ERIC & DANIELLE RIVAS
CHIP & REAGAN LUCAS RIVES
CHRISTOPHER & BROOKE RIVES
SHAWN & PHEBE ELLIS ROACH 
KATY ROBBINS
ANDREW & HEATHER HAWN 
   ROBERTS
ROBBY & DEIDRA ROBERTSON
AMBER HIGHTOWER ROBERTSON
ALEC & KENDALL ARMSTRONG
    ROBINSON
AARON & MELISSA PRUITT 
   RODRIGUE
FRANCES EVANS ROGERS
MARK & BROOKE ROGERS
PATRICK & DEBORAH ROGERS
TREY & KATE ROGERS
BOB ROLLINS
CHRIS & CESELEY ROLLINS
JOE ROLLINS
CHRISTOPHER & TINOU 
   RON CONE
LUIS & MEGAN FOSTER ROSAS

COLLIN & LEXIE ROSE
MEGAN MURPHY ROTHWELL
TRISH RUDDER
JEFFREY & ASHLEY BRYAN 
   RUGGLES
DWIGHT & NIKKI RUNKELS
ANDEE & ANGIE RUSSELL
DUANE & KELLEY RUSTEN
TANYA RUTLEDGE
JAMES & ASHLEY RYALS
ALEX RYERSON
WILLIAM “DUNNE” & ROGAN 
   LAWRENCE SAAL
JOHN SAALFIELD
ROBERT & LEILA SALMONS
STUART & KELLY SAMPLEY
BILL & KIM SANCHEZ
MARY ELIZABETH WISE SAND
SCOTT & STEPHANIE SANDERS
CHRISTI BURSIEL SANSALONE
ANTHONY & KIM SARAGUSA
JAY & KATIE SARTAIN
SHANNON & LESLIE ELKINS 
   SASSER
JIM & KELLY KILLIAN SATEL
JOHN & LAUREN SAUNDERS
TIM SAWTELLE
JAMES SAYERS
JAKE & MOLLY BOWDEN 
   SCARBROUGH
AARON & REAGAN BOICE 
   SCHAEFER
MATT & JEAN SCHENDLE
MICHAEL & TRISHA 
   SCHILDKNECHT
ROBERT & BETH SCHMID 
JAMES (BUBBA) & PAMELA 
   STEWART SCHMIDT
PAM SCHROEDER
DUSTIN & MEGAN SCHULER
ERIC & MEREDITH 
   SCHULTENOVER
LACY HAWN SCHULTZ
JOHN SCHWEITZER & SUSAN
   HULL
ANDREW SCOTT
CHUCK & CHRIS SCOTT
RYAN & SHAWN SCOTT
FIELD & LYLE FOSTER SCOVELL
ELIZABETH SCRIVNER
PAULA SEAPAN
G. KELLY & LISA SECHLER
LANE & KELLI SELIGER
MARISA GIBSON SELKIRK
TAYLOR & JENNIFER SELL
DAVID & SUSAN SELLERS
TOM & ARAMINTA SELLERS
BEN & CHRYL RAY SELMAN
FORREST TYSON & AMANDA 
   SELMAN
JENNIFER THOMSON SEN
PHILLIP SENTENEY & LUCY 
   GUSTAVUS
CODY & TRISH CUNNINGHAM
   SETH
STEPHEN & LYNNE SETTLE
EMILY PLANT SEWELL
CAROLYN GRAEME SHANNON
JAMES & HEATHER SHARP
MIKE & NANCY JAMES SHAW
MARK & KERRIE KAUSS SHEEDY
JOHN & AMY DAVOL SHEFFIELD
JEFF & MICHOU TRAN SHELL
BOB & ANNE SHEPARD
ASH & HEATHER SHEPHERD
KEVIN & TRACY SHERIDAN
MICHAEL SHIEKH & KELLY 
   ROBINSON .
MICHELLE SHILLER & MICHAEL
   COUTURE
WHITNEY & NICOLE MCINTYRE 
   SHINE
BARRETT & MO HEINRICHS SHIPP
NICOLE TSOURMAS SHOBERG
ANN WOOD SHOOK
LACHELLE SHORT

MATTHEW & MARY CAROLINE
   CRUSE SHREVES
PAUL & STEPHANIE JONES
   SHROPSHIRE
SAMUEL SHUFFLER
STEVE & CAROL SIDDONS
BROCK & STACEY WERSEBE 
   SILVERSTEIN
POLLY SIMPKINS
BO & ASHLEY HOLMAN SIMPSON
CHAD & JANA SIMS
BRIAN & SAVANNAH WARE 
   SINGLETON
JAMES & MEGAN SINK
MARK & TAMI CARR SKORPIL
JEFF & PHYLLIS SLIVA
KRISTI SLIVA-THIBAUT
MAGGIE HOLOTIK SMITH
DAN & CYNTHIA SMITH
LIL SMITH
JENNY MCINTYRE SMITH
STEPHANIE MAYHALL SMITH
MARK & DENISE SMITH
PRESTON & BETTY BROWNING
   SMITH
BEA WALTERS SMITH
KEELY SMITH
NICOLE HAMEL SMITH
ZACHARY & LAUREN SMITH
STACY SNAVELY
RON & CAROL CLENDENIN 
   SNIDER
NED & RENEE SNYDER
LISTI ARNOLD SOBBA
TRACY WAKEFIELD SOUTHWICK
ALYCE SPARKS
AMY SPEARS
TYLER & MEREDITH KLIEWER 
   SPEARS 
MARK & LISA SPEDALE
ALYSON SPEER
JOHN & SARA SOUERBRY SPEER
DREW & ELIZABETH THAYER SPE-
ICHER
MEREDITH ALLDAY SPENCE
LISA SPRAGGINS
ELAINE SRNKA
JASON & CELINA QUIROS 
   STABELL
KATIE WISE STANTON
BILL & ANA STAPLETON
SAM & DEANNA STARLING
CARA STARNES
JAMES STARR & MONIQUE 
   THREADGILL
NICHOLAS STEPHENS
DAVID & LINDSAY STEPHENSON
JAMIE STEWART
BRIAN & ANNIE STOCK
KELLY YOUNG STOETZEL
JAMES & MEGAN STOFFER
LOGAN & ASHLEY BROWN 
   STOKES
HANNA STONECYPHER
CLAIR STOREY
SCOTT & COURTNEY NENTWICH 
   STORMENT
JONATHAN STORMS
COLE & ASHLEY BAXTER STOUT
KATHERINE WILLIAMSON 
   STRANGE
ROBERT & DARLENE STREPHANS
MATT & CHRISTI STROCK
TIM & SANDY SELBER STURM
TODD SULLIVAN
WILLIAM SULLIVAN
AUSTIN & JENNA SUMMERFORD
SARAH CHAMBERS SUMNER
MAX SWANGO
ERIC & KARA SWANSON
TRICIA SULLIVAN SWEN
DIRK & MARY ELIZABETH DANIEL 
   SYLVESTER
SCOTT & TAMARA SYPULT
KELSEY HARROD TALBERT
SONJA TALBOT

ERIC & ELIZABETH DUNN TALLEY
PHILIP & COURTNEY TARDY
STEPHEN & MARISSA TARLETON
BRAD & APRIL ELLISON TATE
RONNIE & EVA TAVAREZ
VAN & PAIGE TAYLOR
GRANT & HALEY TEEGARDEN
BRYAN & DELAINE CROW TEEPLE
FABIAN & MICHELLE TEIXEIRA
MIKE TELLE
MARGY BROWN TETTLETON
JOE THIEMAN
KIRSTAN SCOTT THOMAS
RYAN & LINDSAY THOMAS
JENNFER JUMONVILLE 
   THOMPSON
MARK & LINDA THOMPSON
THOMAS & TIIA THOMPSON
JACK & JODI THURMAN
THOMAS & JAYBIE THURMOND
SETH & JO TIBBETTS
LAURA LIGHTFOOT TILLEY
BARTH & MARIE TIMMERMANN
KEVIN & LOU ANN TIMMRECK
VICTORIA TOLLEN
LEIGH TOMASKI
SHELBY SEWELL TOMASO
TOBY & RENE TOUDOUZE
BILL & JENNIFER TRACEWELL
JASON & KATHERINE HEYNE 
   TRAMONTE
LENA SULLIVAN TREANOR
TARA TRELEAVEN
ROXI JOHNSON TSAKAS
LINDSAY SHEFFIELD TURNER
NICKOLAS & ASHLEY RUSSELL
   UNDERWOOD
BRETT & O’NEAL UNDERWOOD
FRED & PAM UNDERWOOD
BEN VAELLO
AMANDA WATSON VALENTINO
SCOTT & LAURA MCANDREW
   VANSLYKE
SHANEL VANDERGRIFF
ZACHARY & COURTNEY WRIGHT
   VANDERHAM
LOUISA HOUSTON VANN
TRAVIS & NIKKI STOLL VARGO
KEVIN & LAYLA ZAFARNIA VELA
JORGE & TRACEY VELEZ
FREDERICK & ANGELA ROBINSON 
   VENUK
CHRISTINA WEAVER VEST
XAVIER & TIFFANY VILLARREAL
MATTHEW & TISH MAULDIN 
   VISINSKY
JOHN PAUL & MOLLIE LONG 
   VISOSKY
DONALD VOLTZ
TOM WACHSMUTH
ABBEY WADE
CHRIS & KRISTA WAGNER
CHRIS & KERI WAGNER
JOHN WAGNER
SCOTT & ALEXIS BECK WAGONER
STEPHEN & ANNE WAKEFIELD
BLAIR WALKER & JOACIM “MARC” 
   SCHMID
BLAIR MCDANIEL WALKER
KIM WALKER
SARAH COOLEY WALKER
MADELEINE WALKER
WILLIAM “WILLIE” WALKER
SAM & LINDSAY GREEN WALLACE
TREVOR & MELANIE WALLACE
JAMES & JENNIFER WALLIS
HOLLAND WALSH
ERICA WARD
MOLLY REESE WARD
WESLEY WARE
ANNE WARREN
DOUG WASSON
TASS & LAURA WATERSTON
MANDY SCHUENAMAN WATKINS

Continued Next Page
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Same time, same place . . . 
Hotel has a new name . . the Magnolia Hotel in Dallas is now THE BEEMAN HOTEL
Nothing else has changed!

PATRICK & MISTY WATKINS
GINGER WATSON
MIKE & JANIE TULL WATSON 
BRAD & KIM WEATHERFORD
RAD & ASHLEY WEAVER
KAYCEE WEAVER
WAYNE & ELIZABETH WEBB
DOUG & ANGIE ROWLAND 
   WEBSTER
BECCA REARDON WEIGAND
DANA & MENDI WEINSTEIN
COREY & BETSY WELP
SCOTT & GINNY ELLIOTT WENGER
LES & SHANNON FESTE WERME
DAVID & NANETTE ROUNTREE
   WHEELIS
BEN & AMANDA WHITE
STEWART & KATHERINE WHITE
CHRISTOPHER & LESLEY 
   WHITLEY
JEFF & BROOKE BAILEY WHITLEY
CHRIS & JENNIFER WHITLOCK
RANDAL & MEHGAN WICHUK
JEREMY & BETH MCBRIDE 
   WILHELMI
TRENT & SARAH REILLY WILKINS
AMY WILLERSON
CHES & CAROLINE WARD 
   WILLIAMS
JUSTIN WILLIAMS & BROOKE
   HORAN
ROBERT & AMELIA HAUSSER 
   WILLIAMS
ANDREW & JILL WILLIAMSON
BARRETT WILLINGHAM
KYLE & HILLARY WILLIAMS 
   WILLMON
MICHAEL & DARLA WILLOUGHBY
MARIANNE MCDONOUGH
   WILSHUSEN
CARTER & ALISE WILSON

CHRIS & KELLY WILSON
JEFF & KATIE WILSON
LEE WILSON
CHRIS & LYNNSEY SMIT WIMMER
SHAWN & KIMBERLY WINKLER
JACK WISE
RICK & SARAH WITTENBRAKER
WILLIAM & MEGAN WOLF
NATHALIE WOLK
BOBBY & SHANNON STROTHER
   WOMBLE
JEFF & KAYLA WOOD
MICHAEL & LAURIE WOOD
SCOTT & ELIZABETH WOODARD
DOUG & STACIE WOODCOCK
DEDE STEVENS WOODMAN
DENNIS & LISA WAGNER WOODS
TODD WOOLEY
DAVID & JANET GAGE WRATHER
MELISSA WRAY & RICK BOSTWICK
LOIS HAMILTON WRIGHT
SUZIE WRIGHT
PHILIP WRIGHT & HELEN HENRY
STEPHANIE WRIGHT
TOMMY & JENNIFER BECKER 
   WRIGHT
JOE DAVID YATES
STEPHEN & LISA MOORE YOCH
ROBERT & ANGELA YONKE
CARSON & LEXI YOST
BROOKS & HOPE YOUNG
COURTNEY WEAVER YOUNG
HOMER JON & ELEANOR YOUNG
JOSH & ASHLEY BLYTHE ZACHRY
ANTONIO & KRIS ZAPATA
MARCO & ASIA ABRAHAM 
   ZARAGOZA
JEFF & BROOKE BURNEY ZARR
CASEY & ASHLEY ZBORIL
RYAN & LAURA EBELING ZEHL
COURTNEY YOUNG ZENNER

Continued from Page 38C.L.A.S.P. 

A NOTE TO BILL . . .
Thanks for sharing this special note! . . from Alumni
LACIE PRYOR ORSAK (and friends!)
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WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING . . . for ALUMNI names and addresses (that we do not already have. We now have 
over 7,5 00 Alumni and Special Parents in our computer and know there are 25,000 more to contact! If you know 
of any former campers and/or counselors that are not receiving our mailings, please let us know on the following 
“fi ll in the blank!” (If married, please include maiden name) A reward for the capture of new names and address-
es! THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU for your help . . .

Full name     Address     City/State/Zip

Send Reward To:

We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

FROM THE KITCHEN 
OF Alumni BRITTANY 
NEELY! She and husband 
ZAC have joined the Camp 
Longhorn Family at Indi-
an Springs. BRITTANY, 
a teacher, looks forward 
to being a part of Camp 
with their sons RYKER (5) 
and NASH (2) in the sum-
mers! Thank you, BRIT-
TANY, for taking the time 
to jot down these delicious 
sounding recipes and wel-
come back to CLH! 

Easy Egg Roll In A Bowl

Ingredients:

1 lb. lean ground beef or 
chicken

1 medium onion, diced
2 garlic cloves, minced
1/2 tsp. ginger powder
2 Tbsp. reduced sodium 

soy sauce
1 (14oz) bag coleslaw mix
1 Tbsp. sesame oil
3 c. hot cooked brown rice

1/2 c. sweet and sour sauce
Wonton strips, optional
Instructions:
1. In a large skillet over 

medium-high heat, cook and 
crumble chicken or beef, on-
ion and garlic. Heat until no 
longer pink, 6-8 minutes; 
drain off grease. Stir in soy 
sauce and ginger.

2. Add coleslaw mix to 
skillet. Cook and stir until 
wilted, 3-4 minutes. Stir in 
sesame oil and rice. Mix until 
combined. Top with sweet and 
sour sauce. If desired, top with 
wanton strips 

Blueberry Cream Pie

Ingredients:

3 cups of blueberries
1 cup of heavy whipping 

cream
2/3 cup of sugar
4 Tbsp. all purpose fl our 

OR CORNSTARCH
1/4 tsp. orange zest (or 

lemon)
2 Pastry pie crust (home-

made or store bought)

FROM ALL OF US HERE AT CAMP LONGHORN
Instructions:
1. Pre heat the oven to 400 

degrees
2. Pour blueberries into un-

baked pies crust.
3. Whisk together heavy 

cream, sugar, fl our, salt, and 
orange zest.

4. Pour over blueberries
5. Bake 35-42 minutes or 

until a light golden brown on 
top. Depending on your oven 
it may take up to an hour.

6. Cool.
7. Store in the refrigerator. 

Best if eaten chilled. 

White Chocolate 
Peppermint Cookies

Ingredients:

6 tbsp unsalted butter soft-
ened

1/2 cup granulated (white) 
sugar

1/2 cup light brown sugar
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp baking soda
1 large egg
1 tsp vanilla extract
1 1/4 cups all-purpose fl our
1 1/4 white chocolate chips
1/2 cup of peppermint can-

dies crushed

Directions:
1. Preheat the oven to 350 

degrees.
2. Add the butter, sugar, 

brown sugar, salt, baking pow-
der and baking soda to the 
bowl of a stand mixer. Mix 
on low until combined and 
the beat on medium speed for 
about 1 minute. Beat in eggs 
and vanilla until smooth. Stop 
mixer and add the fl our and 
white chocolate chips. Mix on 
low speed until smooth. Mix 
on low speed until a cohesive 
cookie dough forms, about 1 
minute.

3. Use a medium size cook-
ie scoop to form 24 cookie 
dough balls. Dip the top half 
of each ball in crushed pepper-
mint candies. Place cookies 
on a baking mat or parchment 
paper.

4. Bake the cookie for 10-
11 minutes.

5. The cookies should look 
a bit underdone when you take 
them out of the oven. They 
will set up as they cool.

6. Allow the cookies to 
cool on the baking sheet for 
10 minutes. Transfer them to 
a cooling rack to cool to room 
temperature.

What’s Cook’n
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